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Law,

TIMOTHY SLI.LIVAIV A S. YOUNli,
Experienced Home Mlioers, at 70 Pedera I Ml reel.ma30d3in»

o1

.EXPERIENCED Straw Sewers

IJ

few

beat! One dollar buys it. The Union
Carpet Stretcher and Tack Hammer Combined.
It works complete. Stretches and tacks the carpet
Sold by
without your getting down on the lioor.
Greelev ami bis agents onlv. Agents wanted. ApS. A. GREELEY, Gen’l Agent,'
ply to
United States Hotel,

myGJ2w*

(Boyd Block,)
POISTLAND, MAINE,
for

Wanted.
FIRST class wheelwright to take

the wood decarriage shop at Brighton Cornew
several
carriages
Portland;
ner,
wanted as soon as they can be built, and a prospect
of plenty of work. Enquire of C. W. BELKNAP or

A two
partment
miles from

Street*.

OF

MANUFACTURER

Wnirli and Chronometer makers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
e

WATER

AND

ap21

ItEILER,

L.

YY.

FRESCO

SQUARE,

NO. 16 MARKET

H. STOCKBRIDGE,
TEACHER OF SIMG1MG.

W.

Billings,

Franklin

to

Suite, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
aiclboaongh Patent Bed Lonnies, En-

Photograph Gallery.

Furniture
OCt5-’69T T&Stf

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.
BANKERS

Treasurer’s

County

H. L. GREGG &

CO.,

BROKERS.

SHIP-

Commission &

Forwarding Merchants

Petroleum, Drain and other Charter*,
Negotiated. Fieight Engagement* made
for all part* of the world.
Marine Iu*nraucc effected in reliable
....

I

am

ir.ti.Y.

of Pictures in the Art

Styles

All

PLEASANT

furnished

TWO

IX0O111S TO Let.
unfurnished front room and side
75 FREE ST.
with board at

Cumberland st.,

2234
Boarding
Wilmot, Also table board.

rooms are

Board.

■

..

t..

■

my
all

CARD.
A
I take great pleasure In recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the liest Louse decorators ever
Schun Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm.
macher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satistactunly.

GOOD NEWS
FOR

COAL CONSUMERS.
public

Oflleo

ONE

This Parr is
and hence its

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

To

OK

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
AlcoU’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s

oud in

so

Z.

my
in the country.

C. EE. FAHLEY,
Portland

Hp29___^1

LYNCH

Bower.

goods before purchasguaranteed in all eases.

our

Satisfaction

&

SOULE,

DIUICO TEA STOKE,
Corner Spring and Park Streets.
my7dlw

Book Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Hooka without regard to cod.
Good Clock*, Watches and Jewelry cheap

Repairing

nnd

Cleaning

well done and

requires my whole

J. B.

Publisher* and

LA

stock of

on

myldoodtf

DAILY

—

my6dtf
To Let.
NEW Seven Octave Piano. Apply to
S. E. JACKSON,

No. 2 Elm Street.

CONVENIENT first floor tenement on Parris
street. Eight rooms, Sehago.good cellar, all in
order, for $250 per year and water rates. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate, second

A

Shorts,
than

can

Fiue Feed and

be

found in this vicinity.

band,

Middlings,
Constantly

on

Flour, Corn, Meal, Oats, fresh ground
tiraham Flour and

GROUND

PLASTER,

all to lie Bold at wholesale and retail at prices
ranted to give satisfaction.

war-

CEO. II.
RAYMOND,
8ACCARAPPA.
dtf
apr29

NATHAN GOOLD,
TAILOR.
KEMOYED

HAS

TO

Store to Let.

OVER SWEETSIR’S APOTHECARY SHOP.
syparticular attcnlion paid to cutting of Youths
and Hoys’ garments.ap2sdlm
10 MARKET

aT

183

To Let
SILVER STREET, over Bowling Aliev, room
40 feet wide, 100 feet long, suitable storing
Sleighs and Carriages, or work shop. Enquire ol
N. TARBOX, on the premises.
_«I'27dtt

ON

furnished

No. (> 1
pr27

or

apr24__dtf
To Let.
let. Inquire

8 MARKET

STREET.

!

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power tf
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
ocl2<ltf

a

at

the

Commercial )St., Portland, Me
m

H. TALBOT & CO.,
No. 6

Relow the Post-Office.

To Let.
February iirst the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., nos occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

ABOUT

To Let
half of a doable Brick House, ten rcoius
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
| Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept.,, 30,1874

Attractions,

—

PREVIOUS SEASONS.

Yak and Malta Laces

NEW aOOJDS.
M. &A. P. DARLING,
CONGRESS

OWEN & MOORE
offer

and we are able to match
colbrs in New and Nobby Styles.

line assortment of

•

Itlnltn nnd Thread traces, Cheap Milks in
Dress Trimmings, Milk
HhndcH for
Scarfs, Ribbonsnnd Flowers, Bonnet, uud

n

Job Lot of

vaiiety of .Corsetsjnclndcs all tlie best of

and

LONG

7 & 9 Center Street.

the popular

well known
iriAR€HIONE$8

AT 67

SUPPORTER.

All

these

Goods will compare with the

JEWELRY !

Horn, Jet* tJnnicts, and the

new.

new
new

Also the
(Jelloloi*! Coral, very stylish.
liapiz Cr«rnet« Our stock excels all previous
reasons, and our Prices ore the very Lswest.

Visit

our

gates to

Store and sec tlie New Goods.

Ties in

Fancy

PAIR.

CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

great variety,

—

Neck

ALSO

Rufflings of

all

Stjles.

GLOVES !

KID

The best makes in all the

new

Shades,

THOMSON’* SEAMLESS,
■El,ON

dtf

DINE,
RON MARCH!,

ONLY $5.00 AND $7.00
REAL HAIR SWITCHES

Combings Picked Out and Wo yen.

All kinds of Hair and Wig work repaired at aatistactory prices. Save this advertisement and I’ll allow vou 25 cents for it.

J

553 1-2

PRINCESS,
and other popular makes.

FOR

—

DAVIS & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS.OF

Congress,one door above Oak St.,

Also

Grata’ in Colored. Opera anil Blnrk of
the celeb.aled l.emoilleur make at Oue
Dollar null SerenlT-flye Cento pier pair.

SMITH,

P.

THE

Ul» STAIRS.

MARCHIONESS CORSET,

CHILDREN S RAIR CUTTING.

AND DEALERS IN

In connection with my Hair Dressing and Hair
work rooms I have lifted a room for Ladies’ and Children’s Hair Cutting, which is entirely sepaiate from
the Gents’ room,

J. P. SMITH,
553 1-2 Congress, one door above Oak St.
deod2w*

my 4

Painters anti Housewives!
You

can

get

at

AND

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

lO CLAPP’S

MAINE.

<llw

ray8

BARGAINS

—

salesroom,

—

Henry T. Carter & Co.,

BLOCK,

455 Congress Street,

BARGAINS

our

Furnishing and Fancy Goods

PORTLAND,

Superior Brushes
—

Ladies’

IN

—

CARRIAGES.

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.
Ieh25dtf

DRESS MAKING.
MISS

lennieTr.

martin,

Would inform her friends and former patrons, that
she has returned from New York, and taken the
Rooms formerly occupied by Miss Newton, at No.
50111-2 Congress St., where she will be happy to
meet them, and receive orders for work for the present season.
myldoodlm

FOR
ANY

Spruce Piling, Spars ami Hackmatac Knees, by
SinONTON

&

LADD,

CARPET

BEATING,
CLEANING and Jobbing done by

at No. 15

74

M.
Order Slate at tne Daily
attended to. Residence

promptly
Washington St.

.Press

aprltf

G. A. CLARK, ML D.
FREE STREET,
Opposite head of Hrown HI.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

a16

Horse and

Carriage Mart,

PLUJTI STREET.

Tuesday,

Photograph
—

dtf

Booms,

IN

tbo

Convention to bo held in

Juue

15,1 S75,at 11 o’cl’k A* HI.,

purpose of

nominating

a

candidate for

delegate and one additional for every 75 votes
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1874,
A fraction ot 40 votes, additional to tbo full number
for a delegate, is also entitled to a delegate.
Delegates are authorized to till vacancies only with
one

cast

belongs.
The State Committee will be in session at 10 o’clock
on the morning ot the Convention tor the reception
of credentials,
James G. Blaine, Kenijebec, Chairman.
William P. Frye, Androscoggin.
HEnry O. Perry, Aroostook.
Stanley T. Pullen. Cumberland.
A. H. S. Davis. Franklin.
John D. Hopkins, Hancock.
J. H. H. Uewett, Knox.
S. S. Marble, Lincoln.
Enoch Foster, Jr., Oxford.
Joseph W. Porter, Penobscot.
E. A. Thompson, Piscataquis.
F. D. Sewall, Sagadahoc.
S. J. Walton, Somerset.
Fred Atwood, Waldo.
Nelson S. Allan, Washington.
John Hall, York.
Z. A. SMITH, Secretary.
May 4, 1875.

American Diplomacy.
Nations are always inclined to make much
ado over the deeds done by their soldiery aud
to observe with some pomp and much noise
the anniversaries of famous victories. Beside
triumphs won in the field, triumphs won in
the cabinet are little regarded. The historian
even, is prone to give fifty pages to the description of a battle where he gives scarcely
five to the account of a master-stroke of diplomacy considerably more fruitful in results.
The reader is told with tedious minuteness of
the meeting of two hostile armies, of manoeuvres on the right wing and on the left, of
turning of flanks and much hurrying here
and there, of decisive defeat and remorseless
pursuit. Perhaps he is then told iu a halfdozen lines, that through negotiations skillfully conducted peace was concluded on such
and such a basis.
Americans are quite as weH pleased with
the echo of cannon from victorious fields as
others have been before them, aud the commemorative observances of the centennial
years are chiefly of battles and sieges and surrenders. It cannot well he otherwise; for a
battle is the work of a day aud takes place
upon some spot wljich is thereafter forever associated with it. A diplomatic intrigue, taking
months to develop, carried oir alternately at
Philadelphia aud at Paris, presents no salient point which cau be seized upon for commemorative purposes. Yet it is to the skill of
her diplomatists quite as much as to the ability of her generals or the bravery of her soldiers tiiat this couutry is indebted for her in-

dependence.

Mr. Bancroft has, in the latest volume of
nistorv, done full justice to the extraordinary ability of the diplomatists of the Revo-

negotiations leading
recognition of independence and

or

In

colors,

mADK.

Extraordinary ltatcs offered to Cliibs.

J.dec15U. P. BURNHAM
eodly

The

lutionary period.

the treaty of peace are set forth with a minuteness of detail fully justified by the importance of the subject. The Colonies were
fortunate iu the men who represented their
Franklin was eminently
cause m Europe.
suited by character and training for the diplomatic service, and at once took a commanding position among diplomatists. Adams
too, showed remarkable talent iu this branch
of the
public service,—talent which ho
handed down to his children, and which has
now become recoguized as a family trait.
We are too much in the habit of lightly recarding the work of these men, saying to ourselves that it was easy.to inflame the jealousy of France and to induce that country to
join in an alliance against England. But it

required great judgment
and knowledge of men and affairs

easy.

It

and tact
to convince France that a tew weak colonies
could with the aid of a small contingent of
men and a scanty supply of money, successfully sustain a conflict with a nation so rich
and so powerful as Great Britain. It was no
easy task to persuade France to advance
money from an exhausted treasury. It was
difficult to induce a despotic government to
expend blood and treasure in the dissemination of republican ideas. It required the
highest skill to convince other nations that
the preservation of the balance of power in
Europe necessitated the establishment of a
to

republic, unfriendly

England,

on

the

Western Continent.
The wise and masterly policy which Franklin and Adams framed lost nothing of its
force in the hands of their immediate succesof our forsors. For years the management
eign relations was able, discreet and dignified.
The infant years of the Republic were years of
danger. The war of the giants was going on
in Europe, and France and England sought
by coaxing or bullying, to embroil every nation in the strife. The people were divided
at home. A large faction swore by Pitt, a
larger faction by the Convention. It was not
easy to bold the balance in face of so great
But
pressure from without and within.
more was done than to avoid participation in
the quarrel. The quarrel was turned to profit, and we acquired the vast territory of
Louisiana.
In those troublous times, traditions and usages sprang up which have, in the main, been
adhered to since. There was a perio 1, it is
true, during which American diplomacy
ceased to be even respectable; during which
the highwayman style was iu vogue. We
were wont to seize weaker nations by the
throat and call upon them to stand aud de-

liver. But we have, it is to be hoped, gone
out of the Dick Turpin busiuess forever, and
have returned to the policy of the Fathers.
Our foreign policy during the last fifteen
years certainly suffers little by comparison
with that of the Revolutionary period. We
all used to laugh at the prolixity of Mr. Seward’s despatches,but there is no question that
his

consummate

skill

time of

great

through

a

brought

safely
danger,

us

trouble and

than any other man is
due the waiding off of foreign interference.
The accomplished gentleman now at the
head of the Department of State, has sliowu
a skill, moderation and firmness iu the conduct of the delicate negotiations attending
the Alabama claims aud the Virginius aifair
and that to him

more

him to a very

high position

among

ministers of foreign affairs.
The American people have certianly quite
as much leason to be proud of their achievements in

MARKET SQUARE,
All Sizes, from Card to Life,
COPIES)

send dele-

Governor, and transacting any other busiuess that
may properly come before this convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows:—
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to

entitling

KURA HAITI’S

finished In the very best manner, plain

Now Lauding
for sale very low 100,000 feet diy pine outs,
100,000 fe et dry spruce boards.
RUFUS DEERING & CO.
Hobson’s Wharf, May 8, 1875.
iuyl0*lw

AND

100 Carriages of different niantacture nirucli below the builders’
Prices. Call and see them.

my8

Commercial Hi. II »1 yoke’* Wharf.
deodtf
Jal2

C. MARS.
WINDOW
Office. All orders

Elegant Carriages,
Cheap Carriages!

SALE.

QUANTITY OF

State

a

to

CITY HALL, PORTLAND.

was not

I$T MOORE,

OWEN

on

Balmoral Hose

GTSjPER

AND

—

HOME. FOVE’S CORSET AN D SKIRT

pi ices

or reserve commu-

used.

Republicans of Maine are invited

to ttia

RIRH. 19100DIT’S AIIOO fllNAIi,

—

not

Republican State Convention.

including

the

aio

his

CORSETS,

JEWELRY I

DOZEN
Fancy

Makes !

German

Also

times.

Balbriggan Hose,
lO

NEW.

GORGETS I

Our

Ladies’ Full Finished Silk Clocked

nil

Soulhern Pine.
pieces, various dimensions suitable for ship
Also three, three ami a hull,
or bridge work.
four inch plank long and wide, for sale low.
»T. S. ROBERTS,

PARASOLS !!

PARASOLS !

DOZEN

15

STREET,

FOURTH ABOVE CASCJ ST.

goods.

unlimited,

dlw

mylO

ONE

aplCdlv

AT

Party,

OUR STOCK SURPASSES ALL

Clapp’s Block.

188 FORE STREET.

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or II. E. THuMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box 117J«20tf

-lml

ngillll

Plymouth Vestry, Thursday Evening, 1ftay
13th. Admission 10 cents, including Tea and Refreshments.
mylld3t*

LOWEST_PRICES.

First-class

NHEPRERD A Clift,

A

lucuii

*

WITH

AMERICAN

GOOD

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

531

Dtcs

Select Readings and other

the best Goods at the

keep

JLIiiT.

Bonnets Bleached and Pressed.
dl wdeod3w
apr29

LN

Miunll rnrjo of Cement'
lowest niarliet pi ict N.

unfurnished. No. 4

let,
Cotton St., second door from Free Street.
ROOMS

FLOUR AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS.
Abo

Middle Street.

lints. Buttons nnd Wrunmeuls.

\oklf,

DEALER

M

myldtf

SQUARE,

b.

on Middle
a- i.'nv

store

NO.

—

—

Frcncli

PURCHASING.

BEFORE

of my own make, made of tlie best French lmir and
warranted natural colors. Ladies call and see them.

KOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

Better tonality of

A

myCdlw

Hall.

ONE half or a part of a desirable
A 'V'l't w’i.- <

OVER

11/

“10 Ccnt!,-ennial Tea

Oar

Stock

JaU

Jobbing House,

FROM

our

AVe invite especial attention to these tira
lots at Hosiery ns they arc very much under price.

TO

nucn

EVERYTHING

To Let.
TENEMENT of 7 rooms, situated 82 Fianklin
Street. For nartlculars call at the house or at
WHITNEY & MEANS.
88 Pearl St.
a

to

imucutin

there were 1600 people packed in the hall.—The N.
Y. Herald says:—'*They excel their imitators.” The
N. Y. Graphic says
“They are unsurpassed.”
The N. Y. World:—*'Finest reflections of plantation
life ever given.** N, Y. Tribune:—“Their success is
well deserved.” Reserved seats 75c at the Hall May
11, and then daily. Admission 50 and 35c.
my71w

Antique.

Extra Fine

3 Floors flitted up for

REST MISSOURI WHITE WHEAT,

and Point

Also another lot of

TWO

manufacture.

AT

Trimmed with real Lace

in Deerhouses in Cape Elisabeth, and
ing Some of these have Stables and lots of
land connected. Just the thing for summer residenoes. Will sell any or all on easy terms. MATTOCKS
mySdtf
& FOX, 183 Middle street.

City

Uproarious Plantation Delineations.
Characteristic !
Unrivalled !
Origiual!
The Boston Herald says:—“40000people witnessed
their 4 weeks performances here. They took Boston
by storm. It was unparalleled.’* The Boston 'l'ranscript says .-—“Their success is extiaordinary. Bos-

»f all descriptions some of tliem
very rich

one

block east of

QUawtrelii

_

Originals.

Our stock is
all ot the new

AT 42 CENTS PER PAIR.

To Let.

A

the

—

HOSIERY !

PALMER,

A genteel
without children.
one door Irani Spring street,
M. G. PALMER.

small

LOUNGE

Lisk & Weston’s Flour Mill

Kookneller*.

DIES Bend your address (o K7 Spring SI., anil
liave the agent of ilie La lies’ Easy Canine and
Work Table rail and show ibis gem if Die work
to test the sj stem.
room. Patterns cut free Tuesday
tf
mar!6

M, G.

TO tenementfamilyMay.

days,

HARLOW,

MADE

formerly

To Kent.
a

Georgia

Georgia FaiDOUS
UlinhlrclM
Am they appeared before
Queen Victoria in
Kugland, and iu every principal city of Ihe
United Staten daring leu yearn.

Fancy Hobo in all the now stripes tor Ladies and
Children. On these goods wo offer bargains which
will commend them to those wishing the best ot
jjoods at reasonable Prices.

occu-

__codtl

ap»__dtf

ALBERT COLBY’S SOWS,
Soim'lliing New.

FIGURE,

attention to its

store

over

gether or siugly.
in arc

ARTISTS.’

20

3NT eclities

or

yers,

230 Federal Street—New Number.

Warranted.
»g5tf

LOW

BED

We cannot undertake to return
nications that

for

buttonsTIsuttons !

OF ALL KINDS.

my
for lawTHEdoctors,
pied by D. II. Ingraham, Esq., suitable
insurance. Can be used totailors

TO-LET

30

EUREKA

THE

—

Cheapest

To Kent.

apr2Q__dint

within

entire

St.

No. 1B1 Commei cial

maltdeodtf

ROOMS

ljoniigeM, Fn«f Chairs, l’arlor Choirs,
Parlor Niiitu, Mirrors, Kofas, Chninbrr
*etMj Spring IfedN, Mat tresses,. Ac,
as tbo increasing demaud for

—

Snider’s German Haxall,
Washburn’s Patent,
Climax,
Gilt Edge,
Cream of Wheat,
Please call and examine

My

our

STOCK OF FJLOUIt,

ing elsewhere.

out

VERY

A

SHIP’S

TliEunlcrsdgncd

Imperial

T£IE

To Let.

CLOSING OUT.
AT

is now prepared to furnish cut
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity
notice.
shortest
and at the
and
The workmen employed are men of experience
and all work is
are as skilful as any in New Engladn,
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut ami engraved to any
manner.
design of letter, name or wreath in the best lor
Door,
A variety of new and original designs
or may
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at ray store
mall.
by
be had on application
trim* arc ns low it* can be obtained

INCLUDING

To Let.
Store recently occupied by
Office
John Winslow Jones. Apply to
RYAN & KELSEY,

to

and Manufacturer.

Proprietor

mylOdlw

over our

fe’4iltf

CUT GLASS

—

Furnace doors*

SARGENT,

I shall close

We Call Particular Attention to

top of the coal
at least

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

.nil

Exchange Street,

F, lower part of linuse No. 41 Lincoln St.
or six
rooms, litted with gas. Sehago

contrived to clenn yonr fires with-

opening; the

out

FOB SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 burst
built to order.

4

warp,

Twenty-live Ter Cent of the Fuel,

power,

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c„ &e.

the

(family.
STREET,

_dtf

myll)

Miamrel.

^ END MEN

Georgia

the very best of

SMALL WARES

furnished

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily lor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.

MNnmrei*

>f the best Patterns and Quality irom the lowest to

—

small

a

36 OAK

I.i.i:

INJECT OH

PORTLAND, MAINE.

FOR

never

produces perfect combustion, thereby saving

Patent Boiler.

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,

ou

gases

Let.

lunoaiouh for

ACUNVESIBNT
Inquire at

and

—

Wc

To Let.

durability is unquestionable, and by
arrangement tor introducing the air through the

lire to unite with the

JVliuMtrrl*

Southern Slave Troupe

Middle street.

mylOdtf194

myGdlw

constructed that it will

so

Hosiery, Underwear,
Corsets, Embroideries,

to Let.
SPARROW & PECK,

SAWYERS

CAFT.

an

KUE’N

at

seen

Office 123 Commercial Street.

MACHINE WORKS

FOB

to bo

now

PORTLAND

AGENTM

to

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,

^

MAJS0FAC1DKEBS

would call the attention of the

The subscriber

Ecclesiastical Decorator.

n0i>ltf

are

apiGdtf

respectfully

(iCHCillACHEB.

to the public on Moninvited to call and ex-

rooms

Fringes, Gimps, Braids,
Buttons, Gloves,

Please Examine

water, and good repair.

McKEMEY,

P. S.—I shall open
day, April 5tli, when
amine them.

The Great

svcii as

...

of the best located and most desirable offices
in Portland, on the first floor. Apply lo

pronounced

M.

A.

come

oc5tf

mWO Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
JL bo accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
my!9dtf

suit of rooms

Office at Selinmaclier Brothers,
3 OEEBIIVG BLOCK.

WM.

unfurnished rooms.
G2 FREE STREET,

Vo Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished. to let with hoard at 203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

MTU

l>e every one that has
examined them, the best in tlie State of Maine, and
equal to any in the United States.
The best light, and, in fact, rooms that cannot be
beaten.
My prices will be such as will he snit the limes.
Great inducement offered to clubs.

PAINTER,

____

or

To Let.

Best Manner.
My

Georgia

GOODS !

in,3d2w*

Five

480 1-2 Congress Street.

inform the public that I have taken
busiuess ot Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall enentrusted to me.
to
all
jobs
promptly
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years.

deodtf

Vo Let with Board.

in the

Photography,

of

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

FRESCO

Portland.

TO LET.

to inform my fnends and the public
some elegant rooms in the old

pleased

Office*.

fobs__i['y
WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

Gorham,

attache of the Press is

a

The

CALLENDER’S ORIGINAL

very full assortment of

I

—

Office,

m,6

»&11 NANSAC ST., NEW YORK

Nos.

I
the

reach by

hat L have fitted up

Ri?i7'r<HfW'Kv«r

Issue CIRCULAR NOTES a.ul LETTERS OF
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST, available in all the principal cities; also for
TELEuse in the United States, West Indies, &c.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
JAMEXICO,
CHINA,
11AVANA,
CALIFORNIA,
PAN, &c. Accounts of Hanks, Bankers and others
jaTeodly
received.

OR TO

—

OWE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

Pltairs, dee.
PSF’A II kinds of repairing neatly done.
mnttpri.

a

regular

Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have intormathn that several ‘•bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to Ik*, even passivoly, a party to such frauds.

in.

—

II AHnitVG,

O.

at

ameled

n,n1 ..ml

AT

Boarding.

can

13th at 8 p.

AND CUSTOMERS

myOdtf

York St.

PLEASANT
marlOdtt

Tlic only place in the city which you

Every

with

Wednesday and Thursday, May 12th and

M.

VILLAGE.
GORHAM
Apply to

oclOtf

MANUFACTURER OF

Parlor

53

rear

ROBART

owner.

SUMMER BOARD

Oscar L.

Send for circular.

B A. Rector.

J. U.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

to the

same

place.ma2ti

«

HOOPER,
H
O
LSTERER
XJ P

the

1875

MORNING, MAY 11,

HALL,

WE OFFER TO OUR FRIENDS

BOARD.

K.

School

Family

Topsham, Hie,
A. Neely, I). D., Visitor.

PORTLAND.
d1meodl1m&w6w

feb4

MEMORANDUM hook, containing a sum ol
money. The finder shall be liberally rewarded

130 Excliau«c Street.
<af

Summer Term begium Hlay lOtli, and continues eight weeks.
Pupils of both sexes received at any time during
the terra.

llenioved

MUSIC

—

Office 166 Fore Street,

Money Lost.

room

Me.

Portland

JylT

CORRESPONDENT,!

—

Rt. Rev. H.

Residence Cor. Congress & Vaughn St

this

Lost.
atternoon a POItTMONNAlE containing
about #25.00. The finder will he suitably reTH IS OFFICE,
warded on leaving it at
dot
myrt

SlvELTON,

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

PAINTER,

at

is

JONES, President.

wTmunger,

JOHN

d3t

by returning

TERMS $1.00 PER WEEK.
For particulars apply to
ETTA A. FILES, Principal,
deod3w
11 Elm Street.
my8

PIPING.

and

10,10

PORTLAND ACADEMY.

5 I>oort* East of Temple St.,

J. I).

DAY H

CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.
J. IT. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

Office.

a{ir20_

W. €. CLARK,
103 FEDERAL STREET,

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

LOST AND FOUND.
Found

IN THIRTY
PAID
AFTER PROOF.

I. OMSUS

apr6'6w

A

18th.

MAY

By special request will repeat their exhibition,
WEDNESDAY EVENING, May 19th,
all 1-9 o’clock.
This Band is composed ot 212 Children, who have
signed a Total Abstinence Pledge, and are Ihe
Hope of Portland,who will entertain the audience with Singing, Recitation ami
Dialogues. All are
cordially invited.
myl0d3t

guwi

or

at

Catalogue, terms, etc address
JOEL WILSON, Principal,
or J. A. WATERMAN, Sec.
mj6eod2w*

Order, tell at

({AS

Wanted.
SITUATION as housekeeper

A

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any otbor ComJlitll J

For

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eodtf

Will

40 per cent

FRIDAY

THE SUMMER TERM
will begin

ANDREWS,-

(in Canal Bank building,)

_

GORHAM jSEMINARY.

d&wly

S. C.
(counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,

MCOUFFKEjtior. Middl

EDUCATIONAL.

O. P. BABCOCK.

myl9

aprl4tf

on

1874,

Premiums terminating in

Address
CARLETON BROS.,
Gen’l Agents for Maine and N. H.,
440 Congress St., next to U. S. Hotel.

Hampshire.

KEY

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. A II. II.
& I'niuu Xu.

Apparatus, &c.,
50 market (Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, MB.

Dividend to Policy Holders

A. KEITH.

J. V. MEBK1L

preparation
apl4tf

In

1200 times.

CITYJHALL.

Georgia

$16,003,584.74

Warned.
and Travelling Canvasser, for the Light
Running Domestic in »Dy part of Maine or New

MEBRILI. * «:0., 139 Middle St.

J. A.

BABCOCK,
MAKER & JOBBER,

MODEL

apr27tf

1875.

Wanted.

Watches, Jewelry, anil Silver Ware.

C. 1\

over

TUESDAY

The Portland Union Band of Hope,

Georgia

ASSETS

family of three persons, a house, with easy
to City Hall, liavinguot less thand rooms,
modern conveniences and good yard or garden. Furnished or partially furnished, shades and carpets.
Address, stating terms and location, until Wednesday 28th, at this offico, EPHRAIM HUNT. apr26tf

LOCAL

McCOY A- CO., 9S Sprin, Street.

Mair UHiiuer.
B. K. lilliKV, l.o. ti5‘J Vore Street, car.
Cram St., in Deleiia’, mill.
«. L. HOOPKK. (I«r. Vorto * Maple

dec28tf

—

tlie

___

Roofers.

every dc-

ON

Only

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year or y xssagc.

FOR

_

Plans, Detail*, Superintendence, etc.,
ription of building.

—

a
access

MII.I.ER, No. 91 Federal Street.

Street*

J. N.

STREET,

Marine Risks

Wanted.
immediately teu Ship Carpenters to
help get out a ship frame. B. C. JORDAN,
Bar Mills, May 1st, 1875.
Enquire of L. TAYLOR,
Port1 ami.
my3dtf

premises.
Portland, April 2G,

Real Estate Agents.

KIMBALL,

MIDDLE

INSURE AGAINST

dlw*

my 6

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. ».'t Exchange

1-2

OF NEW YORK,

Wanted*
SITUATION as local or travelling salesman by
man
of
A a young
experience. Team if required.
F. L. M., Press Office,
Address,

A. S. HA VIS A CO., No. SO Middle
J. H. LAMSON, 139 Middle St.,cor. Cro...

PORTLAND, MAINE.

ISO

id Insurance Company

Maine.

Street.

J AMES

ARCHITECT,

Portland,

As played by him
Jiittle Bnaily.

j

II AM..

CITY

THE

ACROSS THE CONTINENT !

cannot be

IT

OPPOSITE

gui:at btjcckss :
Second and last week of Oliver Doiid Byrou,
who will appear this Tuesday evening,
in his celebrated drama

ATLANTIC

Wanted—Agents, Agents, Agents.

Photographers.

oc2dtf

CHARLES II.

on old work; also
must be used to a needle and
HILLMAN & MORRILL,
98 & 100 Cross Street.

bauds,

new

my lb

on

Plumbers.

(2nd door Mow Cana Bank,)

Marine Insurance!

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

PEESS.

THE

m a

J. I. HAKUOCR, 950 Eore Street, Cor.
Cross, l^ortland.

STREET,

Hi MIDDLE

entertainments.

WANTED

Horse Shoeing.

Pattern and Model Maker.

Sylvester,

Counsellors

WHITNEY', No. SO ExUpholstering of all kind,

change St.
done to order.

BUSINESS CARDS.

O’Donnell &

ep-

poMite

A.

Wanted*

1875._TERMS

INSURANCE.

_WANTS.
quick.

Book Binders.
will, A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’.

vance.

s

McUOWAN,454 Congre— St.

T. I*.

Exchange St., Portland.

at 109

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, A- FOGS ,No.ill Middle Street.

11,

diplomacy

as in war.

Bismakck, Dakota, is a remarkably progresslve place, and has outgrown all those
petty aud old-fashioned prejudices which are
of
clung to so tenaciously by the effete cities
the east. The Mayor, two Aldermeu, City
Justice, .Sheriff, City Solicitor and a number
of prominent citizens have just been arrested

* for theft.

$8.00 PER

time been gainobservers, that brains
ing ground
There have
are not absolutely necessary.
been numerous instances in which men without brain3 have" succeeded in life, and have
The opinion has for

some

among keen

reached high positions. This opinion
has of late received support from an eminent
authority. Dr. Hammond, in his address before the Neurological Society, shows that the
brain Is not the sole organ of the mind, and
that perception and volition are seated in the
even

spinal cord as well as in the central ganglia.
He does not assert that we can do just as well
without brains, but seems to think that
“back-bone” is quite as necessary. Observation confirms this view. Men with sufficient
rigidity of back-bone achieve as great successes as those with great weight of brain.
Dr. Hammond related an experiment on a
frog, in which the brain was removed and
still the frog lived. He seemed to doubt if
the experiment would succeed with human
beings. But a little research would have convinced him that men are living whose brains
must have been “scooped” at a very early
age.

__

TnE Scilly Islands, on a ledge of which the
ill-fated steamer Schiller was wrecked, are
about thirty miles southwest of Land's End.
The group consists of 140 islands in all. Only
The
a few of the larger ones are inhabited.
population is about 3000. These islands,
which are generally considered to be the Cassiterides or Tin Islands of the Iiomans, have
ever been considered dangerous to navigation, and have been fitted out with many
lights and fog bells. In 1707 nine English
ships of the line, under command of Sir
Cloudesley Shovel, were wrecked there, and
2000 lives lost. In later years the loss of the
Thames and the Duro has made the group a
name of dread.
The Eastport Sentinel prints a California
’letter advising young men in Maine to stay
at home. The fact is there are more kinds
of employment in Maine, and every part of
the country is crowded with the fellows who
are looking after the dollar which some other
fellow has earned.

Whig says that the Pbess keeps very
posted on affairs in the Fourth district

The
well

We

Thank you.
—or words to that effect.
should like to copy from the Whig.
Our New York Letter.

Affair*—The Mayor aud the
Comptroller—The Extermiuable Scan-

Municipal
dal.

•

New York, May 10,1875.
We have been getting on rather smoothly for
a few weeks past in municipal matters. The
Mayor seemed disposed Jo accept with good nature the delay of Gov. Tilden in acting upon
his proposition to remove for cause the Corporation Counsel and the Fire Comtnissioneis,
The charter amendments pending in the legis1
lature were quietly dropped. The famous Ctstigan bill,” which under the guise of mote ef-

fectually establishing “home rule” was simply
solely devised for the purpose of getting Mr.

and

Green out of the office of Comptroller was not
very stroDgly pressed when it was discovered
that its adoption would raise an issue between
the Executive of the state and the Executive of
the city. It was not in human nature to sujpose the Governor would permit the sacrifice of
his life-long frieud and former partner, whom
he was largely instrumental in placing at the
head of the Finance Department. There is no
man tu tho state who knows Mr. Greeo more
thoroughly and intimately than Gov. Tilden.
He is perfectly aware that he is dogmatic and
unsusceptible, sometimes brusque in 4iis man
and always tenacious of his opinions, llut
these are precisely the qualities which when
uoited with the inflexible honesty which everybody concedes to tbe Comptroller, fit him to
guard a treasury, which is a perpetual object cf
assault from all quaiters. Anybody who knew

net'

tbe parties and tbe lacts might have readily
coniprebeuded tbe futility of any effort to ere
vacancy in this particular office so long as
power to prevent it was vested in tbe
Governor.
This was reason enough, independently of
any bias on the subject, for deprecating an aggressive policy toward Mr. Gjeen, between
whose department and all tbe others, whether
superior, co-ordinate or subordinate, it was desirable there should be pleasant relations and
ate

a

tbe

hearty accord.
However, one of the earliest developments of
new regime, inaugurated on the 1st January, was a spirit of hostility to the guardian of
the exchequer. It cropped out in the proceedings
tbe

of tho Board of Apportionment and the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of both which
bodies tho Mayor, Comptroller and President
of the Board of Aldeimen are members. And
it was vigorously encouraged by the newspaper
enemies of Mr. Green, whose bitterness is popto bo latgely attributable to
their disgust at the impartial vigor with which
For there is oue
he scrutinizes their bills.
thing to be said to the credit of the Comptroller.
He is no respecter of persons. When it would

ularly supposed

ward off a violent philippic by
paying printer’s bill, he treats his creditor ol
the types precisely as he does every other. This
is not politic, certaiuly—but it cannot he denied
that it is manly. The result ol it has been to
bring down upon him such torrents of abuse as
be

so

to

easy
a

only a stoic could hear with the apparent indifThere is this to be
fereuce he manifested.
said however about these journalistic tiiades.
The most violent of them emanate from presses that were connected with tho “Ring” dynasty to the very hour of .ts fall, and bewailed its
fate with a grief that possessed tho single merit of sincerity. Very likely that circumstauce
ways in accounting for the equa
our imperturbable minister
of finance accepts their embellishments of censure.
He is really fortunate in being abused
rather than praised by such organs of public
goes a

good

Dimity with which

opinion.
misfortune, that there should be
alienation or coolness between city officials and
it is undeniable that Mr. Green’s amiability is
Still, it is

in inverse

a

proportion

to his firmness.

A little

goes a great ways at times,
aud never comes amiss.
Among the multifarious and exacting duties

civility of

manner

devolving upon the Mayor is that of counter,
signing all the drafts drawn upon the Chamberlain. The number of these is unavoidably
large, but the caprice of the Comptroller may
increase them to such an extent as to impose a
uuiucuui wicnvtti muui wu tuo

VVcullsUUJU

umjui

time deprive his signature o*
any validity as a check upon improper disbursements. Take a department which has a thousand employes, for example, and if the Comptroller draws a warrant to the order of each individual in the service once in a month, and
takes note of what he is signiug, ho will not he
able with all the interruptions he is suro to en-

anil at the

same

counter to get through withkis work during two
or three days unless he stays beyond office hours.
Well then apply the rule to all the departments
and thero would be nothing else for the Mayor
to do hut simply to sign his name, in tho most
mechanical way possible, without the time or
opportunity to inquire whether ho was authorizing a payment that was actually due or en-

dorsing

a

fraud.

The

common

sense

way
would seem to be to entrust to the heads of each
branch of the city government, the aggregate
amount of their monthly pay rolls in a single
warrant, leaving them to distribute it to the officers tinier their control. There can be no
objection to this plan that is not based on the
assumption that the money would not lie hondisbursed. And if we are to act upou the

estly
honest man or one
theory that there is only one
honest department in the city, we may as well

give up
gether.

the

principle

of

self-government

alto-

While Mayor Havemeyer was alive he did
warrants.
If a gentlevery little else hut sign
man called to see him, ho never stopped writing longer than was necessary to growl out a
“how d’ye do.” He appeared to like the work.
And perhaps it was the best thing he could
have been engaged in, for it kept him to a certain extent out of mischief. Bat when MrWickham came in, one of the first things lie
made up bis mind to was, that it was no part
of his official obligation to constitute himself a
human machine to make hieroglyphics 1)7 the

ANNUM,

IN ADVANCE.

tens of thousands, like a school boy bent over a
copy book. His view of the case was sustained
by an amendment to the charter evidently enacted to obviate this very difficulty, and which
provided that these warrants should be drawn
iu bulk anl paid out by some official in each

department. Accordingly he

sent for the Comptroller and made known to him his views and
wishes. The interview resulted in an agreement
to make the pay merits agreeably to the Mayor's
suggestion and in conformity with the charter
amendment. All went along snugly until the
other day, when the May payments were due,

Then to his surprise the Mayor received a batch
of some six hundred warrants in a lump, for his
signature,being the monthly wages of tbe members of the tire department. They were sent
from the Comptroller’s office with a note,
stating (hat the innovation bad been made on
written representations of the President of the

over

Fire

Department

that the force was incon-

venienced by the present method. Tbe letter
making those representations was dated three

before,

weeks

but no intimatiou of the sub-

ject had been conveyed to the mayor. Now,
quite independeutly of tbe question whether
any change should be made, and if so, what
kind of a change, it was clearly a requirement
of courtesy, if not of good faith that tho
Mayor should have been consulted about it.
Aud that is just where tire Comptroller is at
Because there have beeu some sharp
passages between tbo Mayor and himself, and
au occasional display of sarcasm on tbe one
band and acerbity on the other, he allows bis
feelings to betray him into a line of couduct
which savors strongly of rudeness.
The worst effect of these little side performances is that they disturb tbe harmony of a
system which depends for its efficacy on the
u nty of all its parts. The Mayor and Compfault.

governed

troller acting in concert, and

as

we

right to assume they are. by laudable
motives, have it in their power to protect New
York from a great deal of pillage. The treasury fs the key to the position and not a dollar
can be got from it without their joint sanction.
If it were desirable to have a deadlock it might
be all very well that there should be estrangehave

a

between the two officials whose names
necessary to the withdrawal of funds. But
that is a thing neither to be wished nor permitted. The people want all just and rcasonament

are

UIO blrtiuis

IMjUIUdlCU JJlUUipWJ

»uu

-«■

iuiij.

do not approve of unnecessary procrastination
At the same
nor of unavailing litigation.
time they do not believe in the indiscriminate
recognition and settlement of all sorts of aewithout examination or voucher.
Thoro is very little donbt that the Mayor’s
view of the warrant-signing formality will be
coincided in by business men with great uuart
imity. Tbe execntive signature should mean
something. Besides there are better things for
to be doing all the
a capable chief magistrate
counts

time than writing his name as an idle form.
Jri fact the business does not comport with tbe
dignity of the position. The corporation of
New York embraces a larger constituency than
half tbe states in the Union, and the functionary at its head has a place of much higher
responsibility and power than is found in several of tbe kingdoms and principalities of conEurope. That he should be continually doing the work of a mere scrivener is repugnant alike to the pride and discernment of

tinental

intelligent community. The Mayor took bis
stand on the question at the beginning of tbe
term, and it is natural that he should be strongly disinclined to recede from it.
an

Tbe discussion to which this episode in muaffairs is likely to give rise may take a
wider range than it has before a solution is
reached. The present mode of paying tbe
monthly salaries is certainly open to grave ob-

nicipal

A paymaster starts from the county
bouse in the early pait of each month
with a travelling bag full of bank notes, fractional currency and nickel coin. He perambulates the city, distributing his fuuds to each
individual fireman in sixty-six patrol stations.
The chances are infinitely greater that in some

jection.
court

of these trips he may be waylaid and robbed,
by some of the prowling tramps who know
very well that he is on his travels and what he
carries, than that any one of the sixty foremen should lose bis place, his character and
his liberty by attempting an embezzlement,
the detection of which would be certain and
speedy. The protest of the President of the
Department against this mode of payment is
perfectly intelligible. The men receive notice
that ihj paymaster is on his way, and they
await his coming sometimes hours, and occasionally a day or two elapses betweeu the time
of tho notice and the arrival. Now the foretbe money, see it
men could hand
them
vuuuvvu,

uuu

uiao
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I cannot far the life of me see why that is not
tin* easiest, simplest and most practicable mode
of treating the matter.
Meantime the warrants in all their formidable bulk lie unsigned and tbe firemen remain
unpaid. For the want of a little affability, a
disposition to be obliging on the part of an
officer whose uprightness nobody disputes aud
whose services many highly commend, a great
wrong nnd hardship is inflicted ou a numerous
body of deserviog public servants.
I am thoroughly wearied of tbe Brooklyn
trial because of its tedious proiongalion, Xhe
case is undergoing review in the newspapers
now, and among the editorial jury it is quite
evident there will be no agreement. Bowen
came upon tbe stand and neither said nor imwill in tbe slightest degree
to be considered the very
chief of sneaks, which no human being iu
Brooklyn will undertake to gainsay. Uis story
strongly sustains the theory universally held

plied uoythiug that
impair h'is claim

among the numerous friends of Mr. Beecher
that his name was the theme of gossiping
tongues for seven years before Tilton's jealousy
gave lorm aud substance to the tattle; and that
Bowen reoeived the sacrament an hundred
sabbaths from the hands of a pastor whom he
the week days in defamiug. Take them

spent

f.r all in all the characters in this drama are
sui generis. Mrs. Tilton comes home from an
abseuse and estrangment from her husband to
back by a confession of adultery!
woo him
Mr. Tilton apparently forgets all about tbe
little circumstance until six mouths afterward
when he asks an interview with the offender
for the purpose of mentioning it to him! This
is done in the presence of a particular friend of
the acouser, who has never had any acquaintance with the accused before, but on discovering that he has seduced the wife of bis friend
instantly becomes violently attached to him,
introduces him to his own wife and tenders
him with effusive ardor the fireside aud hospitalities of his owu home! Tbe scandal being
after a long lapse brought into notoriety, is
traced with the utmost distinctness to a man
who has been all the while sitting in one of
in Plymouth
the most conspicuous
pews
Church, bringing his family with him, and re-

ceiving spiritual instruction from the
a

1

auivsua

uujuuu
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uncon..

It

v

ui

such characters were painted iu fiction we
should reject them as having no trace nor
semblance of human nature. Whatever verdiot may be rendered by the jury of twelve
inside the court room or the larger jury out-

side, the world will be unanimous in pronouncing the originator of the scandal guilty.
Yarmouth.

News ami Other Items.
Ten thousand dollars have been contributed towards the proposed Livingstone statue in Glasgow.
Mrs. Lincoln has returned to
the South, where she has been

Chicago from
spending the

winter.

Keports from Kansas are to the effect that
ex-Scnator l’omeroy is laying his plans to succeed Senator Harvey, whose term expires iu
1877.
The Hon. Jesse D. Bright, who was expelled from the United States Senate for disloyalty
in February 1862, is said to be hopelessly ill at
at his home in Kentucky.
A Daily News te’egram from Vienna says
that a gun factory in Upper Austria is reported
It
to be making 256,060 rifles for Germany.
has delivered 180,000,and has received a further
order for 75,009. A Vienna firm is said to l»o

executing a Germau order
cartridges to be delivered in

for 25,000,000 of
June.
Gov. Kellogg of Louisiana, ha» vetoed the
bill making all stato scrip of whatever character, receivable for back taxes. Of the outstanding obligations of the stato, $5,219,012, chiefly

bonds,

been funded up to
in the treasury $470,527 to the credit of interest upon the new conante-bellum

date, and there

have

are uow

solidation bonds.

_
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Burglary in Augusta.
[Special to tlie Press.]
Augusta, May 10.—The clothing establishment of O. F. Ayer on Water street, was
broken into Sunday night and several suits of
clothing valued at about $150 were taken. No
S.
t!oiunii».iouer Elected.
[To Associated Pres9.]
The city council iu juint couvoutiou this evening elected Wm. T. Pearsou a member of the

arrests.

Water

Board of Water Commissioners, to till the vaL.
cancy ciused by the resignation of Gorbam
Boynton.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Member of the ljegi*lnture Arrested for
JLitrceny.
Boston, May 10.—Joku Brest of Stonebam.
member of tlie Massachusetts House of _Representatives, Commander of G. A. Post 75, Collector of Taxes and Assessor, was arrested toof Aaron
day for stealing $1500 from the safe
Mr. Hill hau
JI ill, a prominent merchaut.
missed mone/ for some time, and put an officer
in a back room where, through a hole bored in
the wall, he could watch the safe. Best had
been in the habit of visitiug the counting room
and was detected iu the act. He was arrested
He is a man of
and put under $4000 bonds.
some
wealth and heretofore stool very bjgh.
The affair caused much sensation in the comA

munity.

WASHINGTON.
for the

Black

The I’ciuliug Negotiations
Hill* C'ouuiry.
New York, May 10.—The Washington cor
respondent of the Times telegraohs as follows:
The people of the Northwestern states and territories manifest great interest in the negotia
lions between the government and the ludians
In anticitouching the Black Hills country.
his parpation of the arrival of Red Cloud and
ty, Senators Ingalls and Harvey of Kansas,
Hitchcock and Paddock of Nebraska, and Representatives from st'veral frontier states, aud
territories are here to be at the negotiations.
Allot these gentlemen wm urge tne guveiuweut. to use great exertions to make a new
undistreaty that will give the United Stites
puted title to the Black Hills country.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances of

to-day:—Curreucy, $3,632,317.00;special deposit
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit $51,300,000; coin, $88,361,024, including
coin certificates, $21,311,400; outstanding legal
tenders, $378,051,760.

Wbcnl Crop.
During the past week the condition of winter
wheat iu 330 cuuuties have been reported to the
Department of Agriculture. About 300 counties in tbe valleys of the Ohio and Missouri are
represented, which last year produced 70,000,000 bushels of winter wheat, or 60 per ceut. of
the product of seven states from Ohio to KanThe average of the condition in these
sas.
states is 63 per cant., indicating only fiveeighths of a full crop if no improvement occurs. Iu Kentucky 75 per cent.; Ohio 57; Michigan 62; Indiana 66; Illinois 63; Missouri 50;
Kansas 87, though only 32 counties in the latter state are represented. The condition is bet
ter in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia,
tboagh below an average, E’ew wheat counties iu New York make extremely unfavorable
The proportion to be replanted in
returns.
other crops averages 14 percent, in the West,
or 1,260,000 acres on a breadth of 9,000,000 acres
seeded. The largest proportion is 27 per cent.,
iu Missouri and Illinois; 23 in Kansas and Indiana; 11 in Michigan and Ohio; 10 in Kertucky. There is very litfle replanting in the
Middle states iu New York.
Whiskey Fraad.—Complicity
ment

of

Govern-

Officials.

E'er sometime past the Secretary of the
Treasury and Commissioner of Internal Revenue have been giving attention to the subject
of illicit distillation; iu several cities have been
using every effort possible for the purpose of
putting to an end the practice of illicit whiskey
The officers of the
manufacture and traffic.
Department who have been specially instructed
to a complete dea
view
with
by the Secretary
struction of this wholesale fraud upon the government in connection with the manufacture of
whiskey have been successful in discovering
evidences of and the means of preventing a
very great amount of fraud in connection with
illicit distillation. Their researches show that
a well organized and formidable plan has been
successfully practiced for some time for the
perpetration of frauds upon the revenue with
their principal headquarters aud (operations in
St. Louis, Chicago and Milwaukee. One result
of the discovery has been tte dismissal of
and
revenue
internal
several
gaugers
where
the
districts
storekeepers in the
fraudulent practices have been in full operation, the investigation of the Department provseveral
of these
ing
conclusively that
officers were bought up by parties engaged in
fltlinr

ruppnnfl

nffif'prs in t.hrt

localities mentioned, including some of much
higher position than the grade mentioned, will,
it is said at the Department, share the same
fate, not that it may be because of any actual
participation in the crimes that have been discovered, but because of gross neglect in the
performance ol their official functions, which it
thoroughly attended to would have saved the
government great loss by preventing the frauds
that have gained much success. Steps will also
be taken to bring to punishment all other parties engaged in the business.
Various Mailers.

The Navy Department authorizes the statement that it has undertaken to bring to this
country in ships returning home from the Mediterranean squadron all such works of art as
American artists abroad desire to send to the
centennial exhibition of 1870.
Internal revenue receipts to day $944,114;
customs receipts $500,725.
United States steamer Ossipee will sail from
Pensacola the 13th inst. for Aspinwall. The
Sliawmuc left Port Royal to-day for Honduras
and Bay Islands.
The President has signed the commission of
C. A. Shippee, Postmaster at Greenwich, R. I.
Tlicro are intimations from official quarters
that several changes will soon be made of internal revenue collectors ia western districts,
and also that not less than two supervisors will
soon he appointed to fill places of parties now
liolding such office, who will either resign or be
summarily dismissed.

LOUISIANA.

Probably Testify.

who will

Witnesses
that
New York. May 10.—The Snn saysi
called ou Mr. Tilton
Stephen Pearl An Irews
that he had receivSaturday evening, and said
to remunered from Gen. Tracy a proposition
if she could
ate Mrs. Woodhull handsomely
notes or other pacollect any scraps of writing,
which would
ners in Mr. Tilton’s handwriting,
in any way conbe testimony against him, or
ot
accusations
conspiracy
nect him with the
the
and blackmail in the coming rebuttal by
that Mrs.
defence. Mr. Andrews had learned
Woodhull would be called to the staDd today,
would be
and he expected that liis information
Tilton asked him
of use to the plaintiff.
whether Mrs. Woodhull had accepted the offer,
reand Andrews replied that she indignantly
it was
fused it. Tilton then told Andrews that
would not
more than probable Mrs. Woodhull
His lawyers were of the opinion
be called.
so limitou
was
that the scope of her testimony
the tesit would be scarcely profitable to add to
been
bod
timony already in. Col. Blood
Woodhull on the
placed alongside of Mrs.
doubtful list.
to FraEMorris on Saturday sent a subpoena
Mr. Tilton
cis D. Moulton and Mrs. Moulton.
of l the aris also to testify, and in the account
Bowbitration he and Moulton will corroborate
to
Mrs. Moul ton is to testify in rebuttal
en.
that her
Gen Tracv, and she will also reaffirm
threatened
he
interview with Beecher, in which
of the
to commit suicide, was on the morning
1873.
2d of June.
_,
C.
Henry A. Bowen, a nephew of Henry
Bowen, is under a subpeena, but he will only
be called to till in a niche of the case.
Proceeding* in Court*
Brooklyn, May 10.—In tho Tilton-Beecher
in rebutcase today, Geo. A. Bell was recalled
He detal and examined by Mr. Fullerton.
tailed at length the particulars of an interview
with Mr. Beecher, held at the latter’s request,
in December, 1870, in regard to troubles in the
Tilton family. Beecher stated his intention
and
was to turn matters over to Mrs. Beecher,
the question was what advice Mrs. Becclier
asked
he
and
a
as
to
should give
separation,
what witness thought. Witness replied nothing else but separation, ou the tacts presented
Then Beecher asked whether lie
to him.
should
thought some ol the ladies cf the church to this
he called in, and witness was opposed
could
matter
the
as most harmful, and thought

ajsu
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Beecher’s note, calling for that very interview
be keeps papers,
was found at home—not that
but his son is a collector of autographs, aud
to
preserved that note, and he will hand it over
the defence.
Witness was not cross-examined.
Louis G. Jayne testified that he was married
June 2d, 1869, On the 2d of June, 1873, about
9.15 a. m., he saw Beecher go in the direction
of Moulton’s house. Juue 2d is a pleasant anhome
uiversary to him, and he started from
and
earlier than usual, to get to New York
make a half holiday, aud meeting Beecher,
he
thought
with whom he was acquainted,
he might recognize him (witness), but he noticcid
ed Beecher‘s countenance was troubled and
not notice him.
saiu
Cross examined by Mr. Evarts—Jayne
He had his
Beecher had a gloomy look.
a
clothes on (laughter). He remembers it was
Beecher wore a dark suit and sack
warm day.
he
hat
of
kind
the
Could not remember
coat.
It was an unusual thing to see Beecher
wore.
They were apthat honrof the morning.
proaching nearly at right angles, and Beecher
did not
Beecher
him.
of
passed by in front
turnaround. It was not like meeting face to
face, bat a semi-profile view. Beecher’s eyes
were cast toward the ground, and the expression of his face was sober.
Witness continued—Beecher did not make
course was
any concealment of it. Beecher’s
towards liemsen street, which is next to Monhe did
is
that
His
recollection
tague street.
five
not get home that day from his office until
holio’clock, and eaiued but one hour of a half there
2d
to
June
day. For some days previous
movements
was something exceptional in his
from home to his office, aud for a week from
to his
May 29th there was no difference as has no
He
hours of leaving for his office.
street
the
on
else
doubt he did see somebody
June 2d, but cannot remember.
Jeremiah P. Robinson was recalled and testified—Knotts Emma R. Moulton; sae is his
abont
niece; be bad conversation with her
Beecher at different times in Ju«e, 1873.
Q_Bo you recollect a conversation with her
that month, in which she related a conversation she bad with Beecher?
Mr. Evarts argued that the conversation of
two strangers was Dotbing to Beecher.
Mr. Fullerton said the conversation would
fix a date, and be proposed to show bow Mrs.
Moulton related to witness a conversation with
Beecher June 2d.
The Judge said be would bear counsel.
Gen. Pryor said they contended that where
the testimony of a witness is impugned as a
recent fabrication it is competent to prove that
witness made a statement long before the date
of the alleged fabrication, and of alleged interests arising for which the fabricatiouwas made.
On this point counsel held there was no doubt
practice of
as to the law of this state and the
the courts, and cited many authorities.
Counsel challenged the other side to bring
forward a single dogma or decision to impugn
the principle laid down Ify these authors, and
was
proceeding with great animation, as his
wont, when he suddeuly turned white, placed
his hand to his forehead aud breathlessly ex
claimed, “1 have an attack of vertigo, your
honor,” and sat down. The Judge ordered the
windows to be opened, and in a few minutes
the counsel stood up aud stated that he found
it impossible to go on with his argument, but
he thodfcht he had said enough on the point
Judge Neilson kindly offered to adjourn, but
efPryor thaukfully declined, and making an laid
fort continued to sav that the proposition
was
down being unassailable, the only question
_

_

wneirUer mth.
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pugned as a fabricatioD. As to this ho referred
to Tracy’s opening, “I feel keenly the overwhelming nature of the temptation before
which she lias fallen and I reserve my indignatiou for those who have put her forward to

If she testifies so as
sustain their statements.
and leaves
to save Beecher she ruins her homo
Counsel also
her only child to a blight, etc.
to
relation
cited from Beecher’s evidence in
inMrs. Moulion’s testimony about this very
“No, sir, she did not
terview of June 2d.
her own accord
say aoy such thing to me of
and Beecher’s subsequent testimony on bis
Moulton
believed
he
that
cross-examination
Ino
had influenced liis wife to tell that story.
while
prosecution now offered to prove that and
Beecher
Moulton was in friendship with
immelaboring to suppress the scandal and
Beecher of
diately alter the interview with
her
of
her own violation and without privity
husband, she, went to this witness and related
to him that conversation with Beecher in 1878,
just as she had under oatli,
the
At this point Mr. l’ryor again informed
he
court that he was unable to contiuue and
hastily walked out of court.
tne
Mr.'Fullerton—We are content to leave
opening argument as it is for the present.
Mr. Evarts then took up the cudgel on the
other side and argued that the rule admitting
and
beresay evidence would be unreasonable introthe courts have severally condemned the
duction of such evideuce. There are alleged to
be certain exceptions, but no court in this state
had relaxed the rule in favor of extra judicial
evidence. No evidence has been given that
Mrs. Moulton made contrary statements out
of court, and that state of facts excluded the
that she
present testimony. The imputution
was
testified under another will than her own
that she testified under her husband s will,and
a
was
it
and
he was her husband all along,
from first
question of her husband’s influence no certifiThe defence gave Moulton
to last.
all the
cate of credit as to what he was doing
time before 1874. Beecher and the other side
uow
and
other
each
quarrelled. They opposed
the offer was to eke out testimony by showing
that the parties said something some time to
their neighbors before the period of hostility.
It never was contended that you might bring
iu corroboration sentiments of this character
out of co rt unless witness was contradicted by
other statements of a different character, out of
case.
court, which was not the situation in this
Counsel cited Taylor oo this point. Mr. Evarts
a
judge in
was quoting from the language of
another c se, and iu passing remarked that the
case was subsequently over-ruled.
Mr. Beach here made a remark in a low
_

Mr. Wheeler Declares that the Compromise has been Faithfully Carried Out.
New York, May 10.—Hon. William A.
Wheeler has written a letter to the Times on
the Iiouisiaua adjustment, which he declares to
have been successful and observed in the strictIn reest good faith thus far by both parties.
gard to the case of the four Conservatives, tested bv the Assembly after the reorganization,
Mr/ Wheeler says:
But it is replied by those who impute bad
faith to the Democrats, that the agreement
coutaius this provision,—“The House of Representatives, as constructed under the award,
shall remain without change except by resignation or death of members until a new general election,” and that this couditiou has been
violated. The Democrats never questioned the
action of the Reluming Board, except in the
cases referred to the committee.
They were
willing, with these exceptions, to abide by it.
the
above
of
provision is
My understanding
that the House of Representatives was to he
as returned by the Returning Board, after the
errors of that hoard had been corrected in the
cases specified in the agreement by the award
of the committee, and its adoption by the House
The parties to the agreeof Representatives.
ment having made no stipulation in these easel
to deprive these fom
asked
be
cannot
fairly
members of the seats to which they had been
declared elected by the Returning Board, aud
of which “less than a majority of the mem
hers” of the House of Representatives had attempted to deprive them. The Democrats die
On the night
not act covertly in this matter.
of February 8,1875, the Conservative caucus
contained
article
auother
imong
which
adopted
others this provision,—“It being distinctly understood that those returned elected both by
the Returning Board aud the Conservative
committee, shall be accepted as legally elect
This covers the case of the four mem
ed.”
hers. This whole proposition was publish ed at
the time, and is indicative of the purpose ol
But more than this, on the
the Democrats.
day preceding the meeting of the late extra
session of the Legislature, I met at the rooms
of Gen. Sheridan at the St. Hilaries, prominent
Republican officials and Col. Leonard of the
Shreveport Times, who had been a leading mar
in the negotiations on the Democratic side. He
assented to the proposition for an adjustment
at the very outset, never faltered in its support,
but amid all its varying fortunes, when tumultuous thousands threatened to overthrow it,
gathered new courage aud hope aud assured
me so far as his friends were concerned of ultiThe matter of the four memmate triumph.
bers was fully discussed in Gen. Sheridan’s
room, and Col. Leonard distinctly informed us
that he wished no concealment, and that it was
due to us he should inform us that if the award
of the committee should be adopted by the
House, the Democrats would promptly reseal
This statement is but sim
the four members.
pie justice to Col. Leonard aud those whom be

represented.”

Severe Tornailo in Ohio.
Toledo. May 10.—A tornado passed over tbf
village of Green Springs, Gbio, yesterday after
noon, blowing down three houses, by which twe
children were killed, and demolishing every
Passing northward
chimney in the place.
barns between Green
several bouses and
Springs and Clyde were blown down and trees
At Clyde the Nichols
and fences destroyed.
House was partially unroofed and considerable
damage done to store sand residences. Between
Clyde and Bellevue, along the line of the Lake
Shore Railroad, scarcely a building escaped
uninjured. The course of the storm was from
south to north aDd its track was about twe
miles wide.
_

Test Caw Under Ibc Civil Bights Bill
New York, May 10.—The Grand|jury of tbt
United States Disirict Court at Harrisburg
Va., lias found bill of indictment againt thi
agent of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad foi
ejecting Annie Smith (colored) from tho depot
of the company at Staunton. This is said t<
bo an aggravated case, and this will be used ti
test the constitutionality ot the civil rights law
A

A. P. Crowing, an insurance agent of Ports
mouth, N. 11 broke his wrist yesterday whib
attempting to hold a restive horse.

voice.
Mr. Evarts—I am willing to submit to any
extent of persoual criticism you desire at any
how
stage of the case. I am not going to say
far the case weighs which has been overruled
on
thal
overruled
was
not
Mr. Fullerton—It

point.

Mr Evarts—It is time enough for you to say
that when you come to reply.
Air.
Fullerton—Well, 1 will say it ovei

again.

_

,,

At this point the court took a recess. On tin
bench to-day were Hon. D. P. Templeton ol
western New York, and A. S. Wheeler ol
Brooklyn. Among the guests was Mrs. Mark
There was a
M. Pomeroy, wife ot “Brick.”
large contingent of fair and fashionably dressed
ladies iu court after the recess, and as the atmosphere was close the morning papers were
in demand for fanning purposes. Dr. E K.
Beecher escorted Mr. Beach back to court. lh<
Immediately
defeudent did not come back.
alter recess Mr. Fullerton announced to tbe
Is ‘11,
court that he had received, through Mr.
the note of Mr. Beecher to him asking him to

My Dear Bell:—At

your way borne.

(Signed,)
December 15, 1870.
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be
Judge at this point interrupted aud saidthat

THE SCANDAL.

(old number 82)

or

H. W. B.

this Mr. Evarts resumed his argil
ment against admitting the testimony am!
ex Judge Fullerton replied.
Judge arid this evidence was not to confirm
Mrs. Monltou or prove her evidence manufactured, and the questiun was what the effect ol
the evidence would he except putting aside
the Imputations against her.
Beach said—We only claim the restoring ol
Mrs. Moulton to her true position in the evidence and we do not contend that these outside
declarations of Mrs. Moulton would have the
legal effect to establish tbe facts of the allegations.
Mr. Evarts urged that the exception was
given eut of
where the contradiction was
court. Concurrent testimony might be given,
After

#
but rehabilitation was exploded.
The iud^e asked wasn’t there an exception,
is
or "it
"its
seems"
all
it
was
Evarts said
said” hut there was no case in this state ol
aftei
admitting rehabilitating evidence exceptor imcontradiction out of court. Not a case
of tin
putation in this case was in the opening
nevei
counsel and Beecher s testimony that she
made the statement to him and Dever excepl
bac
counsel
tbe
under compulsion. Wbat if
bad
called witnesses to prove that this lady
made absolutely contradictory statements up
to tbe day in 1804 Beecher and her husband
quarrelled, bad paid Beecher bad never bad
such a conversation with her?
Judge—That would not open tbe door for it.
Evarts—Certainly not, but it would be as
vital in her cause to introduce her statements
out of court to break down, not statements, but
A judge
sworn testimony to corroborate her.
of tbe Supreme Court of this circuit declares,
received
cannot
bo
a
witness
“Declarations of
except in contradiction of the evidence of other
declarations inconsistent with bis testimony”.

road, yesterday morning.
Aihonae andioutbuildiug in Guilford, N. IT.,
occupied by John Thompson, aud owued by
Mrs. C P. Dow, were burned Suuday uight.
Loss §2000; fully
Tho first International

insured.

again.
Cross-examined

Sunday School Conin Haiti more to-uay. ix veiy
arrived
number
of
delegates
large
Sunday. Up
to last Saturday night 470 delegates had expressed their determination to be preseut, representing twenty-four States, Canada, Nova
Scotia aud England.
Edward Payson Weston starlod in the rink
at New York at 12.05 yesterday morning, on
his effoit to walk 118 miles in twenty-four
hours, 125 miles in twenty-five hours, 200 miles
in forty.eight hours aud 510 miles in six days.

She means now to state that Mrs. Eddy
called on her June 2d. She knows that because
ti.i

..c

l»<wl

T,lnn

veutioa assembles

panFfimatinn

with Beecher. It is wholly iu regard to her
with Beecher
opinion as to thhe conversation that
she fixed
having been on the 2d of June,
Mrs Eddy's visit on that date.
testiand
sworn
was
Mitchel
W.
Frederick
fied. He resides in Norwalk, Conn. He was a
book keeper for Woodbull & Claflin in 1871 at
44 Broad street, New York. He left there in
October 1871. He knew a colored boy iu their
sell
employ named Woodleigh. He used to I his
their newspapers on his own account.
wituess
name
and
his
write
boy could scarce
Never saw
does not think he could write.
Woodleigh making selections from exchanges.
and
Woodleigh
Witness was behind the desk
nothing to do
was around the office and had
with the exchanges except to bring them from
the postoffice, and never saw him open them.
and
Witness got there at 9.20 in the mormng
left at 3.20, and the office was closed at 5 in the
afternoon. There was the main office and two
rear rooms. Has seen Tilton there two
times a week.
Cross-examined—Cannot tell what Woouwliat
lelgh did in the office after October,to or
read or
i n learning
progress he made
badnit
write. To his,knowledge Woodleigh
to do
anything a month. Witness had nothing
with the paper and was occupied with stocks
and so oq. He occasionally went inside to see
and
Blood, but not abont newspaper business,
does not kuow what took place after 3.30 p. m.
about
Mary Catharine McDonald, a woman
50 years of age, dressed iu black, testified:—
Tilton.
with
She resides on Livingstone street,
She has resided there off and on ever since he
She would go to his parents in
was married.
a few
Keyport, N. J., and then come back after
weeks. This was generally in the summer.
She recollected Mrs. Tilton's going to Monticello. Witness wasjthere in Livingstone street.
It was In the latter part of July, but cannot
remember the year, but thinks it was four
iu her possesyears ago. She has one letter
She remained
sion that Mrs. Tilton sent her.
in the house on Livingstone street three or four
for
left
Monticello, aud
days after Mrs. T.
then went down to Keyport where the letter
is. Miss Tamer left the house the day before
witness did for Keyport. Witness arrived there
not aron Monday, and she»thinks Bessie did
rive in Keyport till Tuesday. The day witness
left for Keyport Greeley was not there, but
Witness thinks
Tilton was expecting him.
It
Bessie did notrgo to Monticello that day.
was between 10 and 11 o’clock that day when
Bessie left to go to Monticello.
Court adjourned at 4 p. in.

Base hall at New
New Havens 0.

There have been no cases of yellow
Key West for a month.
Advices (rom the coal region report much
suffering among the miners,and a strong probability that they will go to work again despite
the advice of their leaders.
Sixteen business places in Springfield, Mo.,
were burned Suuday, causing heavy loss.
Chas. W. Clark of Hartford,the colored murderer of Washington, another colore l man,has
been arrested.
Tbe New York Express says tbat on Saturday some-of the trunk lines made a further reduction in freights to tbe West, and this has
something to do with the decline in Erie.
Caroline M. Crane, one of those lost on the
Schiller, was a niece of Senator Edmonds,with
whom she passed the winter in Washington.
She was on her way to Europe to spend two
art in
years with Minister Marsh and study

Italy.

Memorial Day was observed at Wilmington,
N. C„ yesterday, with more spirit than usual.
Archbishop Williams confirmed 220 children
and 30 adults in Newburyport, Mass., yester-

day.

Brig Dora,

been wrecked
saved.

ye’sterduy,

Massachusetts House yesterday appropriated
to reproseut Massachusetts at the Centennial.
The St. John’s riggers who joined the strikers, have offered to return to work, but tbe
owners refuse to allow them to do so.

WRECKED STEAMSHIP.

$50,000

Steamer Miomac is reported off Newfoundland in tbe ice, with both winter propellers
lost and only the summer one left, which is of
little use. She is in a dangerous position.
Reports from Capo Breton say the prospect
is tbat the coming season will be tbo dullest
in coal ever seen.
Planet’s carpet mills in Brooklyn,were burned last night. Loss over $500,000.

Many Bodies Recovered.
London, May 10.—The
ior

owned in St. Johns. N. F., has
The crew were
near that place.

Union plasterers of Boston are on a strike
for an advance of 50 cents a day.
Base ball in Boston—Bostons 4 Mutuals 1.
A large number of veterau corps have signified their intention to take part in the Bunker
Hill celebration.
The President’s son-in law, Sartorls, arrived
in New York yesterday, aud left for Washington.
A fight occurred at the Bergen lunnoh yesterday, between workmen aud strikers. Several were badly braised.
visited
Vice President Wilson,
At 3
several colored schools about Memphis.
o’clock be left for Little Hock.

Condition of the Schiller*

uay

Haven—Philadclphias 13,

fever at

or^three

THE

Chicago, May 10.—"Cattle

[HIIVOK TEIiEGRAMB,
There is great excitement in Jersey City over
the removal of remains from St. Peter’s Cemetery by the Lackawana & Western Railroad
Co. The usual guard of men wore on duty
yesterday to preveut tlio disturbance of tho
hones of dead relatives. Rev. Father Carrigan
visited the cemetery and besought the people
as
not to interfere with the work of removal,
the remains were only being transferred to anof
llis
were
words
other part of the cemetery,
little avail. Fully 20,000 people visited tho
cemetery Sunday.
Geo. A. Kukman of Nevada county, Iowa,
and
was taken from his bed yesterday morning
Great excitement
hung by unknown parties.
terrible
the
to
exists in regard
outrage.
A brakotnan was killed, a conductor injured,
and
aud 25 cars
Oengiues smashed, by a collision between two trains on the Central Pacifio

UOUtO

lU

sea

apiiiuaou

is too heavy to-

mo

V.

Schiller. No cargo of any importance has yet
Fishermen report that the
been recovered.
Schiller it firmly imbedded on the rock, and
There wid
will not fall off into deep water.
be many days in summer wlieu salvage may be
effected.
There was a life belt in every one of the
Schiller’s berths, and when the disaster occurred the captain issued orders that one should
This was done,
be fastened to every woman.
hut the womeu were drowned by th«

FINANCIAL, AND COMMERCIAL.
Portland Wkoletni* market*.
Monoav, May 18. Tno Grain market shows
cuangc iioui iuu juhi ijuinuiiuiin,
mauds 95c, Yellow 96c; Wheat Is
Flour Is firm and the sales the

Inquest—More Bodies Becorered,

layers.

Only Fifteen Passengers Stayed.
New York, May 10 —There were but few
visitors at the office of the Eagle line of steamships this morning, and about a dozen friends
of lost passengers were present, rut left on
hearing the following cable despatch, which
was received at ti 45 this morning:
Plymouth, May 10.—To Consul KubD, New
York: Only fifteen passengers were saved from
the Schiller, the names of which wen telegraphed yesterday from Scilly. We are doing
everything to recover and identify bodies.

ANOTHER STEAMSHIP LOST.
•

Wreck of tlie Cadiz and Sixteen
Lives Lost.
16.—The steamship Cadis was
lost
Brest, while on her trip from Lisbon
to thiscity. Sixteeu lives were lost.

London, May
near

A Former Maine Minister in Treltlen.
New York, May 10.—Rev. Johu W. Porter,
formerly pastor of a Baptist church on the coast
of Maine, according to a correspondent of the
Sun has beeu obliged to abandon the pastorate
of the church at Van Sickles Corner, New
York, and flee from the place because of undue
familiarity with the young female members of
his church. Before leaving the place Mr. Porter made over all bis property to the father of
one of the girls in atonement of bis crime.

AI1TBOKULOGICAL
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT TWENTF-FOUH
HOURS.

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
May 11, |1 A. M.))
Pop New England,
during Tuesday, northwest to southwest winds,
stationary or rising pressure of temperature
aDd generally clear weather.

FOREIGN.
l.endon Journal*

on

ibe

Meeting of the

Emperors.
London, May 10.—This morning’s Telegraph
ill an editorial on the meetiug of the Emperors
of Russia and Germany today, savs: “It is impossible to conceal the truth. The continental
situation wears this morning the very gravest
aspect. If we were to say that the question of
the tuture repose ol Europe may he practically
solved before 48 hours have passed, we would
scarcely go beyond the facts The tendency at
Other London
this hour is decidedly pacific
journals likewise comment on the meeting, but
discredited.
is
generally
the thought of war
Barit I.oat with Fire Men.
Bark Cora Linn from Dover lor Troon, is
and five men.
reported lost with her captain
The rest of the crew were saved.

sleepers

to W S Eaton.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Addle L Cutler. Smith, fm Boston tor Charleston. struck on Diamond Shoal, twelve miles South ot
Lookout Lieht. 5th inst. The
captain and crew had
to abandon the vessel. Shu has since sunk.
Sch Maria Roxana dragged afoul ot sclir Carrie L
Hix, at Vineyard-Haven! 7rb inst and cairied away
port davit. The C L Hix had her bowsprit broken
and will be detained tor repairs.

_

fioNiou Block la 1st.

iSales af the Brokers' Board, May 10.
United States Cs, 5-20s, 18G8. 1192

Railroad.•.93}

Lake Freights—Com to Buffalo 3}.
Receipts—11,000 bbls Hour,91,000 bush wheat, 116,000 bush corn, 20,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 20.000
bush of barley.
Shipments—1C,000 bbls tiour,114,000bush wheat 178,000 bush com, 85,000 husu oats, 0,000 bush rye, 3,000

New If orb Stock and

!

Money Market.

paid

100}

York Central 106} @ U)6};Krie 29} @ 26} ;Lake Shore
72 @ 70S; Wabash 12} @ 12}; Chicago & North Western 42 @ 411; Rock Island 105} @ 104}; MilWaubee
& St Paul 37} @ 36}; do preferred 59 @ 58; Ohio <&
Mississippi 26} @25}; New Jersey Central 108};
Delaware,Lackawanna & Western 119} @ 119}:Union

Indiana Central
53
Wmiam
Union 791 (gj 78; Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph 25 @
Panama 153 (a) 153.
44
Maill
Pacific
@
42};
23};

a

I(MUEj34 I

He

nnn

1

I

and

_

CUT

It

DIED.

May Save

city, May 8th, Daniel Guiney,aged 42 years,
May 10, Mrs. Dolly U. Merrill, aged

LFuneral services Thursday forenoon at 11 o’clk,
at tbe Congregational Church, Saccarappa.
In West Baldwin. May 10, Julia E., daughter oi
Calvin and Martha A. Thombs, aged 4 years.
In Harrison, April 28, Mrs. Henry Haskell, aged
50 years.
in Harrison, April 29, Mrs. Rcbeckali Ingalls, widow of tbe late Stephen Ingalls, aged 91 yearn
In Wiscasset, May 5, Mr. John McNear, aged 68
years 9 months.
In Bethel, April 5. Mr. Josiah Brown, aged 81 yrs.
In Lewiston, April 14, Mr. Wellington Pullen, aged
52 years 5 months.

TT&S&weowly

se25

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
From
J)ate.
Name.
For
May 11
City of Havana.New York. Havana
Scona.New York. .Liverpool.. ..May 12
Cimbria.New York..Hamberg ..May 13
City of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.May 13
Prussian.....Quebec— Liverpool. ..May 15
Algeria.New York. Liverpool ...May 15
Andes.- New York..Hayti, &c....May 15
May 15
Amerique.New York. .Havre
City of Berlin.New York.. Liverpool.. May 15
Celtic. New York Liverpool.... May 15
May 15
Utopia.New York. Glasgow
Henry Cbauncy... New York.. Aspinwall... May 15
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool... .May 18
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg
May 20
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool....May n

riease tell the people that you saw theii
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circular
tion of which, per mouth, exceeds 100,000,

positively close

retiring.

rv.ni

Cough Worn Viciimn
Whose lungs are yacked and torn with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris* Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure tor
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly aud well In Croup and Whooping
Cough. Sold by A, S. Hinds, Preble Ilonso; T. G.
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.IIolt, G53
Congress St.; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J«
oclOeodtf
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents,

1.00 AM

LEAVITT & DAILEY,
special attention to a fresh lot of
Imported and Key West Cigars,

MARINE

Would call

fn> 751!

PORT OF PORTLAND,

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon f.’s, 1881. 123}
United Statoe 5-20’s, 1862, ex-iliv.116}
118
United States 5-20’s 1864,ex-div.
United States 5-20’s, 1865, oid.ex-div.119}
States
5-20’s,
now.122
United
1865,
United States 5 20’s, 1867.123}

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Monday, iflny
ARRIVED.
New
Brunswick, Hall, Boston lor EastSteamer
port and St John. N B.
Sell Daisy, (Br) Hooper, St Andrews, NB.
Sell Game Cock, Robinson, Calais tor Boston.
Sell Martha Weeks, Somes, Belfast.
United States 5-20’s, 1868.123}
Sch Pilot, Peabody, Jonesport.
United States new 5’s.115} !
Sch Mayflower, Nutter, Steuben for Boston.
United States 10-40 coupon.117}
Seh Jas Holmes, Ryder, Ellsworth tor New York.
Currency 6’s.-.123}
Sch St Leon. Perkins. Penobscot for Boston.
Sch Natban Clifford, Carter. Orland for New York,
The lollowing were the closing quotations o
E Kelley, Reed. Tremont for Newport.
S (oc*ks :
j Sell Mary
Sch H W Cushman, Walls. Mt Desert tor Boston.
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.79$
Tucker,
li
Knowlton, Dennysville for Newport
Sch
Pacific Mail.42$
N Y Central and Hudson It. consolidated.106
Sch Am Eagle, Brown, Calais for Boston.
Deer Isle for Boston.
Weed,
Sch Atlantic,
Erie.26$
Sch Fred Reed, Morrill. Bangor for Boston.
Erie preferred.37
ami Edward & Frank,
Childs,
Jas
Nichols,
714
Sobs
Michigan Central....
Union Pacific Stock.75$
Pool, Damari&cotta for Boston.
70S
CLEARED.
Lake Shore.
Illinois Central, ex-div.1044
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York— Henry
Wabash..
Chicago & Northwestern. 41$
Henry Adelberf, Mcady. Philadelphia—J NickChicago & Northwestern preferred.54$
Chicago & Hock Island... 10-ig
Clarence, Hawes, Philadelphia—Janies
Albert
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 23$
Freeman.
The following were the quotations tor Pacific ltailSell Emellne, Roberts. Wiscasset—Chase Bros.
road securities:
Sch D Talbot, Amesbury, Camden—master.
Central Pacific bonds.....102$
Union Pacific.
.1006
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
Union Pacific land grants, ex-int. 97$
BOOTH BAY, May 8—Ar,*sch John Tyler, PendleSinking Funds.9‘2$
ton, Boston for Bangor. While making pore on the
entrance to this harbor, and
Glh,’ got ashore near the of
She came off 8th
Providence Print C'loili Market.
cargo.
had to discliaigo part
without much damage.
Providence. May 10.—The printing cloths market
and Diana, Orne,
Australia,
Wheeler,
sclis
In
for
standard
and
port,
x
extra 64
unchanged at 5| ® 5$c
for Boston; Northern Light, time, do.
64’s.

Also Jobbers of l»ome«lie Cisiirs.Totacea,
Pipes and Smokers Articles.

IO.

Cor, exchange & Middle Streets,
OPPOSITE

mylO

POST OFFICE.
endlw

.*$500.00 REWARD.
THK

BOARD

OF

NATIONAL
ENDERAVRITERS

TIRE

for
Hereby odors a reward of Five Hundred iWJars
the pai
the detect Inn, conviction and punishment of
of arson, in
crime
Ihe
with
tv or parties charged
8 Bradford street,
bring 1 ho premises situate at No.
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. 1).
9th. 1874 ;
Jost on November 10th,and again on Deo.
said reward will lie paid only on duo pinot being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and oxpires
and actual punishment of said nriminals,
this date unless otherby limitation in one year from
wise ordered.
order Oof the Executive Committee,
By Oiuei
uy
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23snti
New York, Dec. 17th, 1871.

^Sc’h

CISeb

✓

C. It. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paiutng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
•
ectlsueodtf
Middle Street.

CIIANDLEli’S

1

PERSONAL NOTICE.—Notice is hereby
given that all officers, sailor? and soldiers,
isle Rebellion,
wounded, ruptured or injured in the
anil
however slightly, are entitled to a pension,
to
an iiu*i'casc»l
entitled
are
thousands ot pensioners
f»ALkrate. Apply immediately through Or. K. B.
SON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Cbainoc29sn1y
hers St., New York.

81 OO

lo

Gents’ Gauze Undershirts,
from SM cento lo 81.00.

Ladies’ Gauze Vests,
4.3 cent.

81 OO.

lo

Ladies’ & Children’s Lisle Gloves,
lo

30 renin.

cruts

85,00.

to

to

73 cento.

cento to

55 cento.

from O renin

Ladies’ Calls and Collars,
from ‘45

Kid Gloves,

50 cruln to 81.48.

from

Kid Gloves,
Mpoltril, ‘43

per Pnir.

cento

from ‘40 cento

AND

81 .OO

to

Ladies’ Underwear,
MlyJeo nml Prieeo.

only .‘10 cento per dozrn.

RIBBOHS
full and complete which we
to sell as low as the lowest.
is

guarantee

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN 8 APRONS,

TOWELS, VEILS,
PARASOLS, SUNUMBRELLAS,
ALSO

—

—

EDUINCS, BUTTONS,
PERFUMERY, SOAP,
kept
an

nnd nil lVotioiiM uNiially
CooiIm Niorc may be found
ety aud abundance nt

J.'

in n Fancy
ureal vari-

Fitzgerald’s,

Cor.Congress & Myrtle Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.
myn____utf_

BAND

—

ORCHESTRA.
CHANDLER, LEADER.
Office 27 Market Square.
H. Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. \V. Buxton
Prompters.
D.

D.

j

II.

sneodGmMWF.

oc29

49 1-2

EXCHANGE

A.

F.

—

LEAVITT.

sueod

ADAMS ON

—

S. MATHIAS’,
98

Exchange Street,
where you can gat

a

good

$40,

Dress Suit for

TRY

MADE

S

AMD

—

Only 35 cents* An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

OF

GOODS

IMPORTED

BALSAM 1

BOTANIC

—

Business Suit for $25,

SUFFERERS,
TO

AT

—

Repairing promptly attended to by
SCULOTTEBBECK cV CO.,

FAIL

—

LEAVE YOUR ORDER

Appliances

Manufacturers of and Dealers n
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
501 CongreM
Portland, Me.
One door above Brown.
apr27-sneodtf

HUT

—

A tall line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
tor deformities,
Electric
Batteries.
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supi»orters, Crutchon
baud
ami
to
orde”.
&c.,
made
&c.,
es,
OST* ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.

DON’T

THOSE

Exorbitant Prices!

STREET.,

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.

|

PAY

DON’T

Awnings Tents, Flags, Boat Sails
(Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,

IN

TIP

—

TOP

STYLE.

PI.ICR, IT 18 AT

KKMKiMBKR T1IK

MATHIAS’,
NO.

EXCHANGE

9S

STREET.
(llmls

iuy5

tion.

$5000

FOR AN

From

DiNiinguifilied Lawier of lloNton

a

INCURABLE

CASE

Mr. Frank Kinsman : Dear Sir—I desire to pay a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
a sutlerer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, try ing a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when .a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. 1 tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I hail no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. The result seemed little less than
miraculous. 1 have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover St., lor the
remedy, and, so far as l learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respect fully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Counselorsat-Law, 27 Tremont St.]

haye been

fFrom Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald
35 Bromnelu St., Boston.)
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with the most gratifying results. We esteem it as oue of the liest of

—

OF

—

ICE!ICE! ICE!
FOIt

SEASON OF 1875.

THE

medicines.

BEWARE

Scales of Prices for the Season.

IMITATIONS
high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TAN1C COUGli BALSAM for the euro of Coughs
Cold*, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and Consumption, has given rise to spurious compounds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM Is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,,’ are blown
in the glass of the bottle. $5U00 for a better article.
FAIL
TO TRY IT.
DON’T
The following are a few of the names of those who
this
Gov. Cony, Mis. Hon.
used
Mrs.
have
remedy:
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lambard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. »J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny. Rev. Win. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: Hon. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary of Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Win. H.
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence; W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
thousand others too
Sold

by

all

uumerous to

mentiou.

l>i‘uggi»i«.

dec!

Street,

AND

The

fifty

CURTIS,

Wo. 8 Cross

OF

COUNTERFEITS

and

&

DYER

Notice,

Special

VIOICG AiV A IlOWS* Auction Rooms

IS Exchange St. Came and get Ibe Bargain*. Sale each day at lO l-'i o'clock A.
mylLndtf
M., and 7 P. M.

niaiatare Almanac.May II.
Sunrises.4.43 I High water.4.30 PM

mylsndtt

Portland, May 1,1875.

Ike snlc

mnl
Valuable Stock ol
the lnrge
Watches Dlnmonda and Fine Gold Jewel-

91 ‘W*

ronlM fo

Our Stock of

STREET.

$5000~ GOLD.

of

n nU

Muslin Neck Rnches,

dsntf

NOTICE.
This week will

ON

Gents’ Merino and Cotton Hose,

men

Dissolution of Copartnership.
The partnership heretofore existing under the
linn name of JOHNSON & CLOYKS BROS., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. Fred. H. Cloyes,

T1IIN

There is no person living but what sufiers more oi
less with Lung Disease, Coughs, Colds or Consumption, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents iot
abottloof medicine that would cure them. Dr. A.
Boschee’s German Syrup has lately been introduced
in this country from Germany, and its wondrous
cures astonishe every one that try it. If you doubl
what we say in print, cut this out and take it to youi
Druggist, and get a sample bottlo for 10 ceuts and try
t, or a regular size tor 75 cents. Sold by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesalo Agents.

Brownfield,

....

OUT,
Your Life.

‘i3

from

All

WOOLENS for
one other articles.

MIDDLE

—

lo

Ladies’ Emb’d Italbrlggran Hose,

B, GOWELL,

S.

nothing

In Lovell, April 23, Mr. Moses Gilman and Miss
Emma Knceland.
In Augusta, May 4, Alfred V. Cole and Miss Georgiana Spencer, both of Benton.
In Portsmouth, N. H., May 6. by Rev J. A. Goss,
Charles A. Stewart of Deering and Miss Carrie K.
Burnham of Portland.
In Portsmouth, N. H., May 8, by Rev. J. A. Goss,
Capt. Jas. A. Coffin of Cape Elizabeth, Me, and Misa
Adella Provesdale of Canada West.

sets

boys,

of its

MARRIED.

Sunsets...7.09 I Moon

a

247
myl

from New York for-.

existence, and have in most instances little oi
to do with lixing'it.s locality. Their practice,
however, is diametrically opposed to their theory, foi
they administer medicines which affect symptom*
only. The remarkable cures of dyspepsia, sick headache, constipation, rheumatism, general debility,
urinary and kidney troubles, and malarial fevers
w'rouglit by Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, could nevei
have been accomplished by remedies which addressed
themselves merely to the removal of any one of tht
manifold and complicated symptoms to which those
maladies give rise. Acting, as the Bitters do, directly upon the stomach and tributary organs, overcoming their irregularities and eudowing them with renewed vigor, they coutrol, as it were, the springs ol
vitality, purifying them and giving them fresh impetus, and dispersing all those harassing symptoms
which proceeded from their misdirection or contamination.

hum*,
from <» rc‘B|M

Come and get your Money’s Worth.

NPOKEA.
April 26, lat 24 01 N, Ion 6111 W, sch Wm Demi ng

European Markets.
London, May 10—12 30 P M.—Consols at 93$ @ 93|
for money and 93J @ 94 lor account.
London, May 10—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 5-20s, 1867, 109$. Erie Railway 26
@ 26$; do preferred 35.
Liverpool, May 10—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market is
quiet; Middling uplands at 7|d;do Orleans at8@
8$d; sales 10,000 bales, Including 2000 bales tor speculation and export.

full assortment of
and a thousand and

Always

lo$l«00.

h hIn

Ladies' Silk Neck Ties,

Cashmere,

me?

Theory.
The theory of disease accepted by physicians is,
that symptoms are merely sympathetic indication*

from fl‘-J

Ladies’ All Linen lldkN.,

Urilliantiues and Alpacas,
Paisley and India Shawls.

Ar at

vermin

MODEL

a

Black

United Kingdom.

Havana, May 10.—Spanish gold at 210$ @211;
American gold 21G @ 217, Exchange quiet; on the
United States60 days currency 82 @84 prem; short
sight currency at 86 @ 88 prem; 60 days gold 110 @
112 prem; short sight at 114 @ 116 prem; ou Loudon
138 @ 140 prem; on Paris 112 @ 114 prem.

Balmoral Striped Hose,

Ladies’ Snn Umbrellas,

special Curved Collar Fitting Neck Band, and
patterns
superior shaped Sleeve and Yoke. These
have been tested and proven for the past three years
in tnis country and England. Send us size of Collar
and measure of Breast under the arms in ordering,
with price of Pattern 50 cents, and an additional 7
cents to pay postage.
We are constantly receiving new goods iu all the
different varieties, usually kept in a Dry and Fancy
Goods Store. Good bargains in
^

Old 26th, Hawthorn, Reed, Rio Janeiro; St James,
Henderson, Callao.
Ar at Queenstown Apl 25th, Austria, Gilmore, fm
San Francisco; H C Sibley, Colson. Samarang.
Sbl fm Akyab Mch 17. Bombay. Work, Liverpool.
Cid 22d, Malleville, Thompson, English Channel.
Sid fm Rangoon Mch 26, Alice Reed, Kelleran, foi

Havana Market.

quote.

We

fy competition.

PATTERN.

SHIRT
with

Coonnnnl.

15§.

We submit list of prices and de-

from 73

—

Ar at Singapore Mch 20, Aunie Toney, Llbbey,
Swansea.
Ar at Messina Apl 19, Susan P Thurlow, Beyrout.
Cld at Genoa Apl 23, Lincoln, Thorn, New York.
Ar at Hamburg Apl 23, Enos Soule, Drink water.
Enderbury island.
Ar at Elsinore Apl 21, Southern Rights, Woodbury,
from Savannah for Itcval.

Fancy Hoods.

from IO cento

GOWELL’S.

B.

SALISBURY

York, ldg.

I

Corsets, Bnstles and all kinds of

from
For

sale at

Sid fm Table Bay, CGII, —, barque Reuuion, Emerson, Montevideo.
Ar at Reval 8th inst, ship Marcia Gieenlcaf, Bunk-

Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat,37,000
qush corn, 0,000 do oats.
Charleston, May 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at 15$e.
Mobile, May 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 15$ @ 15$c.
New Orleans, May 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands at 15$c.
New York, May 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 16$c.
Savannah, May 10—Cotton dull; Middling up-

nificent lines of Plain and Fancy
Striped Hosiery, Hoop Skirts,

21 BOXES,

the only corset made with pure whalebone ribs.

S.

series of wire

a

from 8 cent*

CORSET !

JACQITLINE,

19, ship Wm Woodbury, Curtis, from
5tb, for Manila and New York.
inst, ship Volant, Dunham, for New

[Latest by European steamers.l
Liverpool Apl 27, Uncle Joe, Nichols, from
Fortress Mouroe; El Dorado, English. San Francisco.

and tncy shall he

them

COMFORT

At Iloilo Mch

Ann

nu

Rightly named—best for Ladies and Children ever invented. Call and examine it. Also the celebrated

—

bush corn, 1000 bush oats.

In this
In
89 years.

shall lay hands

by

T II E

Mess Porn

67*c.
u.,nnnn

Has succeeded

pulling known only to the initiated, iu purchasing for Cash, mag-

i'laill touoii

1 lil*

mat___»'»Hm»

Francisco.

dull;

M 11/4

healed
K»«m» II A- IK FLUENT KLOUK.

FOREVCIN PORTS.

nominally lower at 21 25.
Ar at Amsterdam 8tli inst, barque Uelen Sands,
Freights quiet and nominally firm; Wheat to BufBosford, Baltimore.
falo 4Jd; to Oswego at 8*d.
Ar at Dublin 7th inst. barqne Floii M Hulbert,
Receipts—4,800 bbls flour, 85,000 hush wheat.
Dudley, Baltimore via Queenstown,
Shipments—5000 bbls flour. 175.000 bush wheat,
i
At Tiiuidad Apl 20. barque Horace Scudder, Gould,
is
1
10.—Flour
Wheat
is
Toledo,
May
steady.
@ for Boston; brig F H Todd, Philadelphia; sch Thog
j
K Pillsbury, frt>m Baltimore.
2c lower, closin? firm; No 2 White Wahasli at 131;
Sid fm Cienfuegos 5th inst, ,sch Alice Crosby,
No 1 White Michigan at 1 27*; extra White MichiHutchinson, Boston; Nellie Shaw, Cates, for New
gan 1 30; Amber Michigan at 125 @ 1 25* jseller June
York.
1 26*; seller for July 1 28}; No 1 .Red 1 28; No 2 Red
Ar at Cienfueeos 8th inst, barque Joshua Lorlng.
Corn is
at 1 25; seller June 1 2.5}; seller July 1 28}.
steady; high Mixed 76}c jseller for Juno 77c; seller Nichols, Demarara; sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson,
Boston.
July 78c; low Mixed 76*c; no grade 76c. Oats firm
Ar at Havana 8th inst, brig Hattie, Cates, Philaand in fair demand; No 1 Canal at 68c; No 2 at 67*; |
White 69*; Michigan G7*c.
delphia.
Sid
bush
bush
Corn,
8th, brig Sportsman, Blanchard, tor North of
Wheat, 32,000
6,Receipts—12,000
bush Oats.
Hatteras; schs Eliza B Emery, Weeks, do; Clara W
bush
Corn.
bush
Elwell, Long. Philadelphia.
Shipments—46,000
Wheat, 34,000
Ar at Cardenas 5lb inst, sch Kate Carlton, Grant,
13,000 bush Oats.
New Fork.
Detroit, May 10.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Arat Cardenas 7lh lust, brig Prentiss Hobbs,
Wheat is dull and drooping; extra at 2 @ 3c lower;
I>ch1u<». Portland.
No 1 at 1 29; Amber at l 254. Cora i-» at»tuiy; No t
Slu 7th, barque Arjptta, Dow, North of Hatteras.
MiK*<17Wc. oats arc quiet ana unchanged at 6t>@
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At Manila Mcb 19, ship Ironsides, Spencer, for Boston. ldg.
Sid
inst, ship Summer R Mead, Wood, tor Sau

No 1 in store at 1 12.

ATTENTION !

MARBLE PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. O. SCHLOTTKRBECK &
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street,
ma27sndtf
ono door above Brown, Portland, Me.

7th, schs Gen Scott, Luut, Calais; E L
Red Beach.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 8th, schs Kalmar, Lambert.
Machias for New York; Jachin, Mitchell, Ellsworth
for Providence.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 8th, schs Wigwam, Field,
Cherrytield tor New York; J S Moulton, Crowley,
Machias tor do; Stella Lee, Brewer, tm Portland for
Baltimore, (lost anchor); Olive Elizabeth, Randall,
do for Newburyport; Nettie Walker, Drew, Macliias
tor New York; Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Portland
for Newburyport; David Torrey, Soule, Portland for
New YorK ; Jas Bliss, Hatch, Belfast for Brunswick;
Willis Putnam, Calais lor Boston.

Practice

New York.May 10—Evening.—The money market
was aasy at 2} @3 percent, on call.
Foreign Exchange was dull at 487 @ 487} for 60 days and 490 @
at
Gold
for
demand.
115}, advanced to
opened
490}
U5| and declined to 115}, at which it closed ;the rates
for carrryiug were 1 @ 2 per cent.; loans were also
out to-day
made flat. The Assistant Treasurer
$144,000 on account of interest and $261,000 in redemption ot bouds. The following are the operations
at the Gold Exchange Bank—gold balances $1,430,337; currency balances $1,658,126; gross clearances
$39,124,000. Bids were opened to-day tor $1,500,000
balance ot the Cincinnati municipal loan and aggregated $4,117,500 at prices ranging from 102 @ 103}.
The award bill averaging over 103 and interest. Morton, Bliss & Co. have placed upon the market $4,000,000 six per cent, gold bonds of the Western Union
Telegraph Company, interest payable March and
September, and principal redeemable in 1900. These
bonds are authorized lor the purpose of taking up the
$4,498,900 bonds due in November next. Alter the
maturing bonds are redeemed the only bonds besides
the present loan will be $1,500,000 seven percent,
gold building bonds and 206,000 pounds sterling
bond5 ot present issue recently taken in London.
Bids will be received by Morton, Bliss & Co. to noon
May 25th, but no proposition will be considered under 97} and accrued interest. The subscriptions become binding soon as they reach $2,000,000, and it
they exceed a total of $4.000,(.00 the $2,000,000 first
subscribed will be alloteu in full and the balance pro
rata payment for new bonds will be due June 1st.
and the currency bonds of the company maturing in
and interest
November next will be received at
in payment for same. The following is the Clearing
House statement: currenrencycy exchanges $81,818,891; currencv balances $2 825,787; gold exchanges
$8,989,919; gold" balances $1,135,700. Tlie earnings
of the Union Pacific Raiload for first seven days ol
May, 1875, were $252,069.93; 1874, $173,392.42; inGovernments were firm.
crease this year $78,677.51.
State bonds are dull. Railroad mortgages steady.
The customs receipts for
to-day were $366,000.
Stocks during the forenoon were weak and lower, tho
greatest activity being in Erie, which declined from
29} @ 26}; Lake Shore tell ott' from 72 @ 70}; Pacific
Mail from 44 @ 42|; Western Union from 79} @ 79,
and Union Pacific from 76} @ 75}; St Paul advance-1
to 37} for the common and 59 lor preferred, but later
fell ott* to 36} @ } respectively. The market was weak
in the afternoon, but at the close showed a little
There was a recovery of from } @ }
more steadiness.
per cent, on the same shares from the lowest point
of the day; Panama recovered to 158, Erie to 26},
Lake Shore 71}, Ohio to 26 and Wattern Union to 79}.
Tho total transactions at the Stock Exhange aggregated 241,000 shares, including New York Central 700
shares, Erie 123.000 shares, Lake Shore 421.000 shares,
Northwestern 4400 shares, Rock Island 2200 shares,
Pacific Mail 119.700 shares, St Paul 4200 shares, do
preferred 1900 shares, Ohio & Mississippi 4300 shares,
Western Union 22,400 shares, Wabash 2400 shares.
Union Pacific 10,000 shares, Kansas Pacific 1200 do.
The following are the highest and lowest prices: New

A safe ami suro remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparling to it

SALEM—Ar

ar

HOUSE

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

Higgins, Avlward,

At Calcutta

L. BAILEY,
STREET.

115 EXCHANGE 8TKWKT.
All orders, eitho personal or by mall, will receivo
jylMdtisn
prompt attention

goula.

Singapore,

Housekeepers

prices,

of the
The Book, Card and Job Printing Business
late David Tucker, will he continued, as heretoiore,
at the Stand,

Sid. schs Seth W Smith, A J Laughton. Howard
Macomber, Emma Crosby, Maria Roxana, Sanil Fish,
H Prescott, Ann Elizabeth, and C L Hix.
In port, sebs Willie Martin, and Pavilion.
BOSTON—At 9th, ship Expounder, Brooks, Calcutta; sch Commonwealth, Gross, Rockland.
Cld 8ih, sch Five Sisters, Wallace. Sagua.
Ar 10th. schs Huntress, Sprague, St Andrews. NB;
Carrie L Hix, Hix, Itoudout.
Sid 10th, barque Lizzie H Jackson.
DANVERS—Ar 7th, sch Dione, Dutch, tm Pasca-

push barlev.

at low

_6,11111

Wilmington.

On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
declined; sales at 1 02§ seller June; 1 05* seller July.
Corn declining and unsettled; sales at 72*3 seller for
May; 73§c feller June; 76*c seller July. Oats firmer
62*c seller May; 63}@ 63*c seller June. Pork at 21 50
seller June; 21 GO seller July. Lard at 15 10 @ 15 15
seller June.
St. Louis, May 10—Flour—concessions would
have to be made to sell. Wheat irregular, some sales
higher and some lower; No 2 Red Winter at 1 40} @
1 41*; 1 41* seller June; 1 45 seller for July; No 3 do
1 30* @ 1 31; No 1 Spring at 1 02* bid; .sales soft do
1 06 seller May: 1 08} @ 1 09* seller June. Corn Is declining; No 2 Mixed at 73 @ 73*c, closing weak. Oats
declining and little doing; No 2 at 63}c bid. Barley
is steady; prime Spring 1 33 deliverable. Rye declining at 1 05 @ 1 06. Whiskey a shade higher at l 20
asked; 1 18 bid. Pork is dull at 22 00 asked; Dry
salted Meats firm; sales shoulders country at 8*c for
buyer May; clear rib sides 12; c.car sides 121c. Bacon dull; shoulders 9* @ 9gc; clear rib sides at 12} @
13c; clear sides 13f. Lard nominal.
Live Hogs are dull and declining;! shippers at 6 50
@ 7 00; bacon at 7 15 @ 7 50;good to choice 7 65. Cattle active and firm for lair to good grades ;sales mainly Texans; good native steers at 6 00; fair 6 75; mixed
stock at 4 50 @ 4 90; Texas 3 75 @ 6 GO.
Receipts—6000 bbls flour, 25,000 bush wheat, 26,000
bush corn, 23,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush barley, 1000
bush rye, 1,000 hogs.
Milwaukee May 10.—Flour is nominally unchaned. Wheat firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 04; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 00; 1 02 for seller June; 1 04} seller for
July. Oats firm and higher; No 2 instore at 61c.
Cora declining and inactive; No 2 Mixed in store at

^vtstu

large stock of

PRINTING

TUCKER’S

Brunswick, Ga; Ospray. Crowley, Weymouth.
Passed through Hell Gate 8th, schs D B Everett,
from Hoboken tor Boston; Tbos Hix, do for do; Net-

for (lo; MW Drew, Hoboken for Belfast; E Arctilarius, Rondout for Boston; Alice Oakes, Weebawken
tor Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 7tli, sebs S D Halt, Burgess,
Calais; Com Kearney. Mason, do.
Cld 7th, sch Emma Arey, Hall. Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, sch H R Condou, Conley,
Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar Gth, schs Petrel,
Robbins, Calais tor New Haven; J W Eish, Robeitson. New York for Boston.
NEWPORT-In port 7th, schs Margie. McFadden,
Humacoa lor Boston; Flora King, Pettigrew, Hoboken for Portsmouth; Richmond, Jordan, New York
for Boston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Gth. schs Emma Crosby, Crosby, Fernandina for Maitland, NS; Seth W
Smith, Marshall, Martinique for Boston; Edw Macomber, Williams, Mobjack Bay for Damariscolta;
Maria Roxaua, Bradly.Maryland tor do; Annie Amsden, Mattbeson, Portland for Baltimore; H Prescott,
Merriman, do for Philadelphia; Pushaw. Alley, St
George for New York; Hyena, Gardiner, Fox Island
for do; L M Collins, Rich, Bath tor do.
Sid Gth. schs Chas Carroll, Addie Blalsdell, Mary
Farrow, Josephine, S J Gilmore, Wm Flint, Kolou,
Tarquin, E & G W Hinds.
Ar 7th, sch Peiro, Kelley, from Sliulee, NS, tor
New York; Pavilion. Leach. Bangor for Washington, (struck ou Squash Meadow Shoal Gth, but sustained no damage.)
Sid, schs Annie Amsden, Ellen Morrison, Hyeua,
Pushaw, L M Cobins, and Peiro.
Ar 8th, schs Willio Martin, Willard, Hoboken for
Boston ; Mary E Thompson, Gilkey, Camden tor

a

Goods,
importation, to be sold

own

GILBERT

Boston.
Cld 8tli, brig Cast illian, Owen. Norfolk; schs Annie
P Chase, Poole. Cedar Keys; Hattie L Fuller, Smith,

vuwc,

Heads of Families

48 f.xchangt:
apr24

brigs Etta Wldttemorc. Wright. Sagua;
Keystone, Barter, do; Kossack. Smith, fm Messina;
Cyrus Fossett Pierce, Cientuegos; Norman,
Smith, Cardenas; Eva May, Sheppard, do; Delia O
Yates, Yates. Matauzas; Armida C Hall, Hall, trom
Sagua; Georgia Clark, Bartlett, Caibarien; Clara E
Rogers, irom Macliias; Wm Flint, Pendleton, from

Mixuawncn iui omuu,

Also

lishing.

summer

wholesale and retail.
Mill..
Agent for Du Pont’. Powder

schs

Second Call.
Eastern Railroad.93}

of my

dence.
Ar 10th,

lie UllSIlMIp.

assortment of

line

Single and Double Guns and Sportsmen's

Ponce PR.
Cld 7th, schs Adrian, Emery, Belfast; L B French,
for Boston; Annie K Friend, for Portland.
Ar 10th. schs Isaac Oberton, Crockett, Cardenas;
C F Ileycr. Poland, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Ctli, brig Robin, Douglas?,
Trinidad.
Ar 8th, sch Flora M Crowley, Crowley, Matanza?.
Chi 7th, barque Rome, Campbell, Lisbon; sch Mary W Hupper, Gilman. Fernaudina.
S1<1 7th. sell Carrie Bonnell.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, brig Nellie, Higgins, fm St
Croix; schs .1 C Crafts, Greeley, Richmond for Boston; LS Watson, Watson, Providence; Susan Ross,
Ross, do; Alleghanian, Gray, Boston; J E Gamago,
Robinson, Warren, RI; A H Sawyer, Cook, Provi-

Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet; Cotton
per steam at } @ l-32d; Cotton i>er sail 9-32d; Corn
per steam at 6d; Wheat per steam 6Jd.
Chicago, May 10.—Flour is quiet and unchanged;
extra Spring 5 00 @ 5 37$; Minnesota Spring at 5 25 @
5 25.
Wheat is in fair demand, lower and unsettled,
closing firmer; No spring at 1 iw*; no z oo at 1 uu
on the spot; 1 02} for seller June; 1 07} for seller JuJy; No 3 do at 95* @ 95|c. Corn is In fair demand,
weak and unsettled; No 2 Mixed 72c on spot; 73}o
bid seller June; 76}c seller July; rejected 68*. Oats
advanced; No 2 at 62*c on the spot; 62gc for so:ler
May; 63|cseller June; rejected 59*c. Rye in light
demand and holders firm; No 2 at 1 07. Barley is in
good demand; No 2 Spring 1 33* @ 1 35 on spot; 1 30
@ 1 32 seller May. Pork is in fair demand and lower and unsettled, closing firm ;sales at 21 25 on spot;
21 30 @ 21 35 seller for June;21 55 @ 21 60 seller July.
Lard in fair demand and lower ana unsettled, closing
firmer; sales at 15 00 @ 15 05 on the spot; 15 05 seller
June; 15 30 seller July. Bulk Meats—shoulders at
8*c; short rib middles at lljjc. Whiskey in lair demand and advanced; sales at 111}@116. There
were six Chicago distilleries seized by the Government tnis morning; one on a charge of illicit distill-

are

for

Morton,Smoot,

Jennie

large aud

a

BARGAINS!
BARGAINS!

FISHING TACKLE

Boston.

8th,brig

tackle.

fishingI have just received

second
on the

^n1^%!kiUNU,
No. 65 Exchange St.

de28sutf

tor Havre.
DARIEN—Cld 1st, brig Kremlin, Wyman, Rio
Janeiro.
SAVANNAH—Ar Otli, sell S S Bickmore, Barter,
New York.
CHARLESTON-Sid 7tb, sch C II Kelley, Young,
New Haven.
A LEX AN DRIA—Sid 8th, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel,
BALTIMORE—Ar

of Cross aud Middle

corner

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 8th inst. ship Cyrus F
Sargent, Swett, Callao.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 3d, sch Olive II Robinson, Craig. Ruatan.
Sid fm the Pass 8th, ship Southern Chief, lliggms,

122$.

neglected;
Rye
Barley nominally unchanged. Provisions

To Be Let,
Or and after Jan. 1, 1875. the'eliamber in
M. Kalcr & Co.,
story now occupied by F.
■

tor White Western; also 8000 bush No 2 Milwaukee
seller June at 118; 8000 bush Amber Michigan to
arrive within two weeks at 1 41; considerable parcels
do at private terms Rye is quiet and firm at 1 00 for
Canada in bond; 1 08 for State. Peas in fair request,
8')00 bush deliverable in opening of canal at 1 18 in
bond. Barley is steady; 2.000 bush of 2-rowed State
at 1 30 on track. Barley Malt quio and firm. Coin
—receipts 86,435 bush; the market opened quiet and
closed rather more steady with fair exj>ort and home
trade demand; sales 110,000 bush at 88 @ 89c for
Western Mixed, chiefly at 88$; 88$ @ 89c for Yellow
Western; 88$ @ 90c or White Western. Oats—receipts 23.400 bush; market is firm with fair inquiry;
sales 51,000 bush at 73$ @ 7G$o for Mixed Western; 75
@ 7,}c for White do; also 8500 bush White Canada
seller June 78c. Coffee is rather easier; Rio at 16 @
19c gold; 4300 bags Rio at 17$c gold. Sugar is firm
and less active at 84 @ 8$c for fair to good refining;
8}c tor prime; 850 lmds at 8$ @ 8}c for Muscovado;
9c for Centrifugal; aiso 3100 bags do at private teims;
refined is firm. Molasses is firm at 44c for 50 test.
Rice is firm. Petroleum is dull: crude 6$ on spot;
6$c balance of the month; refined at 12} on snot; 12}c
balance of month. Tallow is steady at 9 @ 9 l-16c.
Naval Stores—Rosin is dull at 1 95 @ 2 00 lor strained. Turpentine dull at 35c for Spirits. Pork lower;
500 bbls new mess at, 21 75 @ 21 85; 1000 bbls seller for
June at 21 65 @ 21 70; 2000 bbls seller July at 21 70 @
2t 80; 2000 bbls seller August at 21 95 @ 22 00. Beef
quiet. Lard is lower at 15$ for prime steam ; 2500
tes seller June at 15|; 500 do seller July at, 15}c; 400
do City on spot at 14}. Butter firm; 12 @ 16c for Western ; 15 @ 22c for. State; 18 @ 23c for new Western;
State new 20 @ 28c. Whiskey is quiet and firm at

is dull and

LUNG At© K'l'.-S FECI A L.

Portland.

.'lAv* Vi)Kh
May lo-Evening.—Cotton market is
quiet and unchanged; sales2353 bales; Middling uplands at lCJc; forward deliveries opened at 1-32 advance, but was afterwards lost. Flour— receipts 6357
bbls; there is more doiug in shipping grades and
prices generally without change; sales 17,800 bbls;
Supefine Western and State 4 85 @ 5 15; extra Western and State at 5 25 @ 5 65; choice extra Western
and State 5 70 @0 00; White Wheat Western extra
at 6 05 @ 7 00; good extra Ohio at 5 30 @ 7 60; extra
St Louis at 5 70 @ 8 50, including 9800 bbls ot shipping extras at 5 25 @ 5 55; also 3000 bbls extra mill
Hour at prices within range; market closing steady;
Southern flour Ann at 5 35 @ 8 50; Rye Hour is firm
at 4 35 @ 5 50. Cornmeal Hrm and active at 4 00 @
4 85.
Wheat—receipts 24,500 bush; tho market is
heavy and fully Ic lower with a little better business
in export and milling at decline; sales 94,000 bush;
No 3 Spring at 115 @ 117; 117 @ 1 20 for No 2 Chicago; 118 @ @ 1 20 for No 2 Northwestern; 119$ for
No 2 Milwaukee in store; 1 21$ for do afloat; 1 25 @
128 lor No 1 Spring; 1 15 @ 1 25 tor ungraded Iowa
and Minnesota Spring: 1 37 @ 1 42 for Winter Red
Western; 1 43 @ 1 44 tor Amber Western; 1 45 @ 1 48

MISCELLANEOUS.

NOTICES.

Messrs. C. Way & Co.—
I have used your Coniponnd Hyi-np of Lniijiwori, and have no hesitation in recommending it to
all in need of an iuintnlinic nmt mu re cure for
Colds aud Cough,.
MARCUS WIGHT, Jr.,
42j Kxcliange St.
Portland, April 30, 1875.
Proprietors. Myrtle
C. tVAV Ac CO
ma22sn3m*
and Cumberland »l«.

Ar at Sagua 6th lust, sch N W Magee, Hudson, tm
Portland.
•
Ar at Cardenas Oth, barque Fred Eugene, Smalley,
Portland.

__

lands

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.

Eastern

brig Lena Thurlow, from
Matauzas.
Ar at Charleston 8th, neb Jas O’Denohuo, Coombs.

DouiCNtic Market**.

72c.

SiH UAL

Ar jii Boston lUtb, sch
coa via Newport.
A rat New York loth,

lirm and more active; receipt8 5000 head; ordinary to extra shipping
3
3
50
5 50 @ 6 75; Stockers
@ 55; butchers at 3 77 @
5 50; choice steers G 00 @ G 25; shipments 2400 head.
and
firmer and cloied rather
Live Hogs active
easier; receipts iu,000 head; shippers at 6 50 @ 7 00;
7
inferior
to extra heavy at 7 40 @
25
@> GO;
light at 7
8 Go; shipments of 5500 head.
and
Sheep dull, unsettled
nearly nominal; receipts
1000 head; Shorn at 3 00 @ 5 00; Woolcd at 5 05 @
6 50.
are

vv«.

Foreign Import*.
ST. ANDREWS, NB. Sclir Daisy-2000 railroad

London, May 10.—An inquest was held today at St. Mary’s, on twenty bodies from the
H. Hillers, first officer of
steamer Schiller.
the Schiller, testified that at the time the ves-

sel si ruck Capt. Thomas and another officer
were on the bridge, two men were| looking out
forward and two others were on-the bridge
with the captain. The jury rendered a verdict
of “accidentally drowned” coupled with a recommendation that a telegraph be established
between Bishop’s lighthouse and shore. They
express the opioion that if such a communication nad existed, all on board of the Schiller
would have been saved. Officers Hillers and
The remains
Paleman concur in this opinion.
of Mrs. Hermine Weste were privately burs
ied.
After the inquest the bodies unclaimed were
also buried. The funeral was attended by
Domen Smith, the owDerof the Scilly Islands,
the coroner and membets of the jury aDd nearly all the inhabitants of the island.
Since the inquest was held fifty more bodies
The
have been washed ashore or picked up.
total number uow recovered is 91. The following dead have been identified: Ladies—Miss
S. Dimmock, Mies Clara Just, Mrs. ADnie
Exsncr, Mrs. Susie E. Duckfield,Mrs. Altmax,
GentleMrs. Augustus Nutter, Mrs. Linds
men—Augustus Mentor, Henry Fficud, Herman Sprits, P. A. Paulsen, Bubro Sayers, also
the doctor, the butcher and the 3d eugineer of
the Schiller.
The bodies were first numbered and a careful
record made of the valuables, marks, &c., found
on each.
They were then enclosed in separate
Two graves were dug, each 25 feet
coffins.
long. In these the coffins were placed in two

w***

unusually strong.
past two or three
to
tho
high prices. Sudays have been small owing
gars are unchanged and are quoted as follows: Granulated 11c, Coffee A 10J @ 10|c, Extra C 10‘c, C 9g @
9}c. Syrups 65 @ 75c.

Boats cruising in the vicinity of the wreck of
tho Schiller continue to pick up bodies of the
When the steamer left St. Mary s
drowned.
Island to-day. nearly fifty had been found.
Seven mail bags in addition to those reported
They contained
recovered have been saved.
mostly San Francisco and Auckland newspapers.
Coroner’s

atn*ou

no

LFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.l
Margie, McFaddeu, lluuia-

Chicago t'attic Market*

Cfci'inany I'a-

Bill for the suppression of religious orders in
Prussia has passed to a third reading.
The Czar arrived in Berlin yesterday and was
received by the Emperor.
The President of. the Argentine Republic
with a speebb, in which
opened the Chambers
he announced that all difficulties with foreigu
and proposed au amnesty
powers were settled,
tor political offences.

time of this call.
Mrs. Emma R. Moulton was re-called and
testified that she.recollects the call of last witas the
same d ry
ness, aud that it was oil the
conversation with Betcher, which she has fixed
asJuue, 1873.
Mr. Fullerton—That is all I will prove by
Mrs. Moulton just now, but wo shall recall her

*L.

mid

His reported from Paris that the French
government positively contradicts the assertion
that Germany has recently made representations of a hostile tendency. The same despatch
contains the statement, it is believed semiofficial, that no cause of coufliet exists between
Germany and France aud that all the advices
from all the capitals of Europo are of the same
in
tenor, that the pacific ideas are everywhere
the ascendent.
foreign Von-.
Rev. John King, au Englishman, noted as
the owner of racing stock, is dead.
A number of prominent English authors had
au audience with Disraeli yesterdav in regard
Edward Jento an international copyright.
kins for the delegation pointed to lue approof British authors by
priation of the works
book publishers cf the United States and asked
not he afforded. Discould
if some remedy
raeli said the government would give the matter fall consideration.

>

..

France

viilc.

without seeming to deny
was satisfied
there might be exceptions to general evidence
and it would be remarkable if they could find a
The basis of the aplule without exception
plication was fouuded npon the opening of the
Tbe obserlearned counsel for tbe defendant.
vation of the defendant was not suggested to
him. That part of the opening if not proved
been
goes for nothing and ought not to have
The obmade, and might as well not exist.
servation of the defendant was uncalled ior
and was his mere opinion aud does not appear
It was au uncharto have a case to rest upon.
itable observation resting or made on suspicion. Court would instruct the jury uot to he
carried away by such ^observations, but the testimony could not be received.
Exception was taken aud another witness
was called.
Mrs. Sarah Eddy, a friend of Mrs. Moulton
came into court with that lady aud was sworn.
She testified that iu 1871 she met Beecher on
the steps of Moulton’s house. She was ascending as he was descending. She was acquainted
with Beecher then. He did not notice tier and
Mrs. Moulton opened
she did not salute him.
the door|without her ringing or knocking and
Mrs.
have
seen her come.
in
must
and
let her
Moulton was greatly agitated.
Mr. Evarts objected to the conversation between these ladies.
Mr. BtTullerlon offered to show that Mrs.
Moulton told this lady tbe same story substantially she told her uncle,and tbe court excluded
it.
Witness said in 1873 slie went into the counmet
try, and it was shortly before that she door.
Beecher coming down from Moulton’s
B
eeh
saw
she
it
was
She cau’l|reineuiber|when
11
er, but thinks it was early in th« morning,
or 12 o’clock.
■Cross-examined by Mr. Evarts.
Her husband, Robert Eddy, was and is m the
s
employ of Woodruff & Robinson, Moulton
s at
firm. She usually called at Mrs. Moulton
a
was
house
Her
11 o’clock in the morning.
She
short distance from Mrs. Moulton s.
knows Mr. Caldwell aud remembers his going
when this
to Europe, hut cannot remember
visit was made, before or after it. She does not
know whether Moulton was sick or not at the

Ibn. per ilny, from Juur 1 loOrt. 1,91
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«3TIoe will bo {delivered earlier than .June 1st,
and later than Oct.
1st, at the same rate as during
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If not
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FIND A

ASSORTMENT
—

OF

—

NOVELTIES
—

AT

—

SWEETSIR & MERRILL’S
IN-

sneodacowfun

Fringes,
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Seven Shot Revolvers, and 100 Cartridges, $5.00.
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a commission which was
but Allen would not yield
nor would his Vermonters serve under him.
For some time Allen waited to secure boats,
but at length was compelled to start on his

take command under

perilous mission with but 83 men. It was long
after midnight when the little party started.
With muffled oars tkoy approached the fort,the
black mouths of whose cannon they could- see
in the light of the coming day. There the solid
old fort frowned upon them,guarded,\vitb|earthThe brave meu who knew
works and ditches.
that failure was death, noiselessly embarked,
and under the guidance of a farmer’s son, who
knew the approaches, crept up the bank. It

lltli—Rines Bros.

Muperior Court.
CRIMINAL TERM, 1875. 8YMONDS, J., PRESIDCity of Portland.
for personal injuries sustained
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Patro'uH.

our

For several years past, the newspaper reading public of this city has complained and justly that the daily papers lost a large part of
their value by being delivered too late in the
morning. Recognizing the justice of this com-

plaint, though

machinery

our

was

new

only

three years previous, and was then the fastest
in the state, we last year invested a large
amount in a double cylinder press of nearly
twice the speed of our old one. Our sole object in this purchase was to meet the wants of
the public, and especially of that class who be-

gin their labors at 7 o’clock. Our greater speed
enables us to wait for the latest telegraphic
news, and yet to deliver our papers earlier than
would be possible for a singlo cylinder press.
During the coming season the Press will be
left at the dwelling houses at or before 6J
o’clock. Sometimes, though very rarely, there
maybe a slight delay (as on Saturday, when
the last part of the edition was delayed by the
heating of one of the journals of the machinery.) We shall consider it a favor if our subscribers will inform us when their papers fail
to reach them at the proper time.
Since papers are sometimes not received,
when, from the character o( the carrier, we
feel confident they were delivered, we are induced to offer $25 reward for evidence which
will convict any person of the theft.
Brief Joltings.
Look out for a man who is selling photographs on the street, claiming them to be Iudia
ink.
The

the

night police

have fine

caps for

looking

summer season.

A meeting of the creditors of the Bank of
Portland will be held Thursday morning,
A Swede had one of his eyes torn out yesterday afternoon by the can hooks striking it
while discharging a vessel at the Grand Trunk
wharf.
Thomas Ripley Lyman, esq., formerly of this
city, has been admitted a partner with the film
of Crocker, Wood & Co., ship chandlers, New
York city.
A sick horse at

stable on Silver street was
killed yesterday by order of the agent of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ania

mals.
The steamer Henrietta brought forty persons
from Harpswell, yesterday, on her first trip.
W. N. Rich sold his house on Cumberland
street to Chas. Staples for $3500.
Ad attempt was made to enter the office of
James & Williams on Commercial street

Sunday night,

frighten-

but the breakers were

ed away.
The following are the officers of the Portland
Bowing Club: President, P. C. Davis; Captain,
E. McShane; Secretary, J. Malone; Treasurer,
W. H. Spellman; Trustees, D. McIntosh, A.
T. Stewart and J. Gooding.
Tbe opera Margaret will be repeated as soon
as‘the ladies—Mrs. Shaw and Miss Pierce—reDue notice will
cover from their late illness.
be given.
Mr. Holmes has a

masquerado party at his
hall Wednesday night.
The ladies of Plymouth church and society
are to give a tea party Thursday evening.
Mr. Hunt, the new supervisor of schools, was
in town yesterday.
Officer Bice had a hard struggle with a small
giant whom he found making a disturbance
The officer
Stafford’s block last night
victorious and brought

near
was

the disturber to the sta-

tion.
A part of the spire of the old Pine street
church edifice fell through the roof yesterday
tvhile it was being taken down.
The Fourth of July Committee met last
evening. The rumor that a contract was to be
made with all the hand organs in New England for the occasion, is pronounced a canard.
Busy night for the police last night.
It is said that the assets of the Bank of
Portland are about 838,000 and the liabilities
Mr. Goold will make a statement
880,000.

Thursday.
Grimes will take some stock in the sea-serpent business when he is assured that the man
seeing them is a faithful adherent of the ironclad reform pledge.
Officers Harmon, Verry and Mosley broke
and arup a row on Winter street last night,
rested three young men who were the ringleaders.

three
on Fore

arrested

Bice and Stevens
who were making a disturbance

Officers
men

street.
It was reported here yesterday afternoon
that Wm. Hesseltiue's saw mill at Sfoneham
The property was
had been destroyed by fire.
valued at 815,000 and was insured with Barnes
Brothers and Dow & Palmer.
Boyd.
It was simply announced in the Pkkss yesterday morning that Mr. William Boyd had
away. He was the second son of BobThe l,ate William

passed

ert Boyd—one of our oldest citizens—by Butb,
dauther of Captain David Smith, aud a de_.i_a.

c

~id

T.Intvnin

Pnffln

nf Vooihimr.

who came to this
port, tlie first of tUa name
Mr.
country. The two younger brothers of

Robert Boyd of New York, and
Mr. Lendell Boyd of this city—still survive
him.
Mr. William Boyd was horn in this city in
the year 1800, and was consequently in his 75th
Harvard College in
year. He graduated at
in 1820, in the same class with the late Frederic
Cobb of this city, Rev. Dr. Gannett of Boston,
Rev. Dr. Furness of Philadelphia, Rev. Dr.
Hall of Providence, Rev. Calvin Lincoln ol
Rev. Dr. Alexander Young of Bos-

Boyd—Mr.

Hingham,
ton, Governor Paine of

distinguished

men.

Mr.

Vermont, and other
Boyd devoted himself

He
to the law for a great portion of his life,
later one
was for many years City Clerk, and
of the Assessors.
of
He married Miss Susan Harrod, daughter
her
Charles Harrod of New Orleans, and by
bad two children, Major Charles Harrod Boyd,
and a
of tiie United States Coast Survey,
daughter who died at the age of eighteen yeais.
The widow and sou survive to mourn his less.
after

Not Down in thk Bills.—Last night,
nearly all the audience had left the Museum
building, two employes, the “properly man
and a painter named Davis, who had previously had trouble, engaged in a very sharp dia-

logue with fists, the former taking the initiacould no*, be found last
Property
night, but Davis bore ugly marks.
Deputy
Bridges will iovestigate to-day. Mr. Shaw is
in no way responsible for this irregularity.
tive.

man

C. Association—At the monthly
meeting last evening Messrs. F. E. Shaw and
H. S. Burrage were elected active members of
the Association, and Messrs. F. E. Shaw and
A. 8. Fuller were elected delegates to the
Richmond, Va., convention, on the 2lith inst.
The association assumed charge of a prayer
jneeting at Mrs. B. F. Perry’s, 50 Grove street.
'Phe use of the hall on Sunday evenings was
tendered to the Pi oe street society.
Y. M.

t
*

nearly daylight when the

was

ING.

by

the first offensive movement which tho colonists made against Great Britain. The promontory on which Fort Ticonderoga stood, contains
about 500 acres and is over 100 feet above the
lake. It is surrounded with water upon three
and at the time of which we speak, the

ambiguously worded,

White Fodder Corn—Geo. W. True & Co.
Portland Company—Annual Meeting.
Notice—An adjourned.
*
White Leghorns—Eggs for hatching.
Geo*. W. Small—Elias Thomas & Co.
Nursery of all kinds—Wm. Morton & Son.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Important sale—F. O.BaileyA Co.
sell this day.
Dow—Will
&
Morgan

Monday—Geo. W. Rowe

the

the shore of the lake under tho cover of the
datkuess of the night of tho 9th. Benedict
Arnold of later bad repute, appeared there to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Portland Safe Deposit Co.
Dr. Uenison-U. S. Hotel.
The Marr Farm—Far Sale.
Wanted—AiFuniished.
The Finest Country Seat in Cumberland.
For Sale—A New.
Found—A Gent’s.
Gas Notice
For Sale—A Fine Pleasure.
Removal—J. S. Robert*.
Notice of Copartneasbip—Morgan & Dow.
Legal Notices—1.

MAY

was

side was cut off from approach by a
The guns.of the
miry swamp.
marshy,
deep,
fort swept the waters of Bake Champlain in
s Itttle force was led to
every direction. Allen

S. A. Oroely says.
Rines Bros. are’ selling.
Parties wishing to lease.

*

celebration of the capture of Fort Ticonderoga by
Ethan Allen and his little baud of followers

Yesterday, May 10th, 1875,

height

was

reached and the men were only a stone’s throw
from the enemy.
No sooner had they reached
the height than a sentinel, detecting them, uttered a cryjof warning; tlieu pointed his gun
full at Etban Alien s heart and pulled the trigger. The gun missed tire, and the life of the
Another sentinel made
hero was spared.
thrust at Col. Easton; hut, ere he could execute
his intentions, his head was cleft in twain by
the ponderous weight of Ethan Allen’s sword.
The little farmer guide shouted to Allen
to follow him under the covered archway,
in the avenues of which the first sentinel had
fled. Allen did so,and all the soldiers followed.
Passing in, the men divided themselves into

a

two groups, one hurrying to the southwestern
and the other to the northeastern rauge of the
barracks. The British soldiers, aroused from

sleep, rushed from the barracks into the
quadrangle and were all taken prisoners. The
little guide, taking advantage of the moment,
conveyed Ethan Allen to the very door beyond
which Delaplaee, commandant of the fort, was
their

Allen struck the door throe vigorous blows with the hilt of his sword, Delaplaee
appeared at the threshold, backed up by his.
crouching, terror-stricl-en wife.
“I order you iustautly to surrender,” cried

sleeping.

Allen.

‘‘By what authority do you order me to sur.
render?” returned Delaplaee.
•
In the name of the Great Jehovah and the
Continental Congress,” shouted Allen.
Delaplaee surrendered, there and then, on
May 10th, 1775—100 years ago.
Thus, without losing one of his own men and
walking over only one corpse of the enemy,
Ethan Allen took the Fort of Ticonderoga, and
in doing so became one of the greatest heroes
of Revolutionary-history.
—The ladies of the New Jerusalem society concluded that the centennial of so notab'e au
event should not pass

unnotticed,

so

they got

up a very appropriate entertainment in Reception Hall,consisting of patriotic songs,readings,
refreshments and a dance. After an overture—
Yankee Doodle —performed on the piano by
Miss Dyer, Rev. Mr. Hayden read an account
of the taking of Ticonderoga by Ethan Allen.
He also remarked that the day following, the

patriotic people of the town of Portland captured Mowatt, the
commanding, and one
other officer of the British war ship Canso,
The following
which was lying off the harbor
readings followed, all of which were admirable
and elicited hearty^ applause: Paul Revere’s
Ride, by Mrs. E. W. Fox; The Pilgrim’s Vision (O. \V. Holmes) by Gen. Anderson, in
which he interpolated two stanzas referring to
Ticonderoga; Rising of ’76 (T. Buchanan Read)
by Miss Chaddock. America, The Star Spaugled Banner, Rally Round The Flag, etc., were
then sung by the Mrs. Merrill, Norcross aud
Files, and Messrs. Thomas, Hudson aud Southard, Mrs. Dyer accompanist, assisted by ChanOne notable feature was
dler with the cornet.
the singing of the Red, White and Blue by half
the
a dozen little Misses, -Berry giving
solo. Many of the ladies and Misses wore tho
costumes of a century ago. The whole affair
was gotten up with a degree of taste which
reflected much credit to the ladies of the So-

ciety.

It should have been better

patronized.

Chapel.—The
Srreet
State
spelliug
match last night at State street chapel was attended hy a good audience who quite filled the
chapel, which is one o£ the best audience rooms
in the city. Clarence Hale was spelliug master and S. H. McAlpiue and Charles J. ChapThe first.cxercise was by
man were umpires.
scholars from the Grammar School, twenty or
less of whom took their places on the seats at
the head of the chapel facing the audience>
and, after the first round of easy words, went
down after spelling
“dullsel”, “stucko”,
“glashul”, “giding”, and a few kindred words,
in each of which the umpires persisted in deciding on a different form as coirect, and which
was derived from the big volumes of Worcester and Webster lying od the table before them.
Miss Laura A. Jones was the victor in this
match, and received the prize of a gold dollar.
The second trial which was open to any of
the audience who chose to spell, was stoutly
contested, the spellers having to face the
the English language,
toughest words in
among which were many of those given out in
Cententhe recent match in the City Hall.

ary” finally

finished Mr. Waite, who was one
leftjstanding, and Mr. Chas. H.

of the two last

Payson received the prize.
An old fashioned spelling class, the main
feature of which was the celerity with which
the members alternated between the head and
the foot, cloEed the match, which was one of
the funniest of the season. .The knottiest words
in the language were given to this cla'S, and
the victor was one of our prominent citizens,
who insisted on spelling horse “boss,” and was
declared not to have missed but twenty-one
words in succession. Thus ended the “orthogramania” of the season.
A Fraud.—Music H all was well filled last
evenir g by a mixed audience to witness spirit
manifestations in the light, but they were sadly
disappointed and showed it in shouts and yells
The methe “entertainment” progressed.
dium was introduced as “Mr. T. Warrtn, one
of the most powerful mediums in the wor d.”
The man who run the show said he did not
claim that the feats performed were done by
spirit power, but all could judge for themselves
as

at the close. This was pretty hold, considering
that the show was advertised to be “spiritual

demonstrations.”
The medium put himself into a small cabinet and tied himself and then played the guitar, &c. An officer handcuffed him, but he refused to have the handcuffs put on behind him.
In this condition he put on and took off his
But the “manager” objected to passing
coat.
Several believers
the coat to the audience.
went into the cabiuet and told what wonders
they experienced, but one intelligent mechanic
nrlm

u'l.iil

in denounced

the whole

thine

as

performed, as there
city who can do much

several men in
better ones.
the
The audience treated the show with the
greatest contempt, and it was with difficulty
that they were ke pt from

are

breaking

picturesque portrait at
have not inaptly called
“The Saxon Prince.” It is of a son of tho
a
late Itev. N. W. T. Boot, and is said to be
likeness. The long flaxen hair aod
Grant lias

a

very

some

striking
the appellalarge blue eyes certaiuly justify
tion

the state, so that now it may be regarded as an
almost iudispensible state institution—of the
greatest convenience and value for all persons
who wish to place their valuables in a perfectly
The safe was built by the
safe depository.
American Steam Safe Co. of Boston, and is unquestionably one of the very best now in use in
auy part or the country. It is entered by two
iron and steel doors, each of which weighs
about two tons, aud supplied with the most
approved combination locks. The inner door
Is under the sole charge and control of tho
vault keeper, and the combination, by which it
is locked and unlocked, is known by him alone.
During business hours he is in constant attendance, and always within sight of the door.

depositor at a time is permitted to
enter the vault, and no stranger is admitted,
even for examination, unless upon a
responsiOnly

one

ble introduction. The outer door is ‘under the
exclusive care and control of the manager of
the vault, the'combination by which it is locked
and unlocked being known tohini alone. During business hours he is always within sight of
the door, aud of every person who enters the
and never leaves the office without fiist

office,

boltiug the door or leaving some responsible
person in charge. No straoger is permitted to
hire a box within the vault, or to make special
deposit, save upon a responsible introduction.
When both doors are locked, it requires both
tbe manager and vault keeper to open them
as each one knows only the combination of the
lock under his charge. Each renter of a box
has exclusive custody of his key, which will fit
to it
no other box, and has the right of access
Connected
at any time during business hours.
with the vault is a largo business office for the
sole use aud convenience of depositors—no
This vault is especother having access to it.
well adapted tor the safe keeping of

pecially

the securities of savings banks, aud all other
institutions having valuable papers or books to
preserve, as well as for the safe keepiug of
government bonds and other securities, deeds,

mortgages, leases, go'd and silver coin, jewelry,
diamonds and w itches, and gold and silver
plate ol private institutions, for all which re-

ceipts are given, containing full description of
the items, which will be delivered upon call
precisely as deposited.
In these days of frequent losses of personal
propeity by fire and burglars, it would seem to
bo inexcusably careless in this community at
least, for owners of valuables to run
from such causes in the future.

auy

risk

Relics.—George Wadsworth, Esq., a native
of Hiram, now a resident of Somerville, Mass.,
shows us several relics which would be esteemOne of
ed by the seeker of the venerable.
these is a certificate of a Maine Bank of Portland, setting forth that “Stephen Longfellow is
holder of share number 1912 in said hank.” It
is dated Nov. 8,1802, and is signed by Samuel
Freeman, President, and D. Hale, cashier,
Nov. 18,1802. Mr. Longfellow transferred the
same to Gen. Peleg Wadsworth, who, under
date of Feb. 10, 1813, acknowledges the receipt
of the “first dividend
amounting to $75.
Another is a letter

of..stock“

on

said

share,

from the Commissary
General of Massachusetts, to Gen. Peleg Wadsworth, dated Jan. 18, 1787, notifying him of
his appointment as deputy commissary, iu accordance with the recommendation of the selectmen of Portland, for “receiviug specific articles for taxes, etc., agreeable to an act of the
General Court, entitled ‘An act for the more
easy payment of taxes.’
The next is a letter from Gen. Warren, dated
Milton, Febuary 7, 1788. This official appears
He
to be rather gloomy respecting the future.

says: “I wish you ra?y get the appointment.
It may be more important now than evdr, because it may be an introduction to that list of
task masters which will be profitable, and may
be permanent if you can steel your heart with
insensibility to the misery about you and learn
I hear the conto stifle every emotion of pity.
stitution

was

God

yesterday passed.

on

America suouiu

save

ue iue

empuuucai uuu iccnug
I am sure our own wis-

prayer of every one.
dom and prudence will

have

no

hand in its

salvation.”
The Museum.—The Museum was filled last
evening, on tho occasion of Miss Chippendale’s
benefit. Chairs were brought into requisition >
aod even standing room was at a premium.
The little woman must have felt that she had
abundant proof of tho kindly regard in which
she is held by the people of Portland.
Miss Chippendale’s first appearance was the
for very; warm applause, which grew
iuto a storm bofore the close of the “shadow
dance.” In response to urgent and repeated
calls she appeared before the curtain at the

signal

Several huge bouquets
close of the first act.
Her speech of
were tossed upon the stage.
thanks was brief, aud apt, consisting of FanAin’t you
chon’s words, “O ain’t you good!

kind!”
The rendition of the title-role was meritorious, aod better even than the audience had
been led to expect. In the lighter scenes especially it was excellent. The fantastic little creature with her eltlsli ways and suspicious temwas
per, aud bitter tongue, and kindly heart,
The Bupport by Miss
Cameron as Fadet, Mrs. Grattan as Mother

effectively portrayed.

Barbiand, Miss Victoria Cameron as Madelon,
Mr. Arnold as Landry, and Mr. Calder as
Didier, was excellent. Miss Cameron’s rendition of the old woman was especially good and
a decided surprise to the audience, being altogether out of the line in which they had
beeu accustomed to see her appear.
This evening Oliver I)oud Byron appears in
his great success, “Across the Continent.”
This

play

will

run

all the week.

FAin —The India Street Sunday School will
hold a fair and entertainment in the vestiy of
the India street church, Wednesday andThurs
day afternoons and evenings, May 12th and
13th. Tho afternoons will be devoted to the
sale of fancy and .useful article, and in the

evenings will be presented the beautiful alleliefreshments
gory The Pilgrim’s Choice.
will be sorved. Thursday evening there will be
a spelling match. Admission—afternoons free;
evening 25 cents for adults, 15 ceuts for^ children.

___

Accident.—A boy uamed|Charles Dorstream
had two «f his Augers crushed off yesterday at
the Grand Trunk depot. He was playing near
the track when the Lewiston train backed into
the depot and in some way his hand was run
He was taken to his home on Newbury
over.
street.

____.

Base Ball Meeting —The adjourned meetAssociation was
ing of the Besolute Base Ball
held last evening at their rooms, and the following officers elected: S. It. Small, President;
F. S. Waterhouse, Vice President; J. E. Wa-

terhouse, Secretary, A. Odiorne, Treasurer;
General Committee, S. B. Small, J. E. Waterhouse, C. Odiorue, F. M. Higgins,

are a

|

Tbo Biddeford Times says that during the
past two years about one hundred and fifty
buildings have been erected in that city.
Biddeford was roused with heavy tliuuder
and sharp lightning at 3i o’clock Sunday moru

on
Reports were received and adopted
temamusements, freedmon, Bible cause and
be
chosen
perance. It voted that five delegates
to attend the national temperance convention
chosen.
wera
at Chicago, and the following
M.
Gen. Perry, D. B. Randall, C. C. Cone, O.

The following patents were issued for the
week ending May Oth:—Samuel K. Bailey of
Bath, for bendiug wood; E. R. Norton of Bangor, photograph burnishers; Luther L. Allen,
Monmouth, machines for coating fabrics.
Wb notice

“Abstract Life Chart” just
printed from the official returns of the diffierent insurance
companies doing a life business
in Maine the past
year, that the Equitable Life

conference,
adopted.
report of committee on the Presiding
Eldership was received and adopted.
The stewards reported and distributed the
conference money to the claimants amounting
The

to $2215.
Bros. Clifford and Merridetli were made effective. K. Atkinson was made supernumeraE. W. Hutchinson
ry wjthout appointment
of
was readmitted into conference ou certificate
location.
H. I. A Patterson was readmitted
also.
Charles D. Linsey, from the Irish Conference, was admitted on trial.
Various resolutions of thanks were adopted.
conference railD. B. Raudall was

appointed

jf $5,000,000 are taken into account. It
issues all tho ordinary forms of policies that
first class companies do, also the Tontine which
is very attractive to capitalists as an invest-

visitors, delegates

ment.

and examining committee.

Nominations confirmed.
Took up the order of the day—Memorial service for the dead, William Wyman and James

appointments

Parties wishing to lease a first class house
up town, with twelve rooms and all modern improvements, should address P. O. Box 1891.

Larceny.—A boy who recently came to this
country, and was a short lime since taken from
the control of his uncle on account of alleged
cruelty to the lad, was locked up last night
charged with stealing $40 of the man who had
Mr. Cummings, who lives on
nearDanfortli street,with whom be boarded.

been bis friend,
or

a

The Georgia Minstbels.—Queeu Victoria
had the Georgia Minstrels appear before her
during their visit to England, and after their

performance tendered

them

supper. The Co.
appears at Music Hall May 11th and 13th.

Bines Bros, will

Memorial Day.
Gen. Seldon Conner, Department Commaderof the Grand Army of the Republic In
Maine, has issued the following order respecting Memorial Day:
In accordance with the recommendation of
the Commarider-iu-Ckiel, relative to the day to
be designated as Memorial Day iu those states
which have made the 30th of May a legal holiday, and providing that the day following be
observed when the 30th occurs on Sunday,—
Monday, May 31st, will he observed by this
Department of the Grand Army of the Republic as Memorial Day.

it is hoped that our lellow citizens and comrades not of our order will lend their co operation, da in former years, iu the beautiful and
fitting commemorative services which custom
has established, and that no resting-place of a
patriot soldier will prove so secluded as to be
unvisited and undecked by comrade or Iriend
on this day dedicated lo grateful remembrance.
The highest considerations of morality and
patriotism move ns to honor the memory of our
fellow-countrymen, who illustrated some of
the noblest qualities of humanity, and to preserve their example that iu death as in life
they may serve their kind and their country. As for us who were their comrades, our
hearts must indeed be as cold as death can
make them when they cease to warm to the
and to prompt lo
memory of our brothers,
of respect and affection.

demonstrations

morning.

this

open

new

a

lot of Silks

_

ply of ice; namely, 32 degrees Fahrenheit. No
invention of man can evsr hope to excel this
provision of nature; for below this point, even
one
degree of temperature, all vegetable life

from the

efficiency

of

the

The

DISTRICT.

T

hiohest

awards

over

all

my8-tf

_

Eureka! Yes wb Have Found I—Amongst
all the trash thrown upon the market in the
shape of Catarrh Cure, there is one article that
readers to
we have tried and guarantee te our
be everything that it is recommended to be,
and that is Rieder’s Germ in Snuff. A box or
A
two will cure the worst case of Catarrh.
large number of people in this city have used
Our
we
what
and
can
substantiate
say.
it,
Druggists are selling immense quantities of it,
and will warrant it. There is certainly nothing to compare with it, and we recommend it
to all who are afflicted with this disease.

Vivian.

Naples and South Harrison—A. Hatch.
South Paris—J. P. Lapham,
South YVaterford, Otistield and Sweden—Delano

Perry.

Woodstock -Thomas Hillman.
Bethel—A. Sanderson.
Gorham, N. H.—YV. W. Baldwin.
Livermore—T. J. True.
East Poland—YV. F. Marshall.

The gales of Araby are not spicier than the
aroma which the lragraut SOZODONT imparts to the breath. Nor is the heart of the
ivory nut whiter than the teeth that are cleaned

Parker Jaoues, Presiding Elder.

ugusta—koscoe

Sandeisou.
Hallowed—D. W. L. Saiacbeur.
North Augusta—Reuel F. French.
l„«no

daily with that matchless liuid.
inylOd&wlw.

Fairfield—Perry Chandler.

Fairfield Ceutre—J. R. Hayden.
Skowhegan—H. Hooper.

myll

GRAND OPENING
—

OF

in Wllbraham
Academy,
Mass., and Member Kennebunk Depot Quarterly

an act of the Cegittlalare
of itlaiue 1875,

Chartered by

—

and

Thursday

AT

IN

ITS

AND

H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan,
William E. Gould,
Philip H. Brown,
William Hammond,
William G. Davis,
Frank Noyes,
W. H. Anderson,
A. W. Coombs,
L. D. M. Sweat,
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan.
Aiuon P. Morrill, Readtielu,]

Portland.

Boys’ Sheet

myll__
PORTLAND COMPANY.

Boys’ Suit,

dtf

Stockholders of the Portland Company,

at their works,on TUESDAY, the 25th day of May,
at 3 o’clock in the afternoon for the follo wing putDcses. viz:
1st—To act on tbe reports of the Directors anil
Tieasurer.
2nd—To choose Directors for the ensuiDg year.
2d—To act on any other business that may come
before the meeting.
RUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.

lsTW&Ti’im

Working Pants,
Overall and

CHIROPODIST,
has rooms at the

Husban-

Try Them !

!

86 Commercial St., Thomas’ Block.

Gimps, Ornaments,
Fringes, New Braid*.
Finest Jewelry in Garnet,
Hiittnna

8 TEMPLE STREET.
(13m

ap12

It Is impossible to name all tbe
all the ladies, buying or not, to
goods and prices,

Commercial 8t.« T ho nine’ II lock,
PORTLAND.
GEO. M. SMALL,
ELIAS THOMAS.
dlw&w4wl9
myll

T. LOBENSTEIN,

mylleodlmls

The Grandest

OF THE SEASON
will take place

prepared

orders for the manufacture
of all kinds of

to receive

Upholstery
—

AND

FURNITURE

Work

—

REPAIRING !

Parlor

Suits,

SPRING
CIIAIKS
AT

AND
LOW

Lounges,

House,

Also

a

large assortment of

Untrimmed Hats in all the
est

nni

AND

for

at Terr law

order.

nil

new

Shades

Uliftsen

Algo

copart-

INFANT*’

2

*.
■

WJfl. DAVEAPOBT.
dim

ap24

ICK

NEW

PURE

I C E
Earni.hed mad Shipped hr

N. <> CRAM.
i.tf

CAREFULLY

AND

YORK

Can be plnced upon the wnll far one Icnrth
the caat of Frcaco Fainting In Oil.
Having been appointed agent. In Portland for tb«
above, we respectfully Invite tbe attention

!

ofjtbe public

to it,

extraordinary

W

aprl

OAR.HEN18

3

No* 17 Market Street.

BRANCH,

dl w

Portland & Worcester

2
o

JLilNE.

$

■

2.30

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit tlio same; and all persons indebted to
said estate aro called upon to make payment to
LEWIS PIERCE, Publie Adm’r.
mylIdlaw3wS*
Portland, May 4, 1875.

The past long cold winter fnrorlno the
cutting and storage of Inn nunsnalljr largo
stock of Ice, we offer It to oar enstoasors
nt the

following

REDUCED
•

NEW

Ivina

of the stock-

O fllces.

.T.OO
.9.C0

cv

Co.,|No.

Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. m., connecting at New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a. ni., and
arriving in Portland at 1.18 p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with trains of the Maine Central Road to and from

Oak Nl.
d’w

FOUMO,
A Gent's DIAMOND
at this Office.
myll

the East.

PIN.

to

Depot,

train.

NATHAN WOOD.
or

Westbrook Junction

11 DOLLARS.

from fowls which took first
sliov in Portland.

Fore A Plnrn Si.

ample time

State Rooms on the elegant Steamers City of
Boston and City of Now York, cau be secured in advance, at the Treasurer’s Office, 91 Middle street,
from 2 p.
from 9 a. m., to1 p. m., and at the
in., until train time, and of the Conductor on the

one

myll___

in

Fare from Portland
New York and Return,

hatching,
EGGS
premiums at tbo great
dollar for thirteen.
r.r.

YORK,

or

WHITE LEGHORNS.

4'A

MONTHLY PRICES*.
iUoatbly

W.

Call
(
*

in

Vi

H. TURNER,
Mapt. P. A R. R, R.
digit

rale*

apply

Ibe whole aeaaoa,
10 lbs.
15
20

dally,

per

’•

••

or

la all aal tablag
foar uaoalba.

Ice

month.(1.50
*•
2.00

••

2.50

N. K
Cn.lomer. aupplird
al proportionate rniea.

No change of Cars Between Portland and New London.

Commercial street, Pori laud, at 3 o’clock P.
MONDAY, May 17, 1875.
Per order.
C. F. ROBERTS, Sec’y.
Portland, May 10, 1875.
mylldtd.

‘AOA

RATES:

Price* for 18TJ, for Panalllca aad
.$3.00

in.

arriving there early the next morning
for morning trains South and West.

on

for

P.

daily, Sundays excepted, for New London, connecting with the Steamers of the Norwich Line samo
evening for

meeting
adjourned
ot Dirigo State Quarry Company, will
AN holders
be held at the office of J. B. Mathews

Price

&CO“.

D. W. CLARK

Portland

business

di*2m

F. LATHER.

DANIEL A. RROWN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as llio law directs. Ail persons having de-

90

merits.

Maxrett.Bailev& Co.

is hereby given that tlio subscriber has
A Steamboat Express Train
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE
leaves
at
of Administrator of the estato of

THE

Bonds and Mortgages.
selected Westerf
Municipal Bonds
anti Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
Collections
and
Remittances
Inquiries,
promptly attended tn.
CtlARLES M. HAW KES,
W
MiddleSfc.
augl7TuTb&Sly2op

Hosiery

full line of

myG_

g-

as__t

Annual Meeting.
stockholders of THE TEMISCOUTA PINE
LAND CO., are hereby notified that the annual
miotlngwlll be held at the office ol A. E. Steventf &
Co., on WEDNESDAY, May 12th,at 3 o’clock p. m„
for the purpose oi settling their Agent’s account, the
choice of officers, and the transaction o! any other
tmidness proj>erly befoie said meeting.
N. O. CRAM, Clerk.
Portland, May 4th.
mytklistd

and

Onnw or Mil of a.y kind can h* kinorrd from ll by the aw of aoap and water
without affecting the colora which arc war
ranted permanent.

539 Congress Street.

NOTICE."1

CARGOES OF

a

CAP*

trust
A long expetienco as Foreman in first class establishments in New York and Boston enables me to
v/arraut all work entrusted to me.

Children.

Our numerous patrons and friends and the public
in general are respectfully invited to call and examine.

i'<^

^
ci

Covers Defeets in tbe Plastering
which no Oil Painting will do.

sale of the

Ladies, Rents,

for

and

Parasols, Corsets

*

SACNION STREET.

]Tlnttrea«tea Wholesale and Retail.

ill

mytldtfM.

8
a

Draperies, Shades and Cushion1) made to

300 DOZ. PRS. KID GLOVES

for the purpose of carrying on the Auction and Commission business at 18 Exchange Street, Portland.
A. M. MORGAN,
G. DOW,

BEDDING,
PRICES.

price*.

1060 Yards real Malta and Yak Laces,
Beaded Fringes and Gimps.

Copartnership.

I

ALSO—

Soft Silk Scarfs for Hats and Sashes

illw

Nursery Block of ail kinds

by Dampness.

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

SILKS

9R0S-DE-SUEZ

Dress nnd Hat Trimmings.
—

ME.

a

It

rimming*.

Fresco

500 (FITE HUNDRED) YARD* OF

SOFT

STREET,

a

perfect Substitute for
Painting in Oil.
Is not Affected

RIBBONS

in nil Width* and Color* for Saobm and

Fodder Corn

-AT-

A

30 (FIFTY) CARTONS OF

GR.

IIIIS

WASHABLE^

FRENCH IMPORTED FLOWERS,

ERRIIAc K ILBF.

BEDS.

new-

shapes.

paInted

OIL.

FIFTY (50) CARTONS OF

GR.

THE

dg

—

Limit s !

at

undersigned Lave this day formed
nership under the name and style of
MORGAN A DOW

I

AT

—

GEO. W. TRUE & CO.,

am

Something New.

may Gtli, 7th and 8th,

for sale by

I

on

SRE^to Pattern Bonnets and
Round Hats !
Harr Farm

Notice of

'Halm

apt3

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

in |3cArboro. Large two story house,
barn and out buildings, buildings and fences in
in good order, 120 acres of land, large orchard. For
beauty of location aud richness of soil it will rank
among the most valuable farms in the State. Will
be sold at reduced price. Reference to the owner on
the premises or F. G. PATTERSON, Williams’
mylltf
Block, Portland.

No. 13 Free Street,

Opening

Deering Block.

No.4

UNION

PORTLAND,

I invite

examine

CARDS.

NO

delightful

COMMERCIAL.

articles.
call and

RESPECTFULLY,

rural
and
as
Tyng Place, in Gorham,
miles from Portland, one mile from Saccarof
appa, but three minutes’ walk from crossing
Portland & Rochester railroad. The farm consists
of 80 acres of land, cuts 40 tons of hay, is supplied
with Sebago water, and Is by far the most desirable
and valuable place .to be purchased in the vicinity
of Portland. Apply to UPHAM A GARDINER,

White

In all

Imported Back Combs,
Hosiery, Cloves,
Corsets, etc.

customers.

M

©if

The finest Assortment of Goods,
in Quality as well as Quantity,
Hamburg Edgings aud Insertions,
Worsted Work in all Tarieties,
Heal aud Imitation Laees,

AND

continuauco of the trade of his former

Eye

—

WEDNESDAY,

MIDDLE

233

247 Spring Street,

YORK COUNTY.

Patrons of

—

One Price Clothiers,

associated himself with Elias Thomas
tV Co., in business and removed to

Foster’s

or

50c

C. D. B. Fisk & Go,

M«

mylldtw*_

Saturday evening.

organized at Woodbury’s Hall, Cornish, Friday, May 7tb, by J. M, Jackson,
Grati 1 Secretary of the state, assisted by C. H.
Cobb, Grand Treasurer, with the following
officers elected: B. F. Pease, Master; "C. D.
Small, Overseer; N. W. Barker, Treas.; B. G.
Smith, Sec,; D. C. Pike, Lecturer; J. W.
Pease, Chaplain; G. M. Douglass, Slew'ard; E.
W. Pike, Assistaut Steward; E. W. Boynton,
Gate Keeper; Mrs. B. F. Pease, Captain (?»;
Mrs. R. G. Smith, 1st Lieut.; Mrs. E. Barker,
2d do.; MrB. B. F. Haley, 3d do.

75c,

Jumpers,

Buy Them

__cod3t

I nmiini r»f

was

Mrs. Lucy A. Smith, so inhumanly treated
by her husband, Hugh Smith of West Buxton,
died on the 5th inst. On the 6th, sheriff Tarheld au inquest and the finding was that Mrs.
Smith’s death arose from prostration, superinduced by exposure to the cold iu tbe dwelling
of her husband in the months of January and
February, 1875.

—

The 21st of April,

A

WASHINGTON COUNTV.

Machiasport.

Grand Opening

I WILL EXHIBIT

WEEK.

Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nalls, etc.,

a

dlt

$1 & $2

Our $3.00 Iron Clad Suits can’t bo beat

NEW two and one half story, slated Mansard
roof house, In an excellent neighborhood in
the westerujpart of tke*jiiy; bathroom, washbowls,
Sebago aud gas, with a line cemented ^cellar. Lot
130 feet deep, good room for stable.

and shall keep for salo

the light house on

myll

U. 8. HOTEL

Solicits

a

Spring Fancy Goods.

—

FISK & CO’s.

Tr. kenison,

P.

18

a.
2k
of
large and splendid
Watches, Diamonds, Indies Sets, Kings,
Arc., Arc. All goods warranted as represented.
MORGAN A DOW, Auctioneer*.

m.,

p.

3.50

AT

—

For Sale !

town.

Siguor Wandanna, a sword swallowor with
Gibb’s Zoological exhibition, while performing
at Calais last week,
accidentally cut himself
internally. Inflammation resulted and be died

rooms

Suits, $5

Children’s Suits,

Situated

179 MIDDLE ST.

for

Bev.I. S. Knowlton of Calais has written a
book entitled “Annals ot Calais, Maine, and
St. Stephen, New Brunswick.”

sell this day, at tbelr Auction
WILL
m., aud
Exchange street, at 10 i o'clock
7
Stock

Children’s Iron Clad Suits, $3.00

Portland May 11, 1875.myllTTh&Sdtd

myll

The Calais Advertiser understands an effort
made a few eveningsbince to settle the suit
pending between C. B, whidden and the city,
but without effect. The city offering to settle
by Whidden paying $375.00 which he refused
to do. The suit is for money alleged to have
been withheld by him while employed as the
city’s attorney, and will have to go to trial.

MORGAN A DOW.

FISK & CO’S.

are

notified that the annual meeting of this
THEhereby will
be held at the otticeof the Company,

THIS

dtf

-AT-

Corporation

\ f

Auctioneers.

myll

8

ANNUAL MEETING.

uuicuaj

for building a brick
block fifty feet square by three stories high, by
the trustees of the Dexter Savings Dank.

F. O. Bailey A Co.i

Iron

,

continuing, until all are sold, at 3 1-3
and 7 1-2 P. 71. each day.
The Paintiugs aro now on exhibition at
place of sale, and the pahlfec are cordially invited to call and inspect them.
and

and

rsp-For circulars or information address
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,

116

smelts, but “suckers” aro
that town akj the low-

12.00

Fisk & Co’s.

L, D. HI. 8 WE AT, President

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

peddled in the streets of
est prices.
Proposals are invited

$8.00

W. COOOTB8, Pecretary.

A.

Deering Block,
to commence on

-A.T

Joseph Dane, Keunebunk.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

A three story brick block is to be built this
season, upon the site of tbe old Hatch house
which was burned last winter.
Free school books have been put into the
schools of Dexter, pursuant to a vote of the

No. 5

Tuesday, May 18th, at 3 1*2 P. M

Men’s Suits,
Men’s Suits,

SHAREHOLDERS:

John Mussey,
F. K. Swan,

—

Gallery of Messrs. Schumacher
Bros.,

Art

Fisk & Co s.

PORT LAND.
DIRECTORS

AT tub

—

Exchange Street,

97

The

The Kennebec Journal says that the Trustees of the Maine Insane Hospital have selected
Messrs. Woodbury, Pattangall and Chase as a
special committee to have.the supervision of
the erection of the new chapel {at the hospital.

waiting

Clothing

Can be fonnd at

—

FIRE-PROOF AND BURGLAR PROOF VAULTS,

—

np20

An Auburn lady over 64 years of age, and in
feeble health since last fall, has made more
than 700 aprons and 70 calico wrappers.
Three cases of cerehro-spinal
meningitis
have recently occurred in Lewiston.
a
former
Dr. A. P. Pinkham,
resident of
Fairfield, died at his residence in Skowhegan,
Monday moruing. He is said to have been the
ipventor of the presentjmethod of fastening car
wlieels|on the axletree.

Grange,”

Summer

—

OF

—

T) A TXTrFTVTiU

ATT
V1U

Rental of Safes,

^34

WELCH’S,

quarter.

was

rr>

FOR SALE.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.-

The “Cornish

THE

SALE

FOURTH ANNUAL

SPRINGr

of Valuables

AND

—

May 13th and 14th,
—

—

Paintings

—

Excbang^street.

Friday,

OF

AUCTION.

—

Presseifevery day

The Lewiston Journal says that 30 houses are
to be built in Auburn this season, within half
Twelve or thira mile of Broad street bridge.
teen honses are already being built in that

dry,

FOR

TUB

Safe-keeping

NEWS.

are

IMPORTANT SALE

BY

HAVE THOSE SOILED

Bath—E. B. Nealley of Bangor.
Lewiston—Hon. William P. Frye.
Fairfield—C. C. Couillard of Boston.
Wateville— Rev. S. P. Merrill.
Waldoboro—B. F. Smith.
ICenduskeag—E. C. Brett of Bangor.

x

10___d3t

OF

Or Faded Garments Cleansed or Dyed, and
Pressed by
WORKMEN OF EXPERIENCE.
Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed or Dyed, and

Mass.

near

dtf

views,

AND OTHER

state ou Memorial Day:
Portland— Colonel William Spaulding of Boston.
Biddeford—Governor Dingley.
Bangor—General James A. Hall of Damariscotta.
Augusta—Major John D. Myrick ot Fitchbnrg,

uu

Variety

HAILEY 6c CO., Auctioneers

F. O.
my

Fine Oil

THEwith
sunny exposure,
the Col.
known

Memorial Orations.—The following gentleannounced to deliver orations in this

Avery’s Hock,

Endless

noble old mansion surrounded by tine trees.

men are

on

BROS.,

Tbe Finest Country Seat in Cumberland County lor Sale.

Chip Hats,

Conference.
C. B. Piiblado transferred to New Hampshire Conference and stationed at St. Paul’s ekurcb, Manchester.
Localities omitted above are to be supplied.

Work has commenced

City for many years. Open lor examination
Monday and Thursday, 3rd, and 4ih, previous of

seven

Pillsbury, Professor

—

this

—

French Flowers,
Paris Hats,

AT

sale.

80

*

13th,

11 A* M., and 3 P. HI., each day,

shall offer a collection of flue original Oil Paintings by European Artists of celebrity. Among thorn
may be found specimens by Veron, Leonarett, De
Pierce, O. L. Brown, W. W. Brown,
Urailly, Hasson,
Russell, dec. In offering this collection, we feel that
good Judges and lovers of the Art cannot iail to see
that no better collection has been offered for sale in

A.N

THEM.

Opp, II. II, Hay & Co.’s.

WEDNESDAY,

12th and

176 FORE STREET,

ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Flour, Groceries and Provisions,

—

ence.

iuac

ON TUESDAY &

we

GEO. W. SMALL

Agent State Temperance AssoKenuobunk Quarterly Confer-

Dexter don’t have

SEE

Paintings

A.XJCTIQJST.

—

rntcs

AND

Oil

Exhibition with Catalogues,

THE

having

F. A. Robinson, Professor in Goshen Female Seminary and Member Chestnut street Quarterly Con-

auvvouuuuu

on

BY

At

MIDDLE STREET

feb9

ence.

1IX

A

teed.

Phillips, West Phillips and Raugely—David
Church.
Farmington—Enos T. Adams.
Salem, Ivingfleld and Freeman—M. C. Baldwin.

iuc

Wanted.

1

Office hours from 9 A* CM. till 8
Saturday till 6 P. CM#

New Portland and New Vineyard—David Pratt,Jr.
Solon and Athens—E. Gerry.
Industry and Starks—J. Fairbanks.
West Waterville and North Sidney—C. Clifford.
Mercer and Norridgewock—C. W. Averill.
Strong— Frank W. Smith.

iuo

Now

FURNISHED room in vicinity of St. Paul’s
Church. Rent not to exceed SB n mouth. Admylltf
dress BETA, Post Office, Portland.

removed without paiu and immediate relief guaran-

Madison and Anson—Janies Nixon.

could bear a tcaui.
A large crew of river drivers
the ice to go out

European

Goods.

ss

n

BIKES

READFIELD DISTRICT.

Henry
Seminary

mylld2w

May

T

COME

comnetitors at

Notice.—One and all will please take notice
that Dr. Swift, 1 and 2 Fluent Block, can be
from 2 to 5.
seen at his office from 9 to 12, and
Other hours engaged to outside practice.

D. Centre.

STATE

JA.

Afreet.

—

il.

uess iiiaii

preserving

fail to call and examine them at ths Wheeler
& Wilson Sewing Machine Rcoms.
J. L. Hayden, Gen. Agent for Maine,
239 Middle Street, Portland.
rnjltf

North Auburn—F. M. Pickles.
Mechanics* Falls—YV. B. Bartlett.
Oxford—Noah Hobart.

J. H.

REMOVAL.
ROBERTA, dealer In Ilay and Straw,
has removed from G7 Center Street to tt Union

These Goods were bought last
week for Cash on the counter,
and will be sold

the last annual Exhibitions of the American
Institute, 1873 and 1871.
Those in want of a Refrigerator should not

Ezekiel Martin, Presiding Elder.
Gardiner—J. F. Hutchins.
Bath, YVesley church—A. S. Ladd.
Richmond— F. Grcvener.
Bowdoinhom—A. It. Sylvester.
Biunswick—Charles W. Morse.
Harps well—Nathan Andrews.
Lisbon—S. D. Brown.
Lewiston, Park street—Horace YV. Bolton.
Main street—S. F. YVetherbee.
Auburn—G. D. Lindsay.
Monmouth—Daniel Masteruian.
North Yarmouth—George YV. Barbour.
Durham, Pownal and South Auburn—H. B. YVardwell.

ference.
Oliver M. Cousens,
ciation and Member

OF

Spring Dr

power.

North Fryeburg and Stowe—John Mitchell.
Conway and Conway Centre—II. B. Mitchell.
North Cop way and Bartlett—H. F. A. Patterson.

K*

cTToice

-1K»—

destroyed, and every degree of temperature added above that point, only deducts so
much

<\ V. ALI

Regular gale of Furniture and General Merchandise every
Saturday at salesroom, 178 For* .tree*,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. ns.
Consignments solicited.
ocftltf

PLEASURE YACHT. Apply
B. W. JONES,
Harbor Commissioner.

—

Lyons BlackSilks

will be

New Sharon—George R. Wilkins.
East Wilton, Temple and Weld—0. E. Bisbee.
Livermore Falls—William H. Foster.
Fayette—C. W. Blackman.
Wayne—E. K. Colby.
Kent’s Hill and Readfleld Corner—C. C. Mason.
Belgrade and Mount Vernon—James W. Smith.
Wiuchrop—Stephen Allen.
Wilton—R. H. Kimball.
Henry P. Torsey, P.esident, Joseph L. Morse and
C. Sheldon,
Allen F. Chase, Prolessors, and
and Female ColAgent, Maine Wesleyan
lege, and members Kent’s Hill Quarterly Confer-

F. Q. BULKY.

For Sale.
PISE

_

North Gorham—Joseph Celley.
Baldwin—D. M. DeHughos.
Kezar Falls—Ashbury C. Trafton.
Fryeburg and Lovell—C. H. Zimmerman.
Stow—J. Mitchell.

O

(OMcc 13 BKPfcu«« IlMtl

GAS NOTICE.

•

—

—

Tiie Addeoretti Iceiierg.—The “Iceberg”
is the only Befrigerator scientifically constructed so as to secure the one absolutely preserving
temperature which nature provides in its sup-

Newlieid—John A. Strout.
YVest Newlieid—Geoge Holt.
Buxton, &c.—J. Colby.

\\r

Salesroom 174 Fore Street.

R., Frees Office.

will be shut oft TO-DAY from 1J clock
THEto 4Gas
P. M.
mylldlt

STOCK

NEW

in

A Hand or Sewing Machine Silk which has
excited the universal admiration of thousands
of those who have used it is the C'orticclli Sewing Silk.

Allred—Joseph Hawkes.

a

Personal.
Mrs. Abba Goold Woolson will deliver a lecture at Kent’s Hill, Friday, the 14th Inst.

great bargains

Bines Bros, are selling
Lyons Black Silks.

M. Stevens.
York—J. H. Trask.
Goodwin’s Mills—A. Turner.

A

Address

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

~

A

—

myll*3t

_

Kittery—O.

Bridgton—ltichard

satisfactory.

to
WillJ Open ThisJDay A
inylldtf

Active agents are wanted, aud such can learn particulars by reading
his advertisement in another coin mu.

Gray—J. K. Cole.
Gorham—E. W. Hutchinson.
Sacarappa—D. B. Kandall.
Scarboro—J. E. Budden.
Saco—A. YV. Pottle.
JBiddeford—J. It. Day.
Cape Porpoiso—Charles Andrews.
Keimebunk—Gersliom F. Cobb.
Kennebunkport—T. P. Adams.
Kennebunk Depot—John Cobb.
Berwick—Isaac Lord.
South Berwick—Charles Munger.
Elliot, &c.—S. F. Strout.
South Elliot—Alvah Cooke.
Kittery Navy Yard—Beuj. Freeman.

Freeport—Nathan

uufurnlabed.
facing south or

or

large

erences

!

RINES~”BROS.

Hammer, combined.

preachers

Israel Luce. Presiding Elder.
Portland, Chestnut street—Sylvester P. Jones.
Pino street—Janies W. Johnston.
Congress street—C. W. Brad lee.
lslaud church—John C. Perry.
Pleasant street church—J. Gibson.
Cape Elizabeth Ferry—John M. YVoodbury.
Cape Elizabeth Depot—John Collins.
Falmouth and Cumberland—B. F. Pease.
Casco Bay Islands—Henry Crockett.
Raymond—Supplied by YV. YV.Tratiou.

GARDINER

furnished
BY roams,
must be
and

rooms

from 3 to 6
Two of the
woit. Ref-

S. A. Greedy says, “It can't be beat.” He
refers to the Union Carpet Sweeper and Tack

DISTRICT.

PORTLAND

F. O. BAILEY & CO*

Tenement Wanted.
gentleman and wlfo a tenement of

o

plus

tobacco reported. Adopieu.
Conference ordered the usual number of minutes.
The Bishop aunouuced the nomination of
on

of

Tuesday, May 11th

AUCTION SALES!

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

_L.

by the

Assurance Society of the United Stales heads
the list both in auiouut of new business and in
the Increase of premium receipts.
Mr. J. F. Clark. General Manager for tlie
State, Informs ug that the general business depression had no visible iufiueuco with the sue■
cess of his agency during 1874, thus showing
that tho Equitable must be exceedingly popular.
We also notice that nearly one-fourth of all
the life business trausaced in the state by
thirty three companies was done by the Equitable, that is, that it did nearly eight times the
average amount of all tho companies combined.
It does not seem so strange that men prefer
the Equitable when its strength of $27,000,000
its income annually of $10,000,000 and its sur-

was

McMillan.
The following
were announced:

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PICESS, the circulation of which, per mouth, exceeds 100,000.

IN GENERAL.

providing

road agent.
Committee

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

mg.

Cousens and Cyrus Sturdivant.
Committees on church extension,Sabbath and
Missionary
missionary committee reported.
appropriations were made amounting to $15C0,
relaBishop Audrews decided a rule of law in
B.
tion to District Conference on appeal of D.
Randall from rnling of I. Luce, in which Bishop sustained the Presiding Elder.
A resolution presented by S. F. Wetberbee*
for a Preacher’s Aid Anniversary at
next

having interesting

meetings.

son.

our

little shaky.

The Saco Reform Club is

Bath, May 10.
Mawith prayer by C. C.

PENOBSCOT COUNTV.

it up.

Aiit Notes.—Schumacher is to have a grand
picture sale on the 18th inst. He has reorganized his gallery, which now presents a very attractive appearance. The pictures, many iu
number,are so hung upon the walls as to show to
the best advantage, and the brown background
the artists reprejs “just the thing.” Among
sented are J. B. Sword, Wiggo Fausholdz, Norton, Miss Skeele, C. J. Schumacher, and J.T.
Wood. The gallery is well worth a visit.

Hale's, which

been managed by them. The superior quality
of the vault, its safety against fire or burglars
and its faithful and efficient management, soon
commended it to our careful and prudent ci'izens, aud to many others in different parts of

a

humbug, ami said the medium performed a’l
the feats with his right hand. It was promised
that the cabinet should be takeu down beforo
It is not
the audience, but it was not done.
necessary to attempt to explain how the tricks
were

About three years since, one or two private
individuals of Portland, built a large iron and
steel fire proof and burglar proof vault at No.
H7 Exchange street, and from that time to the
organization of the company last week, it has

opened

Conference

our

fourth

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
10 ctnt-ennial Tea Parly.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Mot ice—Morgan & Dow.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

the directors chosen are among
best and most responsible citizens of this
city aud state.

still continue to worry the traffickers in strong
drink, but little of tire ardent is found, however.
The court sets uext week, and dealers

SEVENTH DAY.

Legislature,and

sides,

AdTrrtUemeni. To-Day.

Tuesday May

IIi«lorical—Centennial l elebrnlioil a*
City Hull, ele., etc.

11, 1875

MAY

TUESDAY MOKSISG,

T'ue Biddeford Times says that thaj sheriffs

[Koported for the Press.!
Maine Methodist Conference.

1‘orllnud Safe Deposit Company.
As may bo seen in our advertising columns,
the “Portland Safe Deposit Company” have organized under the charter granted by our last

TICONDEROGA.

for ibe year

apl3dlstl

~$80,000
To Loan on First Class IHortgago*
in Portland and Vicinity
In Sums to Suit.
Kbal Estatb SBcrrnmBS, paying 8 to 10 per
rent. Interest free ot Taxes. iKVUmm in Kbal
Estatb in Portland and Vicinity, If Judiciously
made, are the best and safest mndes of employlug
rapital. First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without charge. Gitakastkks perfect title and ample security In all Its
Rbal Estatb InvestHeal Estatb Loans.
ments and Impbovbmbnts made on rommlsalim
and on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

G. R.
Real Estate
<*'27

DAVIS,

and

Loan

Agency,

BROWN’S BLOCK.

L'peodly

POETRY.
l’rospice.
I!V

BOBEBT

iBROWMXG.

Fear Death! to feel the tog iu|my tl.roat,
The uii-it in my lace,
When the snows begin, an-1 the blasts denote
1 am nearing the place.
The power of tlie night, the press of tl*j storm,
The post, of the foe;
Where he stands, the Arch-Fear, in a visible form,
And the strong man must go;
For the Journey is done and the summit attainel,
And the barriers fall,
Though a battle’s to light ere* the guerdon be gained,
The reward of it all.
I was ever a lighter; sc—one fight more,
The best and the last!
I would hate that death bandaged my eyes ,ami forbore,
An l bade m“ creep past.
No! let me taste tbe whole of it, fare like my peers,
Tli® heroes of old,
Beatr the brunt, in a minute pay glad life’s arrears
Of pain, darkness and cold.
For sudden the worst turns ttic best to the brave,
The black minute’s at end,
And the elements’ rase, the fierce voices that rave,
Shall dwindle, shall blend,
Shall bliange, shall become first a peace out ot pain,
Then a light, then thy breast,
O thou soul ol my soul! 1 shall clasp thee again.
And with God be the rest!
A

Translated for the Press from the French of Erck

mann-Chatrian.]

The

Brigadier Frederic.

Slory of

The

a

Frenchman limited

by the

Gtnunnt.

CHATTER XIII.

From that day, not daring to write, aud receiving no news from home, 1 lived solitary.

yourself, George, a man of my age,
among strangers in his little room in
tbo inn watching for whole hours the snow
driving against the windows, listening to the
Ficture to

alone,

noise outside—a cart passing—a squad of
Frussians going their rounds—a dog harking
—men disputing;—without any other distraction save his memories aud dreams.
“What

are

they doing

in the valley l

Is

grandmother still alive ? And Marie Rose,

what has become of her? And Jean? And
all the others ?” Always this weight on my
heart.
No letters came—“So much the better. In
case of misfortune Marie Rose would have
written to me. She has not written. Perhaps
she is sick.”
So it was front morning 'till evening. Sometimes when voices echoed in the room below,
I went down to learn the news. Hope, that
in
great illusion, is so deeply rooted
onr very souls that we cling to it even to the
last. I foumd there seated at the table and
around the stove men of all sorts—merchants,
peasants, wagoners, talking of the battles of

East, of pillage, incendiaries,
forced lines, hostages, and I know not what.
Paris still defended itself they said; but
from the banks of the Loire, our young troops
had been forced to fall back; the Germans

Starch for the services that he had rendered
us.
I told him that iu misfortune we learned
which
to know our frieuds; and other things
he merited them.
pleased him, because
About six o'clock he went away in spite of
all that I could say to persuade him toremain. I went with him to. the end of the
street, begging him to thank Father Ykel
and his daughter for all that they had done
for us, and if he passed by Felsburg to tell
Mother Margredel how we were situated and
ask her, above all, to send us all the news of
Jean she had received. lie promised, and
we separated.
I returned content to see my
child near me, hut anxious about the heavy
cold which hindered her from speaking. But
I had no serious fears as I have told you,
George. When we have always seen our
friends in good health such accidents do not
signify much. There remained seven or
eight weeks of winter to pass. At the return
of the'inonth of March the sun is

already beauSpring begins iu April,and sheltered as
we were by the Saint Martin hills, we would
soon see the little gardens and fielus green
again in the shade of the woods. There

tiful.

also at

were

great boxes of climbing plants which I picadvance, creeping across the glass,
reminding us a little of the forest house.
All these things promised well, and in
at
Rote
emotion
Marie
seeing
my
again I pictured the future as beau-

tured in

tiful. We would live for ourselves alone,
while waiting the return of Jean, and vex
ourselves as little as possible about tbe war
although that would bo very difficult! I
promised myself to tell my child only tbe
pleasant things, victories if we should have
any, and above all to hide from her my auxiuty

UUUUl

after so many misfortunes I was

it,

rent, wishing to bring some of our furniture,
linen and bedding, and sell the rest at Graufthal, before her departure. She wrote me also that Slarck had offered to take her in his
cart by way of Sarrebourg, Lorquin, Raonl’Etape; that the journey would take nearly
tlnee days, but thaL we should see each other
the end of that week.

LI

.1..

.J_ll.

1_

4/,

by tbe side ot
Catharine, her daughter, and Bruat, whom I
had loved so well; I said to myself that they
were all rilore fortunate than I; they all slept
suffer.

She

was

at

rest

among their friends under the shadow of our

mountains.
The thought of seeing

niv

restored.

arrived. I
had hired for twelve francs a month three little rooms and a kitchen in the second stoiy ol
a house next to the auberge beionging to M.
Michel, gardener, a very kind man who rendered us afterward many services.
Thursday was very cold; Marie Rose had
written that she should come, but without
saying whether she would arrive morning or
evening. So I was forced to wait. Towards
noon I saw the cart of Starck at last, at the
end of the street, all covered with furniture
and bedding. Marie Rose t^s on the wagon

January Gth, 1871 Marie

OMCUVG

wuuac

these fancies I went home.

IUV

gft*V/

In tbe midst of

Night

had come.

Marie Rose was waiting for me. She rushed
into my arms, exclaiming,
“Oh my father, what joy to he with you
once more 1”
“Yes, yes, my child,” I replied, “and the
others so far away. They will come back alWe
! We must have a little patience.
have suffered unjustly, but it will not endure
forever. Now you are a little sick. This
journey has fatigued you. But it will be
nothing. Go. Sleep my child. Rest yourso

self.”
She went into her room aud I went to bed,
thanking God for having given me back my

daughter.

(To be continued.)

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

City of Portland.
more

or

good haul burned best quality Sidewalk bricks, to be
delivered from time to time, and at such places as
may be required by the Street Department.
Also, for the delivery of three thousand lineal
feet,more or less, of Granite Curbstones to be cut six
(6) inches tup “six (B) face and two and a half (2J)
buck” cud joints kept lull at least eight (-) inches
down, and to bo from sixteen (16) to twenty (20)
inches deep, the Stone to be delivered on the Street
as required by tbe Commissioner of StreetB.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
CHAIRMAN.
Address proposals to
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.
dtd
mjB
Ordinance.
City

NO

lane,

Marshal’s Office, I

public

Ordinance.
City Marshal’s Office,!
I
Portland, April 19, 1875.
Cow kept in the City shall at all times
wear a strap around tbe neck, of not less than
three inches in width, with the name of the owner
and place of residence legibly painted or printed
thereon, and lor every cow found running at large
wiMinnr a strap, the owner of said cow shall iorfelt
and pay a sum not less than live dollars nor more
than ten dollars, to be recovered by complaint before the Municipal Court, one-half for the use of the
complainant anti the other half to the city.
The abvve Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

EVERY

d6w

ap20

the

woods,

and he would rather come than to
leave his horses in the stable. But he could
not refuse a

good dinner arid he loved a good
glass of wine. At the tabic Marie Rose told
me the details of grandmother's death, how
she died after having cried incessantly three
days and nights in her dreams “Bruat! Frederic! The Germans! Frederic. I Do not abandon me. Take me with you!” At last God
in his kindness took her to himself, and half
of Graufthal accompanied her through the
snow to Dossenheim in order to bury her
with her own. In repeating these sad things
Marie Rose could not restrain bar tears and
from time to time stopped to cough. So I
told her that it was enough. I did not wish
Dinner over, I thanked
to hear more.

for Sale.

hear Morrill’s Corner, Doering, h mile
House lias 11
from Horse and Steam Cars.
rooms,
room.witli all modern improvements,Bathingfurnace.
house
wanned
w
cold
by
and
hot
ater, gas,
First class stable with cemented cellar, 7 acres of
land, a portion suitable for early gardening, and a
choice variety of truit, apples, pears, plums, cherries,
The buildings
crapes, raspberries and cranberries.
not be replaced
on this property cost $70OO,an<l could
a bargain as
at
sold
he
Will
sum
to-day.
that
for
the owner is to leave the State. Apply to b. L.
Williams
Real
in
Dealer
Estate,
PATTERSON,
Block, second east ot City

lor

Naples, Maine,

House

Sale.

of the finest
summer resorts in the State with ample faciliand
gunning, on Hie
ties for bathing, sailing, fishing,
direct lino of Lake Sebago Steamers and daily stage
season for the
sale
in
for
to Portland. Is offered
summer travel. Large two story house, good cellar,
In
abundance.
Large stables.
w ater, &c. Shade trees
An excellent opening for a livery and sale stable,
Price
$3500. Terms
tliero being none In the villiagc.
anil Gage,
easy. Refers to .1. P. Baxter, Esq.. Strout
Clias. F. Libby, Esq., County Attorney, Win. Allen,

THIS

popular Hotel situated

at

one

and many other well known citizens of Portland.
At ply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate,
Portland, Mo., or to N. A. CH UltCH, Naples. dlt

Farm

Sale at Cumberland
Centre.
of good two story house, eight
some lorty acres of land, orchard of

ior

myfidtf

A House for $3500!
NEARLY new 1J story bouse, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas aDil sebago.
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
•with sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
Sunny location and convenient
go with the house.
to horse cars. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer

A

vv uutuus

uiutn,

b^vuu Uu..u*^

House lor Sale.
24 Ftciv bouse in the

A

Western part ol the city,

families,
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for twocemented

Sehago and water closets, on both floors,
cellar, house warmed by furnace. Price *4800.
House rents for *512, per annum. Terms *500 cash,
balance on time. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second holdaIJfdtf
ing east ol City

Hall._

snMunjoy Hill in a good neighborhood, just completed, 1J story house, 7 rooms,
lot 38x100 for *2,000. Terms *900 cash, balance on
mortgage at 6 percent. 1J story house, 7 rooms,
lot 41x80, price SI,800. Terms $800 cash, balance at
14 story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
6 per cent.
in Real
*2,000. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,dealer
Estate, Williams Block, second building east City

SITUATED

apr3dtt

Farm
IN

Lands

—

MISSOURI,
for culture of all kinds of fruits, good
wheat lands, well watered and limbered,
SUITABLE
and stock raising, mild climate.
for
unsur-

passed

40,000

sheep

of choice lands immediately
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad,

acres

of the

on

the line

ONLY 9 HOURS FROM ST. LOUIS,

$4 TO $15 PER ACRE.
SUMNER CUMMINGS, Agent,
ATLANTIC A

PACIFIC

j

BAUD CO.,

35 and 37 Broad St, New York.

dim

For Sale or to Let.
SMALL bouse, stable and about 11 acies of land
in Deering, near Woodford’s Corner, will be
sold for a bargain.
Inquire of J. H. REED, Ocean
St., Woodford’s Corner.my6d2w*

A

Farm for Sale.
mflE well-known Homestead Farm of the late
Gershom Mann in Cape Elizabeth, three miles
from Portland, containing about 80 acres, about 35
under cultivation, with good 1J story house, wood
and carriage house new, good barn 40 x 50 with cellar.
Buildings all connected, water plenty and
handy. The variety of soil and close proximity to
the city, make this one of the most desirable farms in
the vicinity, botli for early market gardening and for
hay. Persons intending to buy would do well to examine this farm before purchasing elsewhere. Prico
*4500. For particulars call on or address

A

J. MANN,

No. 45 Preble St„
mar23ecd&wtfPortland, Maine.

For Sale.
Capo Elizabeth, 1J story House, small stable,
and two acres land, 2J miles from City Hall,

INmain road to

House, three minutes walk
Stores, Primary and High
from Baplist Church,
School, and Town House, very pleasantly situated in
Ocean

on

two

For torni9 apply at store of J. 1..
an Oak Grove.
Parrott, near the premises, or E. C. Robinson at C,
E. Jose & Co’s., 140 Middle St., Portland.

my4__dtf

COPARTNERSHIP.

THE

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copart

nership UDder the Him name of PEltIiY &
FOSS for tho purpose of carrying on tile Produce
Commission Business at 9 Moulton Street, Head Iking
EBEN N. PERRY,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
MAYHEW F. FOSS.

Portland, April 21,

1875.

I have this day sold out to Messrs Perry & Foss,
who will continue the Produce Commission Business
at the old stand. No. 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
Wharf. In retiring I hereby return my thanks to
the public for their patronage, and ask a continuance
of the same to my successors, whom I can cheerfully

CYRUS GREENE.

recommend.
apr22

dtf

PROPOSALS.
Contractors and Buililers—Proposals.
proposals will be received for material
and the erection of a dwelling house at Kennebunk, York Co., Maine, near Boston «& Maine Railroad, until the 20th. Proposals will be received tor
the whole or different parts of the work; stone maand
son, carpenter and joiner, plastering, painting
plumbing, eic. Plans and specifications can be ssen
at the jewelry store of H. H. McDuffee, corner of
The right is
Union and Middle Sreets, Portland
reserved to reject any or all bids.
GEO. L. LITTLE.
my7dlw»
Portland, May 6,1875.

To

SEALED

mHE two story and a half bouse comer Bramliall
I st. and Western promenade, with 10 finished
and
rooms, cemented cellar and gas. Gooil stable and
plenty of yard room. Very pleasantly located
convenient to horse railroad. Apply on the premises
or at 61 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.
apr!5

THE

The Cordial Balm of

STEAMERS.

Nervous Debility.
day
frightful

Nervous Prostration.
It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should he able to judge for themselves by their

feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-health, comfort, and
own

even life itself if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application ot curative remedies.

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
or limey sediment,
urine, with an excess of
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action auy well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time. There is ereat sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and fluttering condition oi the mental faculties, rencalled a whitdering an individual what is
There must of
tle-minder, or fickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different, symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disa difference as marked as are
turbances,
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down ‘exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
Iris nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditionsfof hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in auy other part
ot the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the tact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and it the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; 1 he least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cau^e, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned. In causation, however, there are a great
list, such as scrofula, malaria,
many others on thediseases
of all kinds, fevers, sexual
blood and wasting
excesses and the many forms ot pelvicaud all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous c.entre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
luncuonai operations oi every organ, museuiar ana
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition oi the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

earthly

constituting

Wanted.
A liberal discount to Teachers, MiuisspetrrM, Churches, School*, Dodges e«c.
cial indueemeuis to the trade. Illustrated
aprl5!4w
Catalogues Mailed.
1 A ot tlie“104> Choice Selections,”
LU is ready. Price 30 cts. The “Series’
now contains ONE THOUSAND of the lates
and best things for Declamations. Humorous Recitations, Family Readings, etc. Capital for l-ranges,
Temperance Societies, mid l.yceuniH. Also
“Excelsior Dialogues,” and “Model Dialogues.” Circulars free. Get of your bookseller, or send price to
We
P. Gariett & Co.. 708 Chestnut St, Phila., Pa.
make the celebrated PK2JVIV LETTER HOOKA
Agent
for copying letters without press or water.

XIII

JNU.

_

1,000 ARE NTS. Teachers. Students,

men

Ul\\

and

wanted to sell CENTJhNIVf AD GA/ETfEER OF THE IJ. S. Shows grand reof lOO YEARS PROGRESS. A whole
Dibrary. Boston Globe.—Hot a luxury, but a
Inter-Ocean.—Be«t selling boek
necessity.
in every
published. Good Pay. Want Gen. Agt.
Address, J. C. Me CD ROY Ac
city of 10,000.
women,

sults

»

___

_

PHYSICIANS CORNERED.

I

THE

v

$0

I

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,
Y Q II K

N E W

SALE

FOR

W.W.
oret

BY

Whipple & Co.,

PORTLAND, ME.

«3m

GRASS SEEDS.
2000 Until Herd Grn»« Seed
■<
Red Top Seed.
IOOO
“
Norlbern New York
600

Clover

Seed.

500
400
200
200
25
400
400
400
200

“

Michigan Clover Seed.

“
“

Ohio Clover Seed.
Pen Vine Clover Seed.
Alnike Clover Seed.
While Duleh Clorer Seed.
Milieu.
Hungarian fSrass.
Orchard Gran Seed.
Kculuckv Bine Cross Seed.

•«

“
“

The Cordial Balm of

“
“

Also large assortment Vegetable aiul Flower Seeds.
For sale at the lowest cash price.

&~Whitney,

Kendall

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
-AND—

SEED

In all Styles, Grades and Sizos.
Best Assortment in the
latest liunrovements,

State,
called

THE PEERLESS.

unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ka»e of Manavement, Durability, Dry new* and Purity
of Air and EfONOiWY of ItK.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of niaftiufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact !»efore buyIt is

lalesroom 253

Pore Nt„ J. F.IWERUII.E.

Manufactory, Hear
may2Gdtf

of IVo. f O A’roiui St.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
NOTICE,

HEREBY notify my former patronsaud the public in general, that I am prepaied to furnish
Kitchen
C'umIoiu made Tin Ware and
FuriiixhiuK GooiIm,
n exchange for rags, barrels,etc.,or cheap for cash at
220 FEDERAL NTREET.
WM. CORNISH,
apr27codlm*
fTIT'Jobbing done at short notice.

1

W. II. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

For Sale!

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic

location for business on account of its easy access to
dll flic Railroads and Boats from all direct ions. Any
will find
person wishing to engage in the business
as the business is well estabthis a rare
lished. Address or apply to,

Free I Free!! Free!!!
THE PIONEER.
A handsome illustrated newspaper containing inTells how and where to
secure a home cheap. Sent free to all parts
OF THE WORLD.
It contains the new Homestead and Tim her
Laws, with other interesting matter found only in
this paper.

Scud for It at once!
It, will only cost you a Postal Card.
New number for April just out.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,

SIHARDON, SCAMMAN & CO.,

STOCK

on

large,
St
Brunswick, consisllng ot
THEPleasantFrench-roofed,
frame house, with

us in every form, on Commission only.
Puts and Calls, on best houses and lowest rates. Cost,
$100 to $200, and often pay $5000 PltOFIT.
Pamphlet, explaining how Wall Street speculations
Send lor a copy.
are conducted, 6ent free.

TUMPRIDGPJ

a

con-

three-story,
The
venient outbuildings and large lot of land.
and gas
house has cemented cellar, cisterns, furnace
sale beof
at
private
Unless
disposed
throughout.
fore that date, the property will bo sold at public
auction ou the premises on the 30th day of June.1875.
letter to
For oarticulars anply at the house, or by
MRS. L. A. BGl/TKBBE.
suoscriberiBox 118.
myldeodUitHO
Brunswick, May 1, 1875.

l«otice.
requiring work done please apply to
C.
W.
or
A., No. 16 Spring St. plain
‘‘Home”
%nd family sewing, dress-making, copying, emlwidX29tf
iu
&e., &c.
wools,
try and fancy-work

PERSONS

SPECULATIONS.

Conducted by

mar23dtf

Residence lor Sale.
undersigned offers for sale her residence

Laud Commissioner U. P. R. R
Omaha, Ned.

apr‘29il4wt

opportunity,

the premises,

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND MURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, anil
GEO. C. GOODWIN <& CO., Boston, Mas?.
ap29___ dtwt

formation for everybody.

rfIHE subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
conX business, offer for sale their entifebusme*t
on Union
Fisting of tlieir two etory Brick Building
Street, with all tlie Tools, Machines, I lor bob, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., iu fact everything usually found
iu a first class bakery. The above property is located
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable

deod6m&wlyll

mar 13

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

SALE.

THE

on

NO. 88 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.

FOR

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocWorks are offered for sale.
cupies about an acre of land oil tide water on Comand
comprises a large
mercial SB, in Portland,
Machine Shop. Foundry and Pattern Shop. Boiler
la a full compleThere
Shop'and Blacksmith Shop.
ment of Tow Is for heavy work and general Machinery
of
patterns.
and a largo assort ment
The concern having hecn long established has a
large anil constantly increaring list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom offered. For further particulars “
apply1 to the proprietor at the Works.

dtt

Dry Air Refrigerators
Largest and
combining all the

Valuable Iron Works

Ial2____dtf

SATE THE ADYANCE ON ICE

The

Square, Portland.
George C. Goodwin & Co.,

STORE

POKT1.AND. ME.

feb25

CO.,

Upr29d4wt

&

CO,,

BANKERS & BROKERS

2 Wall Mlrcci, IV. Y.

HOPE

AGENTS WANTED£?,,,*:/«
Send for circular and
extra
published.

terniH lo

Agents.

Philadelphia Pa.

our

NATIONAL PUBLISHING 00.,

myiOflw

Restored.

debility,

HAVE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA.
ARE YOU

Weak, Nervous,
Are yon

quires more
maxing?

or Debilitated l

no l.nnguid that
of an effort than you

1IUH

c*»i

uwuu.

!>.—

no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, oniy to let the sufferer fall to a lower
of
depth misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Rowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as

to

soon

ft*

make the invalid feel like a new person.
in not violent, but is charac-

operatiou

terized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
bis troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,

And silently steal
Tlii* Is no new and-untried discovery, but lias
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative knowu”.
Ask your druggist for it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston, Mass.

away.”

npl2t4w

Syri-

and

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

interested in drainage
to call on the

Pierce

w

ill find it to

On and alter Monday, September 21st.

Express train 7.00 a. m. lor Montreal and Qnebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Pa*6euger train for Auburn and Lewiston at 0.30

Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at

m.

8.10

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. in.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Offices

Also contractors for

aud

Medicine

Blood

Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, while the State-rooms are light, airy ami roomy.
The saloons are large and well ventilate*I,the breadth
of the vessel, and situated where there Is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies' Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Shop,
<&o.
Instant communication with the stewards by elec
trie bells.
Tbo steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly
Route, thus lessening the danger from ice ami fogs.
Rates of Passagfr-$80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Hound Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all iwints at reduced rates.

JOHN Q. HALE, Aisrut,
15 Broadway, New York.
i»I. H. CKEAGJI, A|Cl. for IN. E. Htale*,
102 State St., Boston.
&pr5d3m

JUST PUBLISHED.

MionalHynifi&Tune Book

Now ready
Adapted tor Opening and Closing
Eni-reiscs in Schools anil Seminaries, for CongiegaHome Singing. 128 pages, 210
and
Social
tional,
choice tunes. 340 hymns. Price but 40 cents. $33.10
per

Hundred.

o

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

Every placed before the people, and are warranted
be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

1

Canada, Detroit* Chicago, Milwan
bee, Cincinnati, Wt. Louis, Oinnha,
Nagiuaw, Si. Paul, Salt Labe City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all

They impart.

1

Northwest.

points in the

West ami

to the

Strength
—

Vigor

AND

Body

—

to the Mind

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia and Melancholia.
Price $2.">0. Large size, $5.00. Each package
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic rills,
wnich may also be had separately at 50 cents per box.

REGENT

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with Brst-class rolling
stock, anil is making the test connections and quick-

est time of any route from Portland to the West.
Slr-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING GARS arc attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. ami 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company arc not responsible tor baggage to
mv amount exceeding $50 in value (and that persontne raw oi
al) unless notice is given, and paid lor atvalue.
one passenger lor every #500 additional

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager•
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtf
Portland, September 19. 1874.

Eastern Railroad.

Clarke’s Reed

SlrauuM’ Dauce Music# Violiu nnd
#IOO
Piano.
Winner’* Party Dnucei. Violin au«l
Piano.
1.00
Winner’* VioliujauJ Elute Duel*.

Clarke’s Dollar Instructors
For Reed Organs. For Piauo. For Violin. Useful cheap, Instructive Books with Exercises and
numerous attractive Airs for practice.
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Scut post
paid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y
d,vw2w

my 5

Fairbanks’ Scales,
THE

SPEC1A1L*
FREtvSDtJRGH, Nov. 12, 1874.
the Cordial Balm and Syricum and LoPills as a preventive and cure for tlie
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, anil
find ihem actually specific in such cases. I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be

withoutthe^

Tipton, Dec. 3, 1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use of your
and
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syneum DeLothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous
our
of
family
a
member
bility ami Prostration, by
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three y aars past without any apparent bena
efit therefrom; but your medicines have produced
most wonderful change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively e*cellent nealtn.
MRS. HARRIET gTUKGISS.
P. S.— Wo tell all with whom we are acquainted
who arc similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

AGENTS

______

On amt alter

July 22, 1874,

and

un

TgSS^g^furtber Notice, the

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

OF

TltE

—

RAILROAD,

BOSTON & HIAlNT.

Highest Prize,

MAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS <S llAWLEV, WEEKS & POTTER, Bostou, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFL1N & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

at Puri, in 1807.

.Vienna, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE MOST ACPI)RATE.

1.5.,
*

?

THE .TIOSTDERABI.E.
TIIE

n

MOST CONVENIENT.

every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence
ALSO

Fairbanks’ Postal
Designed

for

and

—

Package Scales,

adopted by the UNITED

STATES GOVERNMENT.
ALSO

—

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money
*

Drawer.

WAREHOUSES—'J milk Street Ramon.

311

Uromhvur, New York.

FAIRBANKS

&

CO.
<I9m

fe24

CONSULATE OF

STAIN?”

To Merchants aiul Shipmasters.
*TOU are hereby notified tliat on and after the first
JL day of September, 1874, the new regulation
prescribed by the Government of the Republic ert
Spam in regard to Consular lees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
For Ve#Hcl« with Fargo*
$15.00
Certifying Manifest.
4.00—$19.0
BUI oi Health...
For VraweN without Cargo:
Certifying Manliest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
e2dtf

even

tough

juicy, rich and tiavo»y; makes splendid bread, increases the weight; saves cost in a month. Prices—
8 in. by 12 in., hakes 8 lbs., $2; 10x14 bakes 12 lbs
$2.50; 10x16 bakes 16 lbs.. $2.75; 11x16 bakes 20 lbs.,
$3.25; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., $3.50. Sent express paid,
on receipt of the cost, to any town east of the Missiswanted
sippi ; full directions accompanying. Agents
ami State and County rights for sale. Send for a
J. A. IX)CKE,
circular.
aprl6d8w*32 Cortland St., New York.

COPPERAS.
Pillar Copperas Co.VenBont Copperas Co.
Sold by all dyeslufi dealers throughout the U. S. and

in lots to suit by
HOWE A GOODWIN, Gcn’l Aguiil",
Importers ami dealers in Indigo, Cochineal, Dyewoods, Chemicals and dyes ufis generally, 11, 12,15
N. B.—Tho
India St., and 52 Central St., Boston.
above while being the best makes of copperas for dyedisinfectants
known, better than
ing are also the best
Clilo. Lime, cheaper and odorless. Use in solution.

oc25iy_
ICE Is hereby given that the subscriber has
been dulv appointed and taken uj>on himself the
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of the
estate of
FRANK E.^TROTT, late of Windham,

N01

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
JOHN T. FELLOWS,
Administrator with the Will annexed.

Windham, April 2*’th,

1875._my4dlaw3wT»

given, that the subscriber has

the estate of
HANNAH T. ADAMS, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate ot said deceased, are required*
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called ui*on to make payment to
PEKCIVAL UOJN.M EY, Administrator

annexed.
Portland, April 20, 1875.

DC WITT

Will be taken un all

—OF TI1K—

win.

wltn

ap27d1aw3wT

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
II. It. \V1N«, Proprietor.

THROUGH TRAINS

A first-class Hotol in every respect,
rj^-qfc
iJAjJV ranged especially with view to I he wants
ar-

a

EASTERN

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
July 21.1874.

_v22tl

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR.

GEORGE C. GOODWIN <& CO., RUST BROTHERS
GIL& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH,

THE WOKI.D.

8TA3DABD OE

Is

I liavo used
throp’s Tonic

Organ Companion.

valuable, useful and brilliant collection of Exercises, Airs, Songs and Pieces for Reed Organs. Price
$2.00.
A

hereby
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
NOTICE
NOTICE. the
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of

TESTIMONIALS.

WHOLESALE

Southwest

FURNIVAL Agt.

J O.

$1 JO
2 30

Clarke’s Organ Voluntaries.
Batiste’s Organ Voluntaries.

BAKING PAN

To

man.

CITYOF RICHMOND

OITV nlf nllHSTKll

tute.

DEPOT AT TOOT OF INDIA ST.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

llTBT.lot tho
•iWlimblic.
“-"

commercial and plcasuro seeking
marl3-dt

For Sale.
rnilE Trustees of Pine Street M. E. Church offer for
X salo tho church building now standing on thlct
lot, to be removed on or before tbe first day of May,
1S7S. Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,
stovo, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the alrovir
named property can get particulars by enquiring ot
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Committee
for
N. S. FKKNALI),
}
A. J. PETTENGlLL,
) Trustees,
dtf
marffi)

On and alter MONDAY, NOV.16,1874,
and 11 util further nuliee trains will run
follows :
ni.
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a.
Leave Portland tor L'| i«r Bartlett anil intermetu.
2
at
stations
p.
diate
Nolle**.
Heturniwic.
stations
informs Ihc rublic
ermediate
in
and
undersigned,respectfully
for
Portland
Bemis
Leave
that he has opened an office for tbe sale or I ransat 6.50 a. ui.
and all kinds of merchandise. I
mterme
fer
ot
Real
and
Estate,
Portland
for
Bartlett
Leave Upper
I have on har d now several lots and houses for salo in
dime stations at 7.15 a. m,
Bemis
I have also the finest
the most desirable location.
7.30 a. m. frum Portland and 6.50 a. m. from
Parties in
and for building or plastering purposes.
will be mixed trains,
lor
on
ill
of
'.he
same
w
call
need
Portland
from
m.
please
2.00
with
p.
Stage conned ions
E. PONCE.
Kezar
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter.
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle nml Erebange.
Fall.3, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe
dCintwis
a prl3
ami Chatham.
mMjoi

as

IillE

_

For Sale by Druggists generally

Everywhere.
Dr.

Lotbrop

consulted professionally
Address

may bo

mail free of charge,

Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern ami
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station In lort-

laEd’

HAMILTON, SOFT.
Portland. Nov. 13.1874.nol4dtf

G- EDGAR LOTllROP, M. D.,

HORSE,
LO\ MORRIS,
make (lie seesnn ot 1875 at tlie stable of
CL BROWN, 81 Wdt-ral si.,
1st to July 1st, in care ot

\vn.
WILL

sewers,

BOSTON,

marls

MASS,

rum

al*

_

Knox

May

ap2Weodtjyl

II. RICHARDSON.

Stallions

Li^litfcot

anil

lli ram.

J.

W. B. NUTTER’S

I IT Court Street,

constructing

digging wells, cementing cellars, eic. Pipe
Works. Corner Fox and Cove bis., I* utland, Me.
J. L. SM ITU,
Send all orders to
U. S. Hotel.
apr20dtf

CITY
CITY

from

Received the Diploma of tho American InstiMORAN’S
Meat and Poultry tender,
Makes

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

Manufacturing Company

of cement pipes.

CITY
CITY
CITY

ARRAN GEMKNT.

Passenger

AND LIVERPOOL,

New York on SATURDAY of cadi
week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITYOF LONDON
OF ANTWERP
CITY OF LIMERICK,
OF BERLIN
CITY OF MONTREAL
OF BRISTOL
CITY OF NEW YORK
OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF PARIS
OF BRUSSELS

Sailing

FAIRBANKS, BROWN A CO.

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with nigbt mail train for Quebec,

Lotlirop’s

BRA1XAGE.
persons
advantage
ALLtheir

QUEENSTOWN

F0H
:

*TpF^®Wl874, trains will run as follows:

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderftil properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the t/eatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itcb, Scurvy, Salt Rlicum, Copier
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

any exertion
feel capable of

forces.
It is

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

—

a. m.

re-

JUKl'KEBA. the wonderful tonic
and invijforator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at
t8,00 A. M., 112.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Nearborough. Went Ncnrborough.Naco, Biddeford. Keuuebuub. Well*, North Berwick, Mouth Berwick Junction, ConEliot and Kittery at
way Junction,
*9.10 A. M.
For Naco. Biddeford, Kenuebuuk. Well*,
Notth Berwick. Nouth Berwick Junction* Con why Junction. Eliot and Kittery at 19.10 A. M. and *3.15 P. M.
For Naco* Biddeford. Keuuebauk, Conway Junction. Kittery aud Portumouth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and *3.15 p. M.
For Cape Elizabeth. Ncarborongh. Went
Scarborough, Naco, na<( Biddeford at
5.20 P. M Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Bouton, and the 9.10 A.
M. Train from Portland connect at Conway
Junction for North Conway.
Train* leave Port* mo nth for Dover at 7.10,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.45,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make close connections to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
This
the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad.
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for iHontreal.
Quebec, and all parts of Canada Ku*« ;
and the Maine Central and Knox «& Lincoln Railroads for AugUMta, Bnugor. Bockland*
Belfn-t and other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor, Nt.
John. Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for AugUMta, Bath nml LewiMion; and ou MONDAYS and THURSDAYS with the steamer for

Then try

EVER.

Agents Wanted for Best Melting “MtercoHcopir View*,” UliromoN, Maps, Charts and
Family Bibles. Take uo Agency till you
Address. I». E. <*iirru*cy,
see our Circular.
Pub., Concord, IV. II.
mylUt4w

ever

Manhood

A victim of yuuthfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous
etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has found a pimple selfhe
will
which
send
to
his fellow sufferers
cure,
free
Address J. H. REEVES,78 Nassau street New York
Box
5153.
feb2d&wGm
p. O.

Portland for Portsmouth and Boston at
Re*1.45 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and *3.15 P. M,
turning leave

JFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BAOHELDER, Gcu’l Ag’t.

Tonic Pills,

ALL.

LIVINGSTONE.

Commercial,foot

a. in.

cum

AGENTS WANTED.

I

FOR

GREAT

Let.

l,_.

Trains will leave Station,
of State Street,

iWMBBBn

THE

no

On and after Monday, March 1st, 1875.
Passenger

WINTER

1

A

RAILROAD.-

EASTERN

•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. X.
This train runs Sunday but not on Monday.
t Accommodation Train.

ENGLISH REMEDY

ANEW

FOR

Lincoln,

LI N E.

INMAN

mat

A"”

A FORTUNE

gan, Belfast. Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.30 p. m. tor Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
I’n-hcuger Train* will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. m.
From Bangor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowlicgan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, &e., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath aud Lewiston
at G.45 p. m.
Night Train from Nt. John, Bangor, &c., at
l. 45 a. m.
Through Freight Train* Daily to all points
and E. & N. A.
on Maine Central, Knox &
Railroads.
Freight Delivered at or before 4.00 p. ra. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. m., Bath 10.00 a. m., Rockland
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. m., Waterville 10.30 a.
m. Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. in.
fel>26tfL. L. LINCOLN. Gcn’l Snpt.

E,nni|MM

tra^termMo1^^eii?s?VCNA'riON^L SS

For Sale

Night Pullinnn Train from
^MMaii-K^KoNiou leaves Portland 12.30 ft. in.
"tor Bangor, Calais, St. John, lloul■—'gR—ton, St. Stephens and Halifax.
PnHMenger Train leaven Portland 6.15 a.
in. tor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train
from Brunswick to Augusta, Watervillo end Skowhegan.
Leave Portland 1.05 P. m. for Danvillo Junetion, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, watorviiie,
Bangor, &c.
Leave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Both, Rockland, Augusta, Watorviiie, Skowho-

commonly

A GREAT OFFER!

apr15t4w

Railroad.

■

Druggists,

wanted.

Central

Maine

Comiucuciiitf March 1st, 187;j.

,,,

by

Vegetine

New England
^Portland
DISTILLERY

MANUFAC CURED BY

1IARPSWELL,

However obscure the causes
may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting. as it docs, nearly one half of our adult popby day, and
ulation, It is a melancholy fact that
increase of
year by year, we witness a most
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

DISTILLERY FOR SALE.

ft\

and Tonic Pills.

cum

THOMAS BAKER, Wallack's Theatre.
For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
the teet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
of
joints
ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGON1GLE. Booth’s Theatre.
Mb. VVm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I eurtored with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints and found no relief until I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relict
ROBERT II. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.

AGENTS WANTED

House for Sale!

Syri-

_

-iiui’iu.iiu.

iiu'iun.i'*

uhjbo

SUPPOSE there is not in the whole of a physician’s experience anything in human Buttering
apr!5f4w
CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
which calls iorth his sympathy, aud pity, to such an
extent as to witness the excruciating pains of a poor
ni>Ali>rrrC!
IVE'li'l.’
mortal suttering from that fearful disease Rheuma4 OU Will prove it or forfeit $500. New I tism. Heretofore
there has been a considerable diarticles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Ad- versity of opinion among medical men, as to tho true
York.
New
267
Broadway,
W.
H.
dress
OUIDESTEU,
lor
Sale.
character of this disease; some locating it in tho fibValuable Real Estate
of rho system and others
apr!5t4w_____ rous or mnscular tissues
viewing it as an acute nervous disease; but it is now
well-known Deane property on State street
he
a
disease arising from a poito
admitted
with
comof
land,
cheapest and generally
containing about 12000 feet
son circulating in the blood, and further it is admitmodious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered for 1
be thoroughly cured
can
never
that
rheumatism
ted
and
sale. The house can be seen every Thursday
without exterminating such poisonous matters from
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
Philadelphia, Pa._aprl5t4w
CO.,
internal
a
constitutional
the
blood
remedy. We
Real
by
W.
S.
ROBINSON,
For terms, etc., inquire of
feel better satisfied and
¥1T»
SAMPLE to Agents. JLadic* Com- feel confident that none will
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
who
the
conscientious
than
moie
physician,
with
Chrorejoice
JCi
£ jLl»JCi
bination Needle Book,
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.ja!5dtf
cure for tbis stubborn dismo9.
Send stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford, Las found out that a true The
ease has been discovered.
following testimony
Mass.__apr!6IAw
from a Portland gentleman cannot fail to satisfy all
GENTS. Chang Chang sells at sight. Neces- that tho
t
M
Chang
free.
g
Chang
sary as soap. Goods
Diamond Rheumatic Cure
aprlolAw
Co., Boston.
two story French Roof House with all
is a wonderful Medical Discovery.
modern improvements, situated on Cumberland St., between Green and High St., Portland.
Portland, Doc. 11,1S74.
Terms easy.
Apply to
*
Prof. Alphonso Hillen:
Of any and every kind. Send Btamp
JORDAN BROTHERS,
for Catalogue. Addrens Great VlTestcrn Gun
Gentlemen:
Unsolicited
by you, I wish to bear
No. 11 Danforth St.
Rheumatand Pistol Works, PITTSUURGU, PA.
my8dlm*_
testimony to the efficacy ot the Diamond
4wt
the
ic
Cure.
past
During
year I have suffered
apr!7
and
or to
agonizing affliction,
greatly from that common
for agents in our Rheumatism. My shoulder was so affected that my
ies
Novell
ten
New
out;
Just
left arm was completely powerless and I despaired of
1Y1U1> Aj A
lot and buildings formerly occupied by Stew
I was in«
needed in every house; samplo and circulars free by ever again having the use of that limb.
An
art & Melcher, on West Commercial St.
N.
J.
duced, by hoaring of lire many marvellous cures acmall. H. B. WHITE & CO., Newark,
The mam
excellent chance to start amanufactory.
t4w
while staying at the Preble
the
agent
complished
by
counting
apr27_
building is three stories high, 60x75, with
House, to buy a bottle. It is sufficient to say that
A spacious
room and room for engine and boiler.
without faith in tbe medicine or Its results, by the
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is neartaking of five small bottles I was entirely relieved.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
ly 300 feet square.
And weeks have since elapsed, and I am still all right
How made—n° capital required.
183 Middle St.
my8dtf
and free from pain, with no indications of its return,
Address, Lohman & Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.
and the feeling of new iife which I experience I attribute to the use of the Diamond Rheumatic
apr27__
Have the kindness to pass my testimony and
Cure.
and
articles
new
<11*0 A Daily to Agent*. 85
experience around for the benefit of guttering humanthe best Family Paper in America, with
We oiler the well-known First Class
Yours truly,
300
ity.
CO..
M*FG
AM.
two $5.00 Cbromos, free.
CYRtS HANSCOM, Temple St.
ap28t4w
Rum” Broadway, N. Y,_
Maine
FURTHER PROOF.
Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 12, 1874,
a
week.
Men or women. $34
Prof. Alphonso Hillen.
For sale. This distillery is capable of producing from
Proof f urnished.Basiness pleasThis is to certify that 1 have been a torGents:
risk1
ant and honorable with no
B( the smallest) to 40 (the largest number) barrels of
tured sufferer from inflammatory Rheumatirm for tho
Itum per day. The building Is of brick, has good boil; A16 page circular and Valuable
past three years, and during the last year my sufteryouraders, engine, pumps, &c., &c., all in good repair and
ings have been beyond description. 1 have tried ev|Samplesfree. riTSend
t deThere is a
in
to
immediately.
card,
put
operation
dress
on
ready
postal
pun
erything I could hear ot but obtained no relief uuti
new brick and stone fire proof bonded warehouse,
bnt write atouce to
I tried the “Diamond RheumaticCnre. It is trulay
VOKb
with a capacity of about 1200 barrels on the premises.
ly a wonderfill remedy.
--F. M. BEED.8TU 8T..NEW
Plenty of pure water of the liest quality for distilling,
Respectfully yours,
FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys it
tram an artesian well in the Engine Koom.
AMANDA M. DROWN.
Sold by Agents.
The Distillery is situated on the westerly portion oi
Address, G. S. WALKER,
is witness to this statement.
Mrs.
Walden
Capt.
Commercial Street, the principal business street of Erie, Pa.ap28t4w
and
tothe
Railroads,Steamboats
the City, contiguous
The proprietor of this medicine has walked the
<2*111 4n <2* KIWI invested in Wall street
Shipping, The lot contains about 19,000 square feet
and Paris for the
iWAlA. lO JlpOvIv/. often leads to fortune. aisles ot the hospitals of London
of valnaws land, title peifect and guaranteed.
of
past twenty years, making rheumatism a specialty,
A72 page book explaining everything, and copy
The J. (5. True <& Co. New England Rum Distiland the prescription from which this remedy is comReview
I
Street
all
the
the
Wall
on
moderate
Terms, including
cry wilt be sold
pounded is all he ever used iu the treatment of this
uriirii EiULHl AOIIN HlfKHIO i disease.
rights and good will of this well established house.
CTUill A UliEEi. A <jo.. Bankers and
HENRY T. CARTER,
Address:
simple cases sometimes one or two doses suffice.
Brokers, 7IBROADWAI, NEW VORK.
j InIn
or UPH AM & GARDINER, 73 Exchange St..
the most chronic cases it is sure to give way by
I*AT>1PT AMD
Ml?
d4wt
api23
the use of four or five bottles.
By this efficient and
remedy hundreds of dollars are saved to those
500 Agents Wanted for Genuine Edition simple
Executor's Sale of Beat & Personal Estate.
who can least afford to throw it away, as suiely it is
LIFK AND LABORS OF
HEREBY offer at private sale tlie homestead of
This medicine is for sale at all Druggists throughCharles Moxcey, lateof Yarmouth,deceased, conout Canada and the United States. If it happens
sisting of about t» 0 acres of land on the westerly side
Rev. J. E. CHAMBLISS, who from hispersonwith
By
lower
that
in
village,
your Druggist has not got it in stock ask him to
of Pleasant St.,
Yarmouth,
al icritin os (including the‘"Last Journals,” unAlso
send for it to
house, shops, barn and outbuildings thereon.
bis Grand Achievement*, also the
folds
\V.
vividly
B.
of
Sh.
3-16
Pierce,
Casco
1-16 of Sell.
Bodge:
W. W. WHIPPLE &
curiosities, Wonder* and Wealth of that mar- j
and 1-16 of Sloop M.D. Sawyer. If not previously
sold I shall off'er said property for sale at public aucrare
*05
100
&c.
pages,
Beasts, Savages,
tion, on the above named premises, on Tuesday, June
Market
Jll’S. Only $3.00. Rich iu Interest, Uow i
1st, 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M. PEREZ B. LOIUNG,
in Price. Outsells everything. 3000 first 3 weeks.
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxcey.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, t3
Address,
1875.
apr20*lm
Yarmouth, April 20,
apr29d4wt
Washington Street, Boston.

_dtf

English Remedy!

—

Small Houses lor Sale.

Hail.

THE GREAT

Boston, May 30,1871.
Stevens, Esq,: Dear Sir—I have been badly afflicted with Kidney Complaint for ten years;
have suffered great pain in my hack, ldps anil side,
with great difficulty in passing mine, which was often. and in very Buiall quantities, frequently accompanied witli blood and excruciating pain.
1 have faithfully tried most of the popular remed es recommended lor my complaint; 1 have been
under the treatment of somo ot the most skillful phyGiles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
sicians in Boston, all of whom pronounced my case
incurable. This was my condition when I was ail-- cure ior ague in the breast, and removes ail swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
vised Ly a friend to try the Vegetine, anil I could and hard lumps. %
see the good effects from the first dose I took, and
New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
from that moment I kept on improving until I was
on
Giles:—While
duty as fireman on engine
Db.
entirely cured, taking iu all, X should think, about 47, about ten miles from this city, on Slioro Lino
oil against a rock,
six bottles.
thrown
was
accidentally
Road,
train under lull head, about thiity-ttvo miles an
afflicted again in the same way. 1 would give a dollar
Your agent was on
bruised.
Was
hour.
very badly
a dose, if I could not get it without.
board. Heiurntsbed me with two bottles of LiniJ. M. GILE.
from
which I receive 1
Respectfully,
of
Iodide
Ammonia,
ment
£61 Third Street, South Boston.
the greatest possible benefit. In iourdays I was able
work. My
to
commence
now
am
and
to sit up,
ready
NEARLY BLIND.
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
GAFFNEY.
JOHN
H. R. Stevens: Dear Sir—In expressing my
it
cured.
which
thanks to you for benefits derived from the use of
Barnum’s Hippodrome.—We have never found
Vegetine, and to benefit others, I will state:
anythingicqual to Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammowith
When eight or nipe years old I was afflicted
nia. Bruises, wouuds stiflness, lameness, pains in
Scrofula, which made it3 appearance in my eyes, face the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
and head, and I was very near blind for two years.
just what we long wanted, and we now use nothing
All kinds of operations were performed on my eyes,
else. In thirty years’ experience in Europe and
and all to no good result. Finally the disease princiAmerica I have never met anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,
pally settled in my body, limbs and feet, and at times
in an aggravated way.
Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum’s Hippodrome.
Last summer I was, from some cause, weak in my
New
York, June 1st.
spine and kidneys, and it was at times very hard to
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new disretain the urine. Seeing your advertisement in the
of
Ammonia,
Iodide
surpasses
Liniment
and
covery,
Commercial, I bought a bottle of VEGETINE,
lameness iu the limbs or
commenced using according to directions. In two or any tiling fur splints, strains, hard
on
and
wind
bony
swellings
four
galls
shoulders, &c.,
three days I obtained great relief. After using
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
or live bottles I noticed it had a wondertul effect on
RALPH
very
OGLE,
Yours
I
truly,
the rough, scaly blotches on my body and legs.
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.
still used Vegetine and the humorous sores one afBoston, July 13, 1874.
ter another disappeared until they were all gone, and
I attribute the cure of the two diseases to vegetine
Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between tho
and nothing else.
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
If I am ever affected with anything ?of the kind
played July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
again 1 shall try Vegetine as the only reliable rem- my left kneecap. Your agent fortunately happeued
me
believe
and
more
Once
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
edy.
accept my thanks,
AUSTIN PARROTT,
to be, Very respectfully,
and with instant relief.
Ohio.
£5
Gano
1
No.
1872.
Cincinnati,
Dec.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.
St.,
Boston. Sept. 14,1874.
alwavs
are
the
of
Diseases
Kidneys, Bladder, etc.,
Dear Sir—
Mr. WtLLrAM M. Giles, Chemist:
most disunpleasant, and at times they become the attect
Your Agent. Mr. Guy S.Frazev, called on me early
the
tressing and dangerous diseases that can
introduce your Liniment Iodide of
to
last
in
July
human system. Most diseases of the Kidneys arise
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legat'd to the great
from impurities in the blood, causing humors which
of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
settle on these parts. Vegetine excels any known variety
diseases, f had no faith in your Iodide, bat, after a
remedy in the whole world for cleansing and purify- long discussion witli your agent, it occurred to me
ing the blood, thereby causing a healthy action to all that I had a horse I was using for private that had a
the organs of the body.
I told him if ho
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
it
I
have
used
that
it
to
persistently
SufBce
very
say
all
is Sold
till the present time, and I now find it nearly
d4wt
my5__
removed, and think it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheeriuiiy recommend iiBnse to any one who has a horse or horses
WATERS
afflicted m this way. I would further say that, while
*8088,481 BROAD%VAV,NEW J’OBK,
using it for the above, the same horse started anwill dispose of 1OO PIANOS and OKI. ARM
other bunch on the oil'leg; the Liniment was apof' first cIhmn maker* including WATERS, at
plied
immediately, ami the hunch hrs disappeared.
for
cash,
V
jgXTREiTlKLiY LOW PKKTE8
J. H. HATHORNK,
DURING THIS* MONTH, or part cask,
Proprietor of Citizens’ Line Coaches.
and balance in small monthly paymeni*
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
WATERS’ New Scale Pianos,
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Mo
are the best mide; The touch elastic, and a
eod&w6m
jetg
Hue Hinging tone, powerful, pure and even.
ORGANS.
Concerto
WATERS’
cannot be excelled in tone or beauty; they defy
competition. The Concerto Stop is a tine
Agent*
Imitation of the Human Voice.
..

y'lr'-

city Hall.ai'8lltf

ol

nom

H. R.

lot, soil cloy and samlv loam.
This property is situated within one mile of Depot,
of church, post office, and
walk
and five minutes
Greelv Institute. Prico $3*00—terms oasy. Apply
in Real Estate, PortDealer
to F. G. PATTERSON,

ill rti-ai upline,

Message to the Suffering.

A
Wlirn

PRONOUNCED INCURABLE.

CONSISTING
rooms, and
200 trees—small wood
land.

I

monia.

is^ecommended^fAH

_

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND;
7.50 A. HI. for Rochcdfi*, Nashua nti«l
On and after December 80, 1874,
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on E«stem and Boston & Maine, Roads |
Passenger trains will leave Portfor lio.ion, ai 6.15, 6.10 a. m.
at Nashua with fcxprrnn Train tor Lowell
Wr^llaad
1
at
“•*».;
r,,.' VJ^*3.15. P. ni.. arriving at Boston at 10.50
and Boston* arriving in Boston
with r.xpre*.*
n,
Junction
at
jj.uo,
s.on, p. ni. Returning, leave
connecting
Ayer
at 6.D0. a. to., 12, in. 3.15. p. m. arrivin
Train to. Fitchburg nml IIooniic run2.10 1.
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. in.
nel Line* and arriving at Worcester at
'Vest.
For l.o(viaLowell Junction) at 6.15,9.10
M., connecting with trains South and
a. in., 3.13 p. ni.
I*. HI* (Steamboat Exoivm)connects at
of
Maine
For Concord nod TVnnchenirr (via
New
We*! brook Junction with trains
Market Junction) C. 15 a. m., 3.15 p, m.. (via LawCentral Road from Bangor, Rock land, Lewiston,
on
Easrence
at) 0.10 a. in.
&r.; nt Rorhedi r with down trains
For <4real Full* at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
tern and Boston of Maine Roods; at r.pping
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. ui.
for Manchester and Concord; at Nashua for
For ICorhc-ier. anil
Fnriuinglon, via
Lowell and Boston: at %Vort*c»lrr with Night
Dover) at 8.19, 1) 10, a. in., 3.15 p. in.
train for Springfield, New Haven and New York,
Alton liny, (via iMver) at !>.10 a. in., 3.15 p. m.
and goes through to New London without
A train will also leave l*ortlaud for Keunrchange of rnro, connecting with Mieniurrs
buiik nml ll'ny MfaiioiiM at 5.15 p. ui. Returnof tl.r Norwich Line lor New lr orb, arlor
ing, leave Krunrbank at 7.30 a. m., arriving at
riving there early the next morning in time
Portland at 8.35 a. ni.
the morning trains South and West.
Passe libera from nuv point on ihr Mninr
***4.00 I*. HI for ltorhr«trr and Way
Oruiral Railroad will change can at, and have
liouM eonueets at RochcMtcr with trains tor
their
bapgaee cheeked via Homoh A Mai or
Alton Bay and Wolf boro.
Trauolrr Mention.
0,‘JO I*. HI. for Oorhniii.
Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, BosParlor
Steamboat t-.xpri M Train leaves New ■ o.iton 8.00,
«lo.i from Norwich Line Steamer ats 5 A. Hi*,
JAS T. FUUBEK, Gen. Superintendent.
and from Worcester at N A. HI., connecting
S. II. STKVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
W«;Ntbrook Junel.o.i with afternoon
at
2)
no
trains going East over the Maine Centtal Road,
and arriving in Portland .at 1.18 P. M.
CxpreHN Train leave* WotccNier at4..l5 P.
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M.( and New York at 10.00
A. M. arriving in Portland at 10.43 P, M.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
FOR
checked through to N ash u a, Manchester .Concord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line,
CoiiiiiinKing Monday* May lOth.
and Springfield Route, and to all important
leave Portpoints South and West.
rflHEncw Steamer Ilmrirltn* will and
VVM. it. TURNER, Supt.
3 o’clock
l land Pier, daily at 6 o’olock a. m.,
otf
at
I-land,
touch
my3
l*onig
tor
well,
lug
i). ra.,
Ilarps
Jsiltlr i’lirbeagaCf CSrral 4 Ih l>« ugiio and
f^oiiMOUM ImIrii«I. Returning will leave Harp§well
at 8 o’clock a. m., and 5 o’clock n. m., touching at
the above name places. S. KICKER, Agt., 131 Commercial St.
CHANGE or TIME,
___

Liniment Iodide of Am-

THE BEST MEDICINE.

Jr

ap29

|

PAIN IN THE BA UK.

Ilall._np29<13\v

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

ft remedy is productive of such relief as fo
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
makeit know n as general as possible. This
to
duty
a
consideration lias actuated the proprietor WM. M.
(li LKS, to hriue before the public bis LINIMENT
IODIDE AMMONIA.
There is no remedy known to medieal science which
'J'he remarkable cures it lias effected classes it. as
has proved itself more valuable iu cases of Kidney | one of the most important and valuable remedies
It acts dhectly ! ever discov ered for the cure and relief of pain in any
Complaints than the Vehetine.
upon ilie secret ions, e’eanses and purifies the blood,
form. It cures N«>iirnl£ia, Face Ac lie. Kliciiand restores the whole gvstem to healthy action.
iiinti*iM' liout, FroMled Feel. Chilblain*,
j
of
euro
The following extraordinary
great suthAers,
l£ry*i|>cl«*, !ii*ni*e* luut
Hor<‘ Tlii'Oiil.
who hail beon given up by the best physicians as j Wound* of every nature, in which the effects of
for
ami
should
!
will
themselves,
speak
hopeless eases,
extenal applications me almost magical, and in
challenge the most profound attention of the medical j which its internal administration is found to be most
who
from
as
of
those
are
as
well
sutlering
faculty,
efficacious. Physicians prescribe it for their patients
Kidney Complaint.
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an invrluablc discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OP AMMONIA is an
essential appointment, in all well-regulated stables,
East Marshfield, Aug. 22.1870.
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and whore there is a liability to the visitations of a
Mr. Stevens: Dear Sir—I am seventy-0110 years
with
Comclass of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
Kidney
of age; have suffered many years
remedy. No stable should be withplaint, weakness in my back and stomach. I was is a recognized
induced by friends to try your Vegetine. and I out it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that Is
it.
think it the best medicine for weakness of the Kid- not supplied with
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
neys I ever used. I have tried many remedies for
with which this
tnis complaint, and never found so much relief as testimony to the universal favor
It strengthens and invigomedicine has been received by the public.
from the Vegetine.
TKrflinONIALH,
rates the whole system. Many of my have taken it,
and I believo it to be good for all thccoinpiaiuts
In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
for which It
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
H SHERMAN

SITUATED

t or saic.

that I had news of

brilliant eyes, and was surprised, but attributed the change to her long watching, grief,
anxiety,and above all to the fatigue of a three
days’ journey in an uncovered cart in sr.cli
fearful weather. Was it not all natural after
so much suffering? I knew she was strong.
Since her infancy she had never been
sick I said to myself that rest and quiet
would restore very quickly her beautiful complexion. Once up stairs in front of
the bright fire seeing the room neat and
clean, the old chest of drawers, the old pictunes of the forest house suspended from the
walls and our old clock ticking in the corner
at the light, behind the door, Marie Rose appeared content and said to me.
“Wc shall be very comfortable here my
father. We can reiuaiu quiet, and the GerProvided that
mans will drive us no farther.
Jean comes soon wc shall live peacefully.”
Her voice was husky. She wauted to sec
the littje cook room in the court. It was
dimly lighted and a little gloomy, but she
said it w^s all right. As we had no provisions yet, I had our driver bring in from the
Auberge two bottles of wine.
Staick would not receive anything more
than his
He
expenses on the way.
said that at this season there was no work in

Sts.__oc5dtf
Elegant Suburban Resilience

my 6

April 26, 1875. f
dog shall be permitted to go at large, or loose.
in any street,
alley, court or travelled
wav, or iu any uninclosed or
place in this city,
such dog, or the head ot
or
of
owner
tbe
until
keeper
the family, or the keeper of the house, store, shop,
office, or other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
2. The City Marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to ruu at large on the payment of two dollars; which license stall explro on
the first day of May next after the same is given.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
Tbe City Marshal will be at bis office on the third
day of May next from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5 o’clock,
to grant licenses.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
apr27-d0w

I went down and ran to meet
the bridle.
them. I embraced Starck who halted, then

daughter, whispering

PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate. Ottieo 37111
Congress St., Williams’ Clock, between Myrtle and
Pearl

will be received 'until Wednesday,

PROPOSALS
May 12th,ins t.,at 12 o’clock m.,for the delivery of
less, of
three hundred thousand (300,000)

Rose

He had passed through St. Die,
Jean.
M. d’Arence had given him the means to
cross the Prussian lines or rejoin the army ot
the Loire. She did not reply, but as I spoke
I felt her bosom heave, aud her arms clasped
me with extraordinary force.
They moved
on, and soon we were before our lodgings.
Starck led his horses into the stable of the
Lion d’Or. Marie Rose went into the reception room ol the inn, and good mother Ory,
who was waiting for us at the door, made her
drink a cup of tea to warm her, for she was
very cold. During the day Starck and I carried up the furniture, and at four o’clock everything was in place. A fire had been made
iu the stove, but Marie Rose was so fatigued
that it was almost necessary to assist her to go
up stairs. I noticed at first her pallor and

There is no disease which causes such acute pain
or more alarming iu its results than when the kidthe uric acid, and
nevs fail to secrete from the hlood
other poisonous substances, which the blood accumthe
system.
ulates iu its circulation through
If trotn any cause the kidneys fail topertorui the
functions devolving upon them, the cumulations are
taken.up by the ahsoriients and the whole system
thrown info a state of disease, causing great pain and
lienee the
suffering,and very often immediate death,
a
importance of keeping the kidneys and Wood in
healthy condition, through which all Hie impurities
of (he body must pass.
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wrapped in her mother’s great cloak, and the
tall collier was ahead leading his horses by

my

is no complaint that afflicts the husystem, which is so lit tie understood at the presot the varied forms ot Kidney
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ent time, as
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daughter rhade

I thought we should he no
me happy again.
longer alone and that we could live without
great expense uutil the end of the invasion;
and then at the return of Jean, when he
should be replaced somewhere, we could rebuild our nest iu the heart of the woods; that
I should have my pension; and that iu spite
of all our miseries, I should finish my days
calmly and quietly, surrounded hy my grandchildren. It all appeared natural. I said to
myself that God is just and order would be
soon

LilLl,

gloomy thoughts.

dejected.

The least rumor made me uneasy. I was always afraid of hearing some new disaster.
Sometimes also my indignation got the best of
me.
I would go in spite of my old limbs, to
light no matter who, if we could only make
Weariness and despondency
an end of it.
overcame all hearts. One morning I received
Grandmother
a letter from my daughter.
was dead! Marie Rose was coming to join
She told me to hire a small
me at Saint Die.

by

O

sometimes

the North and

outnumbered them. This befell us on all the
lines of railroad, and then our munitions and
This young army, thus gatharms failed us.
ered in haste was forced to carry on this rude
war, and the weight must break them at last.
The bombardment of Belfort continued. The
weather was fearfully cold. Hail and snow
fell. One would have said that God had set
himself against us. I, George, I must confess

the sides of the wiudows two
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